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INTRODUCTION 

Part one of this work was finished after two years 

of research, largely based on the retrieval, analysis and 

synthesis of data, and on conclusions about that information. 

The information gathered pertained to architectural education 

in Great Britain. The introduction to Part One mentioned the 

intention of the author to relate the research and conclusions 

to the Venzuelan reality, however there was no attempt to do 

so in that work. 

Part Two, is essentially an intellectual exercise, not 

a new piece of research. It is based on the findings of Part 

One, and is to be presented in partial fulfilment of a Doctor 

of Philosophy degree. Part Two is dedicated to delving more 

deeply into. one of the areas mentioned in Part One, the 

teaching of the history of architecture, which is of major 

interest to the author. 

The reasons for choosing history are several and. varied 

the author has ten years of experience teaching the subject 

in Venezuela; history of architecture is, of the three 

subject of interest, the subject in which then exists more 

experience in architectural education in Venezuela; there 

are possibilities to use a proposal, for Part II as a new 

programme for the subject in the Faculty of Architecture at 

the University of Zulia, Venezuela; and, the proposition of 

the supervisors that the subject has a practical application. 
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After several months of research in the schools of 

architecture in Venezuela I feel that the choice was right. 

There seem to be many indication that the work may be 

useful. 

About Part II 

Once was decided the subject for part II of this work, 

some more reading was necessary. The bibliography in Vene- 

zuela is'scarce in English as well as in Spanish. Two months 

were devoted to the collection and perusal of all that was 

available, and pertinent. 

The main objectives here are to study what a course 

of history of architecture for architects should be,. and to 

present a proposal applicable to the School of architecture 

in'Maracaibo*, Venezuela. 

To be able to decide about how and why a course of 

history of architecture must be taught to architectural 

students, and to determine the content of such a course 

-should it be approved- I considered it appropriate to start 

by studying the nature of architectural history. 

Knowing something about the nature of architectural 

history, it should be easier to understand the possibilitis 

of, such a course being useful, or necessary, to architectural 

students. The course or courses can be considered as means 

(*) Uibiciatty named FacuQty oj Ahchitec#uhe 
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or ends, or both. 

If the courses prove beneficial, according to the 

nature of the subject, and the consideration given to them 

as ends or means, general objectives, and specific, contents 

can be decided, and methods selected. 

Considerations then have been made about a course, 

or programme, of history of architecture for architectural 

students, and following that considerations the proposal for 

a programme for Maracaibo, Venezuela. 

Research about courses of History of Architecture in 

, 

Faculties of Architecture in Venezuela. 

As one of the main objectives of this part of the 

work is to propose a programme for teaching history of 

architecture in one of the Faculties of Architecture in Ve- 

nezuela, it seemed natural that all the experience gained 

in those schools should be used and considered. 

An investigation, whose main conclusions are presented 

within the work, was made, taking all measures and goin to 

any necessary length and depth to make it comprehensive. 

As architectural education is a relatively new experience 

in Venezuela, the research was based on the period between the 

creation of the first School of Architecture, and 1974. " 

The results of that research have been so enlightening, 

for the author at least, that I have considered convenient 
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to introduce it as Appendix I of. a special Appendix, volume 

that was not intended when this Part was started. The 

research has been written in Spanish as a contribution to 

architectural education in Venezuela. 

Volume I of Part II contains the work itself, and a 

second volume, Appendices of Part II contains the above 

mentioned research of Faculties of architecture in Venezue 

la. 
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CHAPTER 

1. THE NATURE OF HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE. 

Objective: Study the nature of history of architecture 

to obtain better understanding of the 

usefulness and-educational value of history 

" of architecture courses for architectural 

students. 

1.1. Introduction. 

As we have seen in Part I of this work, history 

of architecture courses have in the past, gone 

through significant changes as to their importance, 

objebtives and contents, and there was a time when 

even the necessity pf the material was seriously 

debated. The later situation is no longer in 

question, although discussions about the course 

material are still going on, and If found that to 

be a very healthy, and stimulating sign for 

architectural education and the courses themselves. 

History of architecture may be taügh in schools of 

architecture as means or as ends, and in view of 

that, there are many possible course objectives 

and content alternatives as-we have already seen 

in Chapter ..... of Part I. 

The study of the nature of history of architecture 
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is intended here to aid in determining the kind 

of values, objectives and contents applicable at 

the present time, and what methods could be best 

used to teach history of architecture to architectural 

students, so as to make it an asset to'their 

education, 

I do not pretend that this study will finish the 

old disputes about the courses, but certainly it 

gives a clearer basis to the arguments, relating 

them to the very nature of the subject. I have tried 

to this study with as little bias as possible 

concerning the relationship between the nature of 

history of architecture and the. curriculum. 

The nature of history of architecture. is rather 

complex and requires for its understanding the study 

of the nature of history and the of nature 

architecture. Both subjects lead us towards a 

discussion of what art and science are. 

After reviewing those concepts, we shall relate' 

their nature to possible objectives, course contents, 

and scope, and evaluate their contribution to 

architectural studies, towards the end of the chapter. 

1.2. The nature of history. 

Let us consider first the nature of history itself 

before we deal with, history of architecture whose 
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nature wil be influenced by what we determine 

about history and architecture separately. 

"Since evenytkZng in the pad. t iA hiztony, 

and 6Znce eveaything we know i4 at&eady 

pays. t, aU knowledge £4 in a way 

h. iatoticat'...... (1) 

This is a very broad definition of history, and 

it is in some ways opposed, or a least qualified 

by Carr, when he says: 

. ... "But h. istony . id mean. ing. Ceaa in a ataý'. f. c 

wontd. tfid#ohy in . c. td eaaence . i. b change, 

movement on . ij you do not cav. it-at the o. 2d 

Saahioned wond-pnogne4a". (2) 

What is past can hardly be change unless we consider 

the re-enactment of history a change. 

The same Carr defines history as a social process 

and explains his views of how the present helps to 

understand the past, offering a possible way to 

change not the past, but the interaretation of it. 

"H. istoi. y, then, in both senses oj the woad 

meaning both the enquLty conducted by the 

hi4tonZan and the Facts oj the past into 

which he . inquZtes -L4 a 4oc c to process, in 

which individuate are engaged as human 
. 

beings; and the imaginary antithesis between 
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aociety and the'tndtividuat tia no mote than 

a ted hetting dtawn actozz out path to 

con6u4e oüt thtinhing.... 

... H. iatony . i. d 8unckhandt'. 6 wonda, . ia "the 

necond oj what one age j. inda wonthy dj note 

in anothen. " (3, ) 

The past . (, 6 inte. Z. Zigi6. Zeý to u4 -on. Zy in'the 

tight o6 pnuent; and we can 6u. Z. Zy undendtand 

the pneaent bn. 2y in the tight oj the pab#'. To 

ena6te man to undenb#and the aoc. iety os the 

padt and to . incneaae h. ib maateny oven . the 

aoc. i. ety oj the pneaen# . ia the düaQ Suncý', i. on 

oi h. iatony" (4) 

According to this the knowledge of history is the 

only way to understand the past and the present, 

and considering that the historian'is in the 

present, he answers the question about what history 

Is saying: 

.. "My 6. in4t an4wen, thene6one, to the que4t. ion, 

What . i4 H. i4torcy? . i4 that it . i4 a cont. inuo4 

phoce44 0j . inten. act. ion between the hi4#on. ian 

and h. i4 6aet4, an unending d. iatogue between 

the pne4ent and the pa4t". (5) 

He stresses the importance of relationships between 

the historian and the facts again when he says that 
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"h. idtofy . i. b cbncefned with the tetation 

between the unique and the genefat. A4 

a h. iatot ian, you can no mote d epatate them 

of give ptocedence to one oven the othef, 

than you can aepafate fact and £ntepfetation" 

(6) 

A. L. Rowse in his book "the use of history" states 

that history has two different levels: 

... "We might day that £ centa. in events had 

not taken paste in oun 'hii Cony -. i6 R. ichand 

I had 'not been defeated and de2hnoned, IS 

Edwand IV had £2ved on Edwand VI o& Henny 

PILnce of-Wa&es, i6 Queen Anne had had a 

on to succeed hen -the whole 4un6ace pattern 

o6 our hi4tony would have been d. i66enen. t; 

and-yet it is pttobabLe that the undeiLying 

stony o6 England would have been much the 

same, its £on. tune not so very di event, Son 

that depends upon mane pnosound 6onces at 

wonfz -. its geopgnaphLcaL position and cha&acte, % 

the economic endowment oS the . island, na. tune 

o6 the people, . he. in social stnuctne and so 

on.;, Thene is the . issue, 4JmpLy stated. The 

point is whe. then we mean by h-Utony the 

s unlace stony which is capable o6 £nj. in. ite 

vaai ttion, oa the undeiLy. ing stony which 
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. i-a pnojoundQy conditioned" (7i 

Relating this concept to the generally accepted 

opinion that we can not separate history from its 

interpretation, would mean that there are two 

different levels of interpretation. Taking the 

concept of interaction and interrelationships, 

the socalled 'underlying story' must have an. 

important relation to the surface story, which 

normally öccupies'most of our. study. 

To clarify the subject of interpretation and the 

meaning of history, we refer again to Carr: 

., "In peace of the thea)Ly that hibtoty 

has no meaning, we ate oj6eted hete the 

theory os an in6inLty o6 meanings, none 

any mote night than any other -which comes 

to much the dame thing. The . second theory 

24 4ute. ey as untenable as the £it4t. It 

doeh not SotZow that, because a mountain 

appeata to take on diijetent shape4 Stom 

dii6etent angZea o6 vision, it hah ob ec#. i. veZy 

either no hhape at att of an in6inity of 

. 6hapea" (8) 

Objectivity appears here in relation with interpretation. 

Both concepts can be defined in their relationships, 

according to Carr, as follows: 
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,., "The Sactd oJ h. c.. atony cannot be punety 

subjective, since they become Jact. a oJ 

Wtony on. Zy-. in vin#ue oJ the aign. ý6icance 

attached to them by the h. c. stotian. 

Objectivity in hi4toty -i6 we ate 4t. itt to 

use the conventionat tetm- cannot be 

objectivity o6 6act, but onty oJ tetatt. on, 

oJ the te. Cation between Sact and intetptetation 

between past, pte4ent and Jutute... 8ut the 

concept os ab4o. 2ute ttuth . (. 4 aQ4o not 

apptoptiate to the wot. bd oJ, h. i4tot y -ox I 

4u4pect, to the wottd o6 science". (9) 

Let us now bok at Collingwood's ideas about history 

and interpretation, or re-enacting, as he calls it. 

"My histonicat aeview of the idea of histany 

has nesutted in the emeagance o6 an answers 

to this question: namely, that the historian 

must ne-enact, the past in his own mind. What 

we must now do is to £ookmone ctosety at this 

idea, and see what it means in itseZi and what 

junthen conzequenced . c. t imp. Cia". (10) 

And analysing the value of historical sources in 

relation to the historian's interpretation he says: 

::: "Now, anyone who head VLco, on even a second 

hand ve, %Aion o6 come of hiz . ideas, mu 4t have 

known that the import. tan. t gac4. t. on about any 
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3tatment contained in a aounce id not whethen 

it t4 true oj -Ja. 2d e, but what it meana. And 

to aak what it means £b . to atep.., tight out4Lde 

the woaZd of 4ctzzon4 -and-pa4te' hL4tony into 

a wo td where hiztony t4 not wti. tten by copying 

out the teeti. mony o6 the beat aoutcea, but by 

coming to your own concZudtona ". (111 

Both quotations' give importance to interpretation and 

to relationships between fact and history as we know 

it. 

Collingwood's view of history which essentially 

emphasizes the importance of individual actors in 

shaping history, is refered to by Carr as: 

"One of the serious ennolts of Cattingwood's 

idea os history which I discussed in my 

. east tectune was to assume that the thought 

behind the act, which the historian was 

caUed on to investigate, was the thought 

os the individual actors. This is a Ja, ese 

assumption. What the historian is caZZed 

on to investigate is what Zia behind the 

act; and to this the conscious thought of 

motive os the individua. e actors may be quite 

inneZevant". (12) 

There is no doubt that Carr's statement has validity 

and the same criteria should be applied to the 
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historian at the moment of interpretation. Even 

working individually, he will be incorporating in 

his work'many influences of his own environment 

which should be, considered when studying his 

writings. 

The concept of interpretarion in history seems to 

be generally agreed upon, and it is also agreed 

that it requires-: a tremenelon amount of scholarship 

to be able to understand the complexities and the 

interpretation of history, at this point there is 

little more to add to this thus we continue 

with some other related concepts of history. 

... "Ann. ived at that view-point, hLstony is 

the most synoptic and uni yLng oja. ZL studies. 

Bud' . it . cmpties, and demands, education, 

Sontunate. Zy atzo it pnov. ides it. The pn. ocess 

is a dua. Z- one". (13) 

This,, is an important point that my own experience 

teaching history confirms completely Good students 

of history of architecture are usually the best all 

around students, and the better educated ones. 

Collingwood criticising Toynbee, giving some important 

clues about the nature of history as studies. 

"To yn6ee has jaited to see this because his 

genenat conception oj h. idtony is uZt. imate. Cy 
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natutal. izt. ic; he tegatds the ti. je oý a 

society as a natural and not a mental life, 

something at bottom merely biological and 

but understood on &Lolog. ical ana. eog. iez. 

And this is conected with the tact that 

he never teaches the concep Lon o6. h. izto' Lcal 

knowledge. as the reenactment oj the ) ädzt. in 

the h. iztori. an's mind. ' He %egatds hL4toty 

as a mete spectacle, 'something consisting 

of facts observed and recorded by the 

hL4tot. ian, phenomena presented externally to 

h. is gaze, not expet. iences into which he must 

enter and which he must make his own. This 

is mere. ey a way of saying that he has not 

taken any ph. ilozophical anaty4 iz os the way 

in which his h. izto, %kcal knowledge has been 

attained" ..... (14) 

Historical studys, then, requires from historians 

not only "experiences .... he must make his own" 

but a philosophical analysis of "the way in which 

his historical knowledge has been attained" as well. 

This coincides with what we saw considering Carr's 

conception about interpretation (12). 

1.2.1. History as Art. 

In defining historical studies, Rowse and 

Collingwood are, very helpful. 
I 
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/I, - 

.... "How shaft we proceed in the matters? 

hfy. answer is by two methods, which dovetai. e 

in with one another: one is inte. Z. ZectuaL 

and scientific, the-other is intuitive and 

aesthetic. They do not conj. Z. ict; they 

compZement each other, they ittuminate each 

others. There is the who. ee aecnet of hi4tony, 

o6 histonica. e w, %iting and study: it . Zies -in 

its duality of vision, and intimate and 

constant twomindedness, on., i6 you £LIze, 

dup. Z. ic. ity o6 mind. It does not study the 

wo&td through a microscope on a telephone; 

it has two eyes aZwaya upon the subject, 

one ana. Zytica. Z and 4cienti6ic, the othe, % 

selective and aesthetic".... (15) 

,,., "The scientist and h. is. tonLan and phitosophen 

must go to school with the man o6 . Zettens, and 

study to wni.. te as wet as writing can be done. 

The £itenan. y man msut go to school with the 

s ci. en. tL t and hZs t kes , and study to expound 

a sub jec.. ins. tead o6 menety exhibiting a 

sty. Ze. Subject without sty. Ze Ls baabatLsm; 

s. tyte without a subject £s dLteattanU 4m. And 

is the'. two tog ethers". (16) 

Both quotations orate history as a science and an 

art. Taking first history as art, we come to the 
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conclusion that history is art not only in 

content, but also in its essence. 

"Ant . iz not . ind. iijenent to tJcuth; it . ib 

e. a. aent. ia. ZQy the punzu. c, t oj tnuth. But the 

-tnuth it punzuez . iz not a tnuth os netcLt. ion 

. it.. iz a tnuth oj . ind. iv. iduat jactz ". (17) 

History, 'interpreted not, must be based 

more on what is truth, than on what is not, 

and although the relationships are important 

in historical. truth, more than in art, the 

historian as an individual must be an artist. 

1.2.2. History as Science. 

"Science . iA S. ind. ing th. inga out: and in that 

devise h. iatony . ia, a ac. ienee". (18) 

This very short statement is enlarged upon 

by the same author, saying... - 

..... "Dehy h. i. aton. ian woutd agnee, I think, 

that hidtony . ie a kind o6 ne. aeaneh on . inqu. iny. 

What kind oj . inqu. iny it is I do not yet ask. 

The point is that genenaZ. Cy it betongs to 

what we cat. 2 the sciences: that . is, the jofcros 

oj thought wheneby we aaklý questions and tny 

to answe, % them. Science in genena. C, it is 

. cmpon#ant to rcea. 2. ize, does not consist in 
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co. Ctect. i. ng what we a. Zneady know and anhang. ing 

it in th. iz on that kind oj pattenn. It 

cona. ibtb in jaaten. ing upon bometh. ing we do 

not know, and tn y. ing to d. i.. a coven . it" ... (19) 

The view that history is a science has support 

from many important authors, although 

differences are to be found about how exact 

or what kind of science it is. 

.... "Ht. stoxy should be th'e 'sc. ient 6ic study 

o6 aU these souxees. It should yLetd a 

science o6 pxogicess, though not neeessa iZy 

an J exact science, tike physics, not a 

abstxact desetiptive science, Like anatomy. 

It should, - in othex woxds, disetose, . is not 

mathematical taws ox a static genexat scheme, 

an oxdex, in its own way as £nte. Z. Z. i. gibte as 

that o6 astxonomy ox anatomy". (20) 

A "science-of progress" to reveal an order 

not ruled by exact laws, seems to be the 

underlying idea of Gordon Childe. 

... 9 
"Foh we mudt hememben that in the d. Cmptedt 

and most bundamen. tat way hi4totLcd2 method 

and 6cientijic method ate one and the name. 

In both you pnoceed bnom the a4aembting oj 

pan. ticu. 2an jac#a to geneta. C. i, da#ion3, and 

gnor. t genenaZiaation4 back to the gact. a. In 
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both`ac. ience and hiAtony you do not a-tatct 

Strom nothing: you begin with common a ena e 

and with a wotck. ing hypothea. L.; a. a you go 

on you mods y yout hipothea. ia in acco, %dance 

with the. evidence. And ao gene tat iaation 

i bui t up.. and theo, %iea which . LUumina2e 

the Sacra, to the tight o6 which they may 

be . inten. ptceted and osten gain a. ign. is. icance, 

but a. Lwaya, in both act ence-and histotcy, the 

genetca iAation La aub jec# to %evi4ion in the 

tight oj new evidence: it La con4 tan. tZy 

being rriJLtded and %emouZde4. in keeping with 

the £acta". (2,1) 

The resemblance of methods explained by 

Rowse is certainly an important common factor 

to science and history, and it does not 

matter how exact a science history is at the 

end. Jacques Ellul, speaking of the 

relationship between science and technique, 

gives us a 
. 

good argument for the classification 

of (s a science. 

"When we 4peak oj technique in hi4to&icat 

4 c. tence, we mean a centa. in kind o6 ptepanato y 

wonk: tex. tuat ne4ea4ch, nead. ing cottati. on, 

4tudy o6 monument 4, ch. it. ici4m and exeg e4i4 . 
The, se nepne4 ent and en4 em6Ze o6 technicaZ 
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op ena i, o na which aim at W to ticat d ynthed L4 , 
the true wo &k os acience. Vene again, 

technique comet jin4t". (22) 

Independent of the argument about science and 

technique, for Ellul the true work of science 

is coincident with historical'synthesis. 

After speaking of methods and technique, it 

may be useful to bring_ýin another of 

Collingwood's opinions, this time as to what 

the scientific study of history must involve. 

.... "It was a connect undenatand. ing os this 

tnuth that unden. eay Lond Acton's gteat 

pnecept "Study pnob. eemd not pen. ioda". Sc. iddond 

-and- paste h. idtoh. ians study pen. ioda; they 

co. e. eect a. e. e the extant testimony about a 

centa. in . e. i, m. ited gnoup og eventd, and hope in 

vain that something w. i. e. e come o6 . it. 

Sc. ient. ij. ic h. tdton. iana study pnob. eemz': they 

ask quedt. ione, and . i6 they ane good h. i. aton. iana 

they ask questions which they see the. in. way 

to anawen. ing'º.. .. ( 23 ) 

The point about periods or problems will b 

raised again when we come, to discuss contents. 

Currently there seems to be a special interest 

in historical education towards the study of 

problems,. -instead'öf"a certain set of 
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of chronological events. 

1: 2.3. History as Social Science. 

Accepting that history is a science (and a 

science that is not ruled by mathematics or 

exact rules) it is very appropriate to 

examine opinions about what kind of science 

. 
it is. 

"H. iztoty is then a aoc. iat sciences In that 

Lied its S. eexibit ity, its vat. iety and 

excitement. It is so much W4 . tLgid than 

phyd. icate science, mote dubatte and appealing 

to the imagination, Sot 12 dea. ea with human 

beings in aU thcZt comptexibiti, 2y and 

inca. ecu. eabitity. It is Mays aZive and 

can be tht. itZing". (24) 

:.. º'Scientiata, sociat scientists and 

hidtonian. a an. e a. 2Q engaged in diijenen. t 

6nanchea oj the same . study: the atudy o4 

man and his envinonment, oj the ej6ec. t4 oä 

man in his envinonment and o6 his env. i. nonment 

on, man" :... .. (25) 

History is then a social science, in that it 

is concerned with the human race and its environ 

ment. But not all opinions are concurrent... 
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..,. "a jundamenxa. e dLatincti. on can be drawn 

between these d c. ience. 6 (ma2hematLcaQ and 

naWuna. C) and kL tony, and that . th. i4 di4tinc do n I 

makes it m. istead. ing to caU h. istony -and 

penhaps atso the othen so caZZed soc. ia. b -sciences- 

by the name oj science. These objections 

-some o6 them mone convincing than otheh- 

ane in bn. ie6:. 1) that h. istony dea. P. a excZu. a. i. ve. by 

e. ith the unique, science with the genenat, 

2) that h. is#ony teaches no tezzon, 3) that 

h. is#ony is unab. 2e to pn. ed. ict, 4) that h. istony 

is necessan. ity subjective, since man is 

obs env. ing h. ims e. Cs, and S)'that h. istony un. C. ihe 

science- . invo. 2ves issues o6 ne. C. i. g. ion and 

mon. aZ. ity".. ... 
( 26 ) 

It not-being the purpose of this work to 

discuss one author's opinion, let me simply 

say that of all these 5 arguments, the last 

one seems the most difficult to reject. The 

other our are easily arguable, recognising 

the fact that history is not necessarily a 

social science by tradition, nature, in 

methods or objetives. It is the study of 

man however it is becoming more and more 

accepted and acceptable to call it a'science. 
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1.3. The Nature of Architecture. 

Architecture has been most commonly defined as the 

art and science of building. In recent times 

however, the term 'building' has been reexamined, 

emphasizing both the fact that architect is a 

designer, and that his responsibility goes beyond 

the building'to the built environment. 

The actual responsability to the environment varies 

from one country to another, depending, among other 

considerations, on how the building industry is 

organised and how many kinds of professionals take 

part on it. 

Independent of the disucssion of architecture as a 

social science, there seems to exist an argument 

that architecture is art and science. 

1.3,1, The Nature of Science, 

In number 1.2.2. "History as Science", we 

mentioned some of the main characteristics 

of science, its methods and techniques, in 

relation to history. 

Science, as a search for truth and the guest 

for general principles and laws has been 

gaining importance in higher education during 

this century. This has affected architecture, 
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which was considered before as more an art 

than a science. 

In a very broad classification, science can 

be divided into physical sciences and human 

sciences, and it is interesting to note that 

architecture must use both to be feasible. 

Even recognising that physical sciences are 

more exact, although not absolute, and human 

sciences,. because they depend on human 

behaviour, are more subjective, both must 

be deeply considered in architecture to 

provide for the right (if. there is any) 

environment for man. . 

This subjectivity of certain aspects of 

sciences, human or social, was at the, roots 

of the discussion when 'design', the main- 

task of architects, was first systematised. 

The nature of science itself, the physical 

as well as human affect, influence in 

different ways the main task of the 

architect, which is designning for the 

environment, 

1.3,2. The Nature of Art. 

Many definitions have been given to art, 

it was decide to put forward one given by 
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architect and historian Allsopp, that is 

very useful for our purpose. 

"Att . id the co'nsc. ioua cteative imaginative 

activity wheneb y we expne, aa aun emotion. 6. 

It . id an activity oj the arct. i.. bt whoa e 

aubject . id to expnedd h. id emot. ion. ß". (27) 

"The activities oj out mind may be noughty 

divided into thought and jeet. ing. Thene 

may be othen activities but these two ate 

the moat obv. iousZy . cmpottant and they ate 

StequentFy conttadted, head and heart, 

teaaon and emotion, thinking and Seeing. 

NeJthet could exLot whLthout the other. 

Emotion ptov. ide4 the teaAon Sot thought, 

the de4Lte and need to the think and moat 

of the eubjeet matter os thought" ..... (28) 

Architecture needs reason, --and if "emotion 

provides the reason for thought" certainly 

the nature of art and architecture are very 

much the same. 

At we must admit, . ib not the exphebb. ion 

in ptabt. ic 6onm-05 any one pan#icutat . ideaZ. 

It ib the expnebb. ion o6 any . ideaZ that the 

aht. ibt can tcea. 2-ize in ptabt. i, c ýonm. And 

though Ith. inf2 that eveh. y wonft oj aht hab 

bome pninc. ip. Ce as 6anm oa cohenent a. tnuctune 
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I woutd not stn. ess this e. Eement in any 

obvious sense, because the mote- one. studies 

the stnuctune oj wonFzs o6 ant which tive 

in vintue oj thein dinect and instinctive 

appeaQ, the mote dissicu. 2t it becomes to 

neduce them to simp. Ce and expticab. Ce 

ionmutae" .... (29) 

....: "Th. i. a means that a wonfz of ant . i. 6 

ja. inty adequate. 2y dej. ined aa pattenn 

. ingonmed by , 6ena. i6. i. e. i. ty".... (30) 
. 

"What the ant. i. at is axn. iv. ing to do . i. & to 

expnedd : to expneýs. a not necea. aan. ity h. im. se. 2j', 

but evercyth. ing . in netat. i. on to h. imd etj. ft. id 

ant ib h. ia meanb o6 expnedd. ion". .. (3 1 J 

Expression is, then, inherent to the nature 

of art but not only, or necessarily, individual 

expression, and this. is something important 

to insist upon, because architecture is not 

individual but social. 

"No one wit deny the phosoond Ln. teh-Wa. tZon 

os ahtLs. t and community, the Mist depends 

on the community -takes his tone, his tempo, 

his intensity Shorn the society o6 which he 

is a members.... The uttLmate va. Lues os at 

t. ascend the LndZvLduaZ and his time and 

ctihcumsZance....... (32) 
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The artist is always influenced by his 

commnunity, It's effect depends on how 

strong the artist himself is, Collingwood 

denies emphatically the theory of individual 

artistic creation. 

"I d hat. 2 tn y to z how that the ind. ividuat. idtic 

theoty on att. csx. ic cteat. ion is SaZs e (1) as 

tegatds the 'te. ea: td, on between a given a, %ti. 6t 

and those je. e. eow att. isti. s who in tetms o6 

the . ind. iv. idua. e. ist. i. c theoty ate said to 

". ins. euence" him; (2) as tegatds his te. eat. i, on 

with those who ate 
_sa. 

id "to petiotm his wotk"; 

and (3) as tegatds his te. eat. ion w. c. th the petsons 

known as his "audience". In each case, I 

sha. e. e maintain, the te. ea#. i, on is teat. ey 

co. e. eabotaý'. i. ve". (33) 

This strong view point is not completely. 

shared by Frankl, although he uses some of 

the same arguments in regarding creation as 

if not an entujhýindividual creation, at 

least as the product of the originality of 

the artist. 

.... "we d ha. Zt j-i, nd no ant. idt wh "ýt cheated 

ent. ineZy itom within. He gnowd undet the 

dt. t. mu. Cub o6 ex. idt. ing wonU oj at, t. ived in 

cQoae communication with othen ant. ibt, hid 36 
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teackenb, and his 6e2towd . atnuggtend, But 

it is a. bzo tnue that eveny ant. izt is capab. 2e 

oj cneati, ng something new jot h. im4eti, o6 

adding ot pouting something new into his 

wonk. Tnad. it. i. on and on. ig. inaQ. ity ane 

conceptuat. Qy, oppo. s. itea oj anothen kind than 

the p o. eatr.. it. i e. a oj .sxy. 2. i. s t. ic h. i. a to ny, jot it 

is centa. in that we neven jind the one without 

the othen. No cneat. ion is abzo. 2ute. 2y new, 

and anything that jottowa tnad. it. i. on exctuß. ive. ey 

is a copy and . id": thenebone not ant" (34) 

The influence of what Frankl calls tradition 

is very strong in architectural creation, 

and Allsopp. warns very justly about the 

dangers of artists striving to be original 

and because of that, not being sincere, and 

losing, therefore, the quality of art in 

their work. This has happened and continues 

to very often in architecture now a days. 

"Thehe is onty one ztandand we can app. 2y 

to a wonk oj ant when ct. it. ic. iz\ . it: Id it 

a . a. incene and ant. icutate expnez4. ion, oj the 

emax-c: ona o6 the ant. izt? In Sact, Ia it afct? 

(, 35) 

As we suggested before, the influence of 

commnunity and the environment depends on 
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the personal strength of the artist, and 

no doubt many artists have been in the fore 

front of their community. 

".... But it is veny : b, ign. ij. icant that gneat 

ant. i. dta deem to have bnoh. en with tnad. it. ion 

a- t. cttte. I think . it '. is taue to day that no 

gneat ant. ibt has teit a tnad. it. ion as he -jound 

. it. Gneat ant. iat have been in the 6one6nont 

oj the. in tnad. iti. on". (36) 

In this sense, architects, being artists as 

they are, have a very different kind of 

artistic, scientific and professional 

responsability. 

; i. "7he anchitect cannot designa soZeZy to 

JuZjtit a soCtiaZ need because he is designing 

a bui. 2d. ing pune. Cy as a bu. i. 2d. ing and as means 

os expness. ing his own jee. Cings about buitdings 

because ev en y bu. itd. ing has its soc. iat punpos e 

which must atso be . cmag. inat. ive. Cy expnessed. 

xj the bu. i. bd. ing can be conceived as having 

no soc. ia. C s. ign. i6. icance but 4. imp. 2y as a means 

os expness. ing the aht. isVd jee. C. ings "about 

shapes, then it is a kind o6 4cutptute, -not 

anch. itectune". (37) " 

Before we leave the subject about the nature 

of art, I must declare that the reason for 
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dedicating this much space to Art is not 

because I myself believe that the art component 

of architecture is extremely important. On the 

contrary after more than twenty years as an 

architect, I find myself in doubt as to how 

important it is for an architect to be an 

artist, compared with the social responsabilities 

he has towards his community, and the environment 

(natural and built). 

1.4. The Nature. of History of Architecture. 

So far, we have seen that history is art and science 

(social science) and that its method and techniques 

are very much the same as that of science. 

Furthermore we saw, that architecture is, as well, 

. art and science, It's art component is very socially 

oriented as well as scientific side, and both 

depend. '. on physical sciences and human sciences. 

Before we try to draw any conclusions about the 

possible relation between the nature of the subject, 

and the studies of history of architecture, we shall 

examine some opinions related to it. 

Profesor Allsopp looks. at architecture, in relation 

to history, saying: 

"With music I have taken the case o6 an ant 

in which the histonicat etement is at teast 
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dJtctc. t and tea; 6t ezeenti, at. At-the other. 

end o6 the acaQe is anchitectune, the moat 

hiatonicaZ. o6 the antd, whene hiatony ib 

at . its most obvious: one might even negand 

aach. itectune as h. is. tony attested in stone, 

the movement of time congealed into ptaatLc 

jonm. Foi. at eve&y point a bu. iZding 

expresses the needs, the ahanactet, oj £t. 6 

age. And old and complex baUdting witZ 

beat the signs upon . it4 various ages which 

Lt hab £. i. v ed - tho u tg tt (38) 

Certainly, architecture, because it must "have some 

utilitarian purpose", as 
ýead 

says, and because it 

is not the work of one single person, is the most 

historical of arts, and as art, the most compulsory 

fo them all. 

The extent to which the different-forces which 

shape architecture have 
kfected 

its development 

has been discussed by architectural historians 

Anderson believe that: 

7 

.... "h. iatost. ica. e . invev. ita6. ee . i. a an unnece. a ahy 

steatsta. int in undendtand. ing astch. itec#uste: the 

stea4on Sost the de. a. ign os a 6u. i. ed. ing may be 

moste the pestaona. e dec. ia. iän os the astch. c. tect 

ost the . inat. itut. i. ona. e c. e. ientd than the ph. oduct 

oj cu. etustaZ Sostced o6 the pastt. i, cu. east eta. It 
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is . c. mpo, %tant that the anch. itect ot the 

hLsto ian be 4e. 2icn. iti. cat, aware that he 

is not 1onced to move in a pant. icutan 

d. inect. ion. Mened. ith Meit ca ted Lon an' 

anch. itectuna. 2 h. istony that tames account 

oL the p . icotogy oL perception: why people 

build the way they do at a certain time 

and place, and the on. iginat buiZden's and 

subsequent user's sense oL apace"... (39) 

Depending on the building and on the institutional 

client, or patron, the design was in the past 

generally a result of the individual decisions of 

the architect. That trend has been changing 

through history, and it occurs less and less now. 

The above reference to considering the users, and 

the p\, cology of perception is now, generally 

accepted. It has developed since 1970, into one 

of the main concerns. 

Regarding architectural education, it is important 

to see how history relates to architectural studies 

"In anch. itectuna. Z education, it i4 cZeax 

that a atudent muzt . Zeann how to make h. irnde. Zj 

undenatood. He mudt, in jact, . Zeann the 

way. a os doing th. inga that ane undenatood. 

That . i. d one a4pect o6 his technique. 

06v. ioud. Zy h. idtony w. c:. Z. Z be the moat . impoh. tant 
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technticat au61ects he has to atudy"... (40) 

"The Sin, st pnob. eem oj anch. c. iecxuna. e education 

is to show anchitectune to the student. Thtia 

can be done in many waya, but in dome achoot4 

no attempt £6 made. (even hiztony tectunea do 

not come within a . thousand yeanb o6 oun time 

untLZ the second yeah).... (4l) 

According to Allsopp, teaching the history of 

architecture, is the best possible way to make 

students aware of what architecture is. It must 

be presented well, and early in their studies. 

Architecture being the most historical of all arts, 

the best way to 'show' architecture to students is 

t4, give students an historical awareness, of 

-architecture as an art and a science. This concept 

is being confirmed even with many new courses of 

. history architectural which study modern not 

ancient buildings. Thus history of architecture 

courses are still a very valuable instrument. 

From the above we can also conclude that history 

uses methods and techniques that are scientific, 

and in that interpretation and writing are art, 

architecture, itself, is both art and science. 

1.5. History of Architecture Courses and Architectural 

Education. 
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Taking into consideration the nature of the history 

of architecture, and the arguments brought forward 

here, we can observe that the courses may be 

considered more as means than as ends in architectural 

education, in that what we want is to train 

architects and not architectural historians. 

Agreeing that the first thing to. do with new 

architectural students is to make them aware of what 

architecture is, history of architecture courses are 

the best possible way to do that, teaching them to 

understand the present through the past, and to 

interpret the past through the light of the present, 

and seeing waht happened to man and his architecture 

over the 'ages. As in history, in architecture it is 

important to find out the differences and the 

reasons for those differences, between surface 

history and underlying history. It is very important 

for an architect to be able to see which influences 

are superficial and which both, in the past and the 

present. 

The-awareness that is required in history as to the 

interaction between the historian and the facts, 

must be developed in architectural students, to 

make them aware of the interaction that effectively 

exists between history and architecture, and between 

the architect himself'and the built environment. 
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This will help architects to see themselves in 

their true and responsible position within their 

environment, and in history, making them understant 

that there are historical reasons for the architecture 

of the past, and, that their buildings will outlive 

them an represent their epoch. 

The point of objectivity is always questionable in 

architecture. Architectural students must learn 

through the lessons of history, that it is more 

important to know if a building or the thought given 

to it is good or true. It is important to discern 

about the objectivity of the relation between a 

certain architecture and its time, and between our 

architecture and past architecture. 

Concerning interpretation, which we already mentioned 

very lightly independent of the argument as to whether 

history has no meaning or an infinity of meanings, 

the architectural students may-learn through the 

history of architecture that even the most individualists 

Interpretation has a certain, usually strong, 

influence from the environment, both physical and 

cultural. The architect, no matter how individualistic 

he may be, must produce architecture as a answer to 

his environment, and his answer, which is his 

, 
interpretation, should be reasoned and clear enough 

to show both the environment and the ndividual 
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participation. 

As to methods, we come to the point where history 

of architecture is mot clearly a means, and an 

excellent one, to contribute to architectural 

education. The use of scientific and aesthetic 

methods, (which are those that architecture must 

use) in history of architecture courses is an 

easy and naturally transferable experience to any 

other subject including design itself. Although 

this is, perhaps, more easily perceptible in 

scientific than in asthetic methods, this is the 

one that relates more closely to some stages of 

design when the rigour, of scientific mehtods 

seems not applicable or not reliable enough. 

History of architecture is a search for truth, 

and of relations, trying to discover or to 

disclose an order. It is the typical practice 

of architectural design going from programme to 

design stage. Programming being the basic truth 

or statement, considering physical and ps\chological 

requirements to be fullfiled; finding things out 
I 

being the process, and the order the final design 

even if it is not more than a particular order. 

Although apparently more related to contents than 

anything else, the orientation toward the study of 

problems instead of periods, is in fact a current 
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tendency in education, and has clear educational 

values, as it emphasiees the contact between 

reality and the motivation. The contact with 

reality of problems is a necessary component of 

architectural education, as architecture is a 

social responsibility. " Motivation need not be 

discussed here, but its universal acceptance is 

basic to any kind of educational process. 

The relation between individual and community, 

is one of the main concerns-of architects who 

must design for their community, even when they 

design the, least significanýof buildings. 

Architects must consider their social responsability 

not only towards socio-economic aspects, but as 

Well towards socio-psychological aspects, and 

should consider human behaviour as a main factor 

in design. Design participation is not exc etly 

a new concept and it is certainly a growing concern. 

In the history of architecture, emotion is a reason 

for thought. In architecture it is a reason when 

in some stages of design, influences decisions, and 

the knowledge or discovery of this relation, and 

its results throug on history, will influence the 

future architects position when doing his own 

design. 

The sincerity of the emotion, considered its 
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appropriate moment during the design, as opposed 

to a deliberate search for originality, which is 

not sincere, or may not respond to the real design 
I 

variables, will contribute to produce better or 

worse architecture. It is this kind of 

understanding that history of architecture courses 

can transfer to architectural-students. 

All these aspects give support to the idea that 

there are, in the nature of history of architecture 

itself, characteristics that leads us to think 

that history of architecture courses have a 
. 

great 

deal to offer to architectural students. 

It is necessary to remark that. some of these 

arguments are not considered as the objectives 

for the courses of history of architecture presented 

by Schools of Architecture as we shall see in 

chapter 

1.6. Summary. 

History of architecture, by its nature, depends 

on the nature of history and architecture. 

History is a social process. Through it we can 

better understand the past and the present, and 

the interaction between both as well as between 

the historian and his facts. 
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Through history we can know the relation between 

unique and general, starting from a historical 

fact and trying to find its general consequ\ences. 

There is a surface history that can be altered by 

some events, in which some individual actors play 

an important role, but there is also an underlying 

history that depends on more profound roots like 

physical environment, race and other factors. 

Underlying trends probably change over a long 

period of, time, but cannot be easily altered, and 

we must discover and study them. 

Depending on how we consider it, history has no 

meaning, or diverse meanings. 

Considering objectivity and interpretation what 

matters is not if a certain historical fact is 

really true or false, but what it means, and how 

objective are the relations we are considering. 

In interpretation, as in objectivity, individuality 

is relative, because all historiarf like all human 
41Y6 P41 

beings, a . continuously influenced 
Ind 

influencing 

their environment. 

History must not be studied as biological facts, 

but through a philosophical analysis, to attain 

historical knowledge. 
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History is art and science, and as such, uses 

scientific and aesthetic methods. The historian 

a man of science and at the same time a man of 

letters. 

History as science is a search for truth, and for 

inter relations, in order to find out things that 

may help to disclose an order. Lately the tendency 

to study problems and not periods makes the 

resemblance closer. 

According to the nature of art, emotion is reason 

for thought, and requieres an for 

expression. This expression, like interpretation, 

is always influenced by tradition and environment 

and must be sincere, not false originality, to be 

true art, 

All great artistcinspite of those traditional and 

environmental influences, have introduced changes 

in tradition and its means of expression, although 

some of them were not understood in their time. 

History of architecture like history and architecture 

is art and science. Architecture is the most 

historical of all the arts. 

According to its nature the history of architecture 

can be a very useful tool which will contribute to 
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architectural education, even when the subject is 

not considered as an end in itself. It has value 

as a science and an art. It is important, 

nevertheless to find out the best-way to assure the 

right transfer of its values to students by / 
lecturers. 

1.7. Conclusion. 

The study of the nature of history of architecture 

has proved deeply interesting and it has been 

very helpful to determine whether history of 

architecture courses must be considered in School 

of Architecture curriculum. 

Endependent of contents, methods used, and other 

considerations, history of architecture, is an 

important subject because it is the best possible 

way to make students aware of what architecture is 

and what'forces interact to shape it. This makes 

possible a real understanding of past and present 

and mutual dependence. 

The experience of working in history through search, 

analysis and interpretation is most valuable to 

architects, and it must be thoroughly employed. In 

this sense, the use of scientific and aesthetic 

methods are important tools to architectural students. 
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The real social responsibility of architects, today 

can be better understood through recognising the 

influence of tradition, community and individual 

participation in the past. The results reached by 

studying not only good but bad buildings, as well, 

and human perception and behaviour towards 

architecture, make possible the real consideration 

of all variables (human and technological) in 

present.: design. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2. OBJECTIVES. 0 

Objective: Study the objectives of history of 

architecture courses found in Schools of 

Architecture-in Great Britain and in Vene- 

zuela. Propose objectives for a course 

for architectural students. 

2.1. Introduction. 

As we have seen in Part I of this work there are 

many possible objectives for courses of history 

of architecture. In this chapter we shall try'to 

summarize the objectives found in that Part, in 

Chapter 7, as well as some other that are 

consequence of chapter 1 of Part II, related to 

the nature of history of architecture. Then we 

shall have a look at some quotations that seem 

appropriate to the emphasis or to the discussion 

of course objectives. 

As the final chapter Of Part II is a proposal for 

a course or courses of history of architecture for 

Maracaibo, Venezuela, we must consider the 

objectives found in the research done about history 

of architecture courses in Faculties of architecture 
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in Venezuela from their founding, until 1974. 

The results of that research are contained in the 

Appendix of this work. 

Finally, we shall try to select the relevant 

objectives basis of the final proposal for a course. 

2.2. Objectives Studied in Part I. 

In Part I, of this work we considered objectives 

at different levels. First, in chapter 3, we 

studied the objectives of the selected Schools of 

architectural education. Then in Chapter 7 we 

revised objectives of history of architecture course. 

Finally in Chapter 19 we considered the objectives 

at general education, higher education, and 

architectural education. 

We will not try to repeat or insist-on those 

considerationshereý,, but instead will bring them 

in as a summary. 

2.2.1. General objectives of Schools of Architecture. 

In a very general and broad way, the 

objectives of the Schools of Architecture 

studied are: 

-Integral development of the human being 

towards becoming architect. 
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-Concern for the environment -physical and 

cultural. 

-General broad education, based on sound 

scientific knowledge, to prepare for problem 

solving activities. 

These objectives, as we shall later on, are 

in fact objectives valid for education in 

general. It is no wonder that some 

specialists are proposing architectural 

education as-a general educational basis. 

2.2.2. Objectives of History of architecture courses. 

History of architecture used to be a basic 

subject for architectural design, but that 

has changed during this century, especially 

rapidly during the last tew year, as we have 

seen in Chapter 7 or Part I. Nevertheless, 

these courses have been maintained with a 

varied degree of importance in the different 

Schools. 

The objectives mentioned by those Schools 

were: 

-As a cultural background. 

-As a basic knowledge to understand architecture 

-As analysis and interpretation of periods 

and or architectural facts. 
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-As a way to develop a methodology for 

analysis and study.. 

-As basis for conservation. 

-As a way to develop research. 

Some of that objectives consider history 

of architecture within architecrural 

education as ends, and other as means. 

We can consider the first mentioned, cultural 

background, as an end, not having a useful 

purpose as a prime interest. The others, 

although not on the same level, are means, 

direct or indirect, to architectural 

education. 

2.2.3. Objectives studied in Chapter 10 of Part I. 

As we have already said in chapter 10 or 

part I, we studied objectives at different 

levels: general education, higher education, 

and architectural education. The following 

is a summary of that rather lengthy chapter. 

2.2.3.1. Objectives of General Education. 

The main objectives detected as 

important to general education are: 

-Furtherance of the individual. 
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-To create an* a4reness of the 

relation between the individual and 

the society to which he belongs. 

i for study is not to acquire a better 

job. 

-To (Insure that the'principal motive 

job. 

-Learning to work in a group. 

-Learning how to learn. 

-To emphasize the use of knowledge 

more than the knowldege itself. 

-To, make clear the difference between 

education and training and provide 

for both. 

Clearly the emphasis is on. learning 

VA% instead of teaching, and knowledge 

for knowledge's sake is a secondary 

worry in education nowadays. 

The first objectives mentioned above 

coincides with the first one mentioned 

by the Venezuelan Schools considered 

in this work. 

2.2.3.2. Objectives of Higher Education. 

Naturally the majority of the 
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objectives of higher education would 

coincide-with those of general 

education, nvertheless, we will 

1mention some of them here. 

-The Robbins"Report states four 

main objectives: 

" To develop skills for work. 

" Develop general powers of the 

mind. 

" Contribute to the advancement of 

learning. 

Transmit culture and develop the 

sense of citizenship. 

-The R. I. B. A. considers continuing 

education as a main concern of higher 

education. 

-Development of a critical mind. 

Again the accent is on learning, and 

on the responsabilities of education, 

more than on adquisition of knowledge. 

2.2.3.3. Objectives on architectural education. 

There are several points concerning 

the objectives of architectural 

education that are important to mention 
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here, because they are based on 

quotations and experiences and they 

are not just personal conjecture. 

-Freedom in education without 

looseness. 

-Development of wide range of 

talents to stretch the mind. 

-To learn to recognise, identify, 

analyse, evaluate and find solutions 

to problems. 

-To relate education to reality and 

use it as a feedback. 

-To develop attitudes of study and 

work. 

-To learn to cooperate with other 

disciplines. 

-To provide a universal education. 

-To provide an asthetic education. 

-To give the students concern for 

human beings, and for their social 

responsibility. 

To give the students an'awarenes of 

the learning process and to learn, 

how to learn. 
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-To teach design. 

-To instill a care for integration 

of theoretical knowledge and design 

in project or problem solving work. 

-To develop a scientific approach 

to problems. 

-To find the right balance between 

theory, architectural education, and, 
��� 

the practice of the profession. 

-To develop a method or methods for 

learning, 

-To develop critical thinking. 

-To impart an awareness of the 

importance of continual learning. 

-To insist on a pluridisciplinary 

approach to problems. 

-To stress the importance of 

environmental considerations. 

Several of these objectives are the 

same as those already mentioned 

for general and higher education, 

and that is only logical, but 

several of them are more specific 

to architectural education. The 
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scope of the latter being in general, 

universal education, with an emphasis 

on problem solving. It is designed 

with a pluri-disciplinary approach 

in mind, based on group work, 

utilizing a scientific method, and 

showing asthetic and environmental 

awareness. 

2.3. Objectives and the Nature of History of Architecture. 

In Chapter-I of Part II we have -briefly- discussed 

the nature of the history of architecture, and its 

relation to the objectives and contents of history 

of architecture courses for architectural students. 

Now we wish to enummerate the objectives that are 

A consequence of that chapter. 

-To show architecture to students and facilitate 

understanding of present and past and their relations 

-To create an awareness of architecture as a social 

process, and to emphasis the relation bethween man 

and his environment (considered this as physical 

natural, and as cultural) and between the environment 

and the community. 

-To teach students to discern between surface reality 

and deep reality. 
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-To develop one's own interpretation of architectural 

facts . 

-To learn to consider objectivity as depending not 

only on: _'facts but on their relations and on the 

interpretation made of them. 

-To give a general education. 

-To learn philosophical analysis. 

-To use scientific methods and techniques in 

research, and aesthetic methods for expression 

and interpretation of emotions. 

-To give an awareness of architecture as art and 

science, physical and human. 

History of architecture, through those objectives, 

emerges as an excellent tool in architectural 

1 education, although some of them will not have the 

possibility of being directly used in relation 

with architectural design. 

2.4. Other opinions. 

Although we have already reviewed many possible 

objectives, from the broad scope of general 

education to the narrower aspecto of history of 

architecture courses, it is necessary to express 

some further opinions that have been. discovered 

during Part II of this work, through a more 
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orientated reading. 

2.4.1. General Objectives. 

Some of the objectives to be considered 

are not specifically applicable to history 

of architecture, but they will be revised 

because history of architecture courses 

must, in order to be useful, be established 

within a frame of reference, established 

among other things, by more general 

objectives common to education or set by.,, 

the educational institution themselves. 

"what I took jon Jnom the un. ivena. it. i. ed . ia 

the deve. 2opment oj an education which tunna 

out . indiü. idua. Ca oj the h. igheat . inte. 2.2ect 

and bnoadeat outtoofz, abZe to undenatand 

man and machine and . 2. ive cneat. ivety both.. 

Education in the cybennet. i. c nevo. Cuti. on wou. Ed 

not be d. inected towan. da "eann. ing a Z. iv. ing" 

but towand. a 11totaZ . 2. iv. ing". (l) 

There is an interesting mention in that 

quotation about creativity that we have. 

not seen before, excepting as a probable 

part of interpretation and artistic or 

aesthetic awareness 
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"The Ming Ode oj poputationp the Ming Ode 

oj expectations, and the gxeat . incxeade in 

finow. 2edge have poäed new ptobtem jot education 

which have cauded mone changed to occux in moat 

counzx. ied in the UK twenty, yeaxd than have 

evex begoxe occuxxed. 

We zee the appt. icat. ion o6 the techn. iqued oj the 

natuxat and doc. ia. 2 dc. ienced and o6 techno. 2ogy to 

the educat. iona. 2 pxocedd as a xedutt oj the JuUex 

undexdtand. ing oj what . id happening in education. 

We axe d ee. ing the who. 2e d ydtem chang ed: what . id 

taught, how it . id taught and in what c. ih. cumdtanced 

it . id taught, have a. 2.2 changed 6undamen#at. Cy ad a 

xedutt oj th. Ld new know. 2edge". (2) 

That is an important statement for my work, because 

although changes are occuring all over the world 

because of the increasing of knowledge and of 

students,, population, this latter factor is on a 

completely different scale in Latin American countries 

The same author, John Väizey, recognised that in his 

book, when mentioning the third world educational 

problems. In reality, this is our main problem in 

our University in Maracaibo. 

"Acconding to R. F. Magen, thene iz a un, c: venbat 

objective apprcopn. iate to a. P.. e inßtnuct. i. on. a; that 

'at. the vety . 2eaet' it . dhoutg be intent oJ the 
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-. in. atnucton to 6end the atudevct away inom the 

. inatnucý'. i. on with an attitude towajcda the dub ject 

matten at teaat ad javonab. Ce a. b that with which 

he atvc. ived. 

Ob ject. ivea then need not be puxe. 2y cognitive. 

Lew. i,. d and Paak env. iaage them aa a-h. ienanch. icaZ 

. atnuctune with towen -and higher,.. onden ob ject. ivea". 

(3) 

The opinion earlier stated, about the existence 

of general objectives wich need not be cognitive, 

is here reinforced by Mager's opinion. 

'Ii adked to dej. ine the. in a. i. md un. ivens. ity teachena 

u. 4uat. Zy . inc. Zude genena. e a. imd duch ab encounagement 

o6 'ac. ient. i S. ic attitude', capacity 6o& ctiticat 

thinking, independence on the patt oj atudenta and 

4o on. Ev. ident. ey what xheae teachend hope to 

achieve 46 tnana6erc o6 atý'. i. #udea and ak. i. Z. Z. d deve. Zoped 

in teh. in own j. ie. ed to othen d. itua#. ionb in . Z. ije; but 

Autd. ie. a in Amen. ica . 6ugg e. dt that th. ia may be nane. Zy 

achieved' ...... (4) 

The creation of a scientific attitude, critical 

thinking, and independence, have been mentioned 

before as important objectives,. The problem of 

transfer of knowledge or attitude is, in fact, one 

of the main problems faced when trying to make 
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history of architecture courses useful. 

Consequently it is a problem requiring care when 

using the subject'as a means. ' 

"Questions concexn. ing the object. c: ved oj a ptogtam 

ate appaxentty mean. ingju. b jox thoze who an. awex 

duch que. ationa beJoxe wx. iting a ptogtam. They 

ahou. Cd be ab. 2e to take the next ztep with me. 

Queaat. i. ona xegaxd. ing the a. im. 6 ox ob jecý-, i. vea o6 an 

educat. i. onat zyatem ate tike thod e tegaxd. ing a 

apec. iJ. ic pxogxam. They ate queat. iond in the atea 

ob ph. i. bozophy o6 education. No mattex how much 

bc. ient. ij. ic . injoxmat. i. on we acqu. ixe about the contxoZ 

os human behav. iot, thexe ate . i, mpoxtan# non- 

4e. ienx. ij. ie queat. ione eoncexn. ing who . ahoutd exetc. iee 

eontto. 2 and the putpo. a ea to be teatized by that 

co ntxot" .(5) 

This kind of questioning I consider important, before 

objectives for a course are defined. Nevertheless, 

in our case, as we have said before, we are concerned 

with history of architecture courses for Schools of 

Architecture, and their objectives must be fixed 

within the scope of the Schools' objectives. 

"Ct. it. ica2 thinking", "acientL Lc thinking" of 

"utdetbtand. ing" ate tetm4 which come teadL2y to 

the AM o6 teacheta when they ate a4 ked to ouU2. ine. 

0 
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the. in ch. ie6 aima in teaching. Howeven, it . ib 

common. ey added that many dtudent. a ate veny . e. im. ited 

in thein capacity to think cn. i, t. ica. e. ey".... (6) 

We have to agree with this aseveration, according 

to our experience, and add that it is the kind of 

problem we confront in trying to stimulate 

interpretation on the part of o-ur students. It 

is difficult to interpret something you do. not 

understand. 

It: is necessary here to cite some quotations 

that establish the relation between objectives and 

achievement. 

"The behav. ioxa. e techono. eog. ibt equaZea 'know. eedge' 

and ' undexdtand. ing' with behav. ioux. He axguea 

that thexe need not be any concexn ad to whethex 

know. eedge . ia bad. i, caZ. ey behav. iox ox not. The 

a. ign. ij. icant cona. idexat. i. on ia that the on. ey 

tang. ib. ee evidence o6 ' fznow. eedg e' . id behav. ioxa. e 

evidence" ...... (7) 

"In teaching any 4ubject, c. eax. i6. icat. ion oj a. im. b 

. c: d eaa ený'. i. a. e jox two main xeabon4 : 6. ixbt. ey, in 

the majox. ity oj . aubject. a thexe axe many poaa. ib. ee 

object. ive, a ao that i6 time and &uouxcu ate not 

to be waated, a choice mudt be made between thera; 

a econd. e y, it . i. d nox po44. ib. ee to detexm. ine whethex 
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teaching and £ea Ln. ing have been ejsective i it 

. ib 6. in4t decided what they 4houtd achieve. Aim4 
Ou 

need to be del Lned at numbers of d. i66enen. t Leve. 2a" 

(8) 

"My me44age in thi4 chapte/ ha4 been: 4tate you/ 

objective4 in 'concnet' to/m4. 'Specify' the 

'behavio/' that you /equi& Jnom you/ 4tudent. 

Tett him what you want in to/m4 o6 'ob4 a/vab9e', 

'mea4u/able pe/Jo/mance'. Give him actual exampte4 

of the hind oJ 4ituatt-i, on he'U be ab! e to deaf 

with 4 ucce44 JuUy..... "o ) 

"So beJo/e you w'. to a wo/d of you/ pnog/amrne, 

you mu4t decide on you/ 4ubfect and you/ 4tudent, 

and you mu4t 4tipu. eate what he can do when he 

Jini4he4 it. Untie you've decided where you/ 

4tudent i4 going, you can't hone4tty decide how 

to get htm the/ell. (10) 

'A. 4tatement os an objective L4 uoeJu. 2 to the 

extent it 4pecijie4 what the . tea/ne/ mu4t be 

ab. Ce to DO OR PERFORM when he i4 demo4t/ating 

his ma4te/y of the objective. Since we cannot 

zee into anothe/'4 mind to dete/mine the 4tate 

oJ his intettect on 4 Fz. itt by oboe/ving 4 ome 

a4pect4 oS hi4 behavioü/o. / oa w . a/e 

uaing the tenm 6ehavioa to mean ovenx action) 

.... Thud, the impontant chanacteni. 6tic o4 
,a 

uae6ut 
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fp 
objective i. 4 that--'Ldentii5iea the kind of 

penionmance' which w ZZ be accepted a4 evidence 

that the teannen has achieved the objective". (11) 

The massage is clear, objectives are important 

but they are useful only if they are concrete and 

precise enough to demand from students a certain 

behavior as a result, and if that behavior can be 

measured. In any case, what needs to be stressed 

is not the kind of knowledge that is memorised, 

but the kind of behavior that use the acquired 

knowledge. I have not found objectives so stated 

excepting in Portsmouth and in the University of 

Zulia in Maracaibo, but in both Schools it is done 

in a very general way. 

The same kind of objectives can be considered for 

design problems, according'. to Beard and Bligh: 

.. . ''Ana. 2ya. ia oj the wonk oj deaignen4 Zed to 

d, i, 6cand. ing the tnad. it. i. ona. Z bubject-baaed counae 

in javoux oj one aimed to deve. Zop ab. i. Z. it. i, ed in 

ao. Zv. ing dea. ign pnob. Zemb, to pnov. ide a Fznow. Zedge 

äj the context in which dez. c: gnen. a wonk and to 

enab. Ze atudente to , Zeann to e4tab. Z. i. 6h netat. ionahip. 6 

with management. The a. im, 6 o Sthe eounb e ate 

deaen. ibed, thenejone, in openat. iona. Z tenm. d, . ahow. ing 

what dtudenta .a ho u. Zd become eapab. Ze o6 doing at 
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vaniauz atagez ..... "i12J 

2.4.2. Objectives.: of history of architecture. 

Now some quotations about objectives of 

history of architecture courses. 

"The expen. ience o6 hL4 ton. icas ne4 eanch can 

give you in. en4Lve tna. in. ing in how to 

think, i you 4unv. ive the u4uas 4. ink-on. - 

4w. ia a44. ignmenv. Re4 eanch £4 e4peciassy 

good in teaching a pen4on how to g. ind, 4LIt 

csa44L y, and g enenas. ize about any king o6 

. in6o4mation. ".... (13 ) 

"Re4eanch . i4 a keystone o5 h. i4.0n. icas 4. tudy. 

Fon the 4tuden. t it £4 the mo4. t d. iii. icutt 

and. 'demanding a4pec. t of the 4ubjec. t, but 

as4o the moo. %ewaading in the £n ene4. 

and . training it a6jond4. Fon the 4ubject 

of hiztony a4 a whose, ne4eanch £4 the 

4outcce o6 . truth, though a . both that . i4 

only apptcoxLmate and asway4 4ub ject to 

the chassenging £n4Lght4 that may come 

&nom new ne4eanch"...... (14) 

Although the importance of research as an 

objective, that requierg transfer in the 

history of architecture has been stated 

before, the warning about the risks of 
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'sinking' during research is a clear and 

interesting warning to be given to 

lecturers and students. 

Before we leave the point of research let 

us follow some other of Daniel's ideas: 

"H. isýot. ica. Z wn. it. ing . c: s, S. inst os a. Z. Z, the 

ptoduet. ian os neeotds as pant os the events 

themse. Zves. These Sit-6x-hand documents- 

the wn. it. ings and uttetanees os . Zeadens; the 

notes oj eyewitness es; the . Zettets, d. iat. ies, 

and teeo. Z. Zeet. ions oj patt. ic. ipants; the 

tepotts, by joutna. Z. ists Sot teadens who want 

to know . inmed. iate. Zy what . is going on, ate 

the pttmaty soutces os h. istoty. Next come 

the essonts to eomp. i. Ze and systematize the 

neeand . i; n ehton. ic. Zes and yeanboohs and 

anat. ie, Zes wn. itten on the basis os . intensive 

teseateh to Sind out how and why events 

happened as they did.... F. ina. Z. Zy thene ate 

wanks wt. itten spec. iSica. Z. Zy Son tesetenee 

an . instnuet. i. ona. Z punpos es ... The. 6e ate the 

tent. iaty, ox . th. ind-hand sounees useSu. Z, 

but hatd. Zy the S. ina. Z wond. No student w. L. Z. Z 

have a neasonab. Ze apptee. iat. ion os a given 

segment os h. istoty . is he does not nead a 
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Jew e eeondany wonk. a oJ ned eaneh and have 

at teaat zome contact with pnimany aounce 

matenia. 2". (15) 

We agree with this final remark, but in the 

teaching of history of architecture in 

Venezuelan Schools of architecture, we are 

unable to find, primary sources other than 

those for Venezuelan architecture since the 

nineteenth century. Nothing is available for 

any other previous period, or occidental 

civilization which occupy the main part of 

our course material. We are not saying 

that the argument is not valid, but rather 

that we must look for alternative contents 

in our history courses. 

"The punpoze oj coun. 4e4 in h. i. atony . c.. d not 

encyctoped. ic jac#uat know. Cedge, but 

undenatand. ing and an abit-ity to think 

h. i, btofc. i. ca. 2.2y". (16) 

Once again more importance is attached to 

understanding and to the use of knowledge, 

than to the knowledge itself. 

"H. i,. aton.. i. ca. 2 study teaches the Accognition 

o6 tegitimate dijSenencea oj vtew päin# 
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and the d. ijj. icu. 2ty o6 jina. e judgement. 6 in 

human a66ain4, Hidtonicat*thinh.. i. ng 

appneciatea the mixtune o6 motivea "and' 

the batance oýw. i. a dom and en. non in any 

human . aituation". . ... (1.7) 

"N. idtot. icat thinking teachez judgement. 

It doez th. ia both by zuppty. ingýa knowQegea6. Ce 

6acFzgnound and by Wa. in. ing in the 'technique 

oJ WNW= and neicaoned conctu. a. ion. a... "(18) 

In the appreciation of difference of view- 

point, of the balance of wisdom and error, 

and in judgement training in the technique 

of criticism, there are several qualities 

that an architect need posses to a high 

degree, and the study of history can provide 

them. 

"This outwatd-tooking emphasis on the 

b'toad 'tange oj human a66aitz does not 

exhaust the vatue o6 hi4to&y. The study 

o6 hi4to'ty i4 . i, mpo'ttant not onZy jo't what 

it teZZ4 about ou't wo'ttd, but aZ4o 6o't its 

vaZue in deve. boping o u& powe't4 oj thinking. 

SUCce44 {ju. e hi4to't-i. ca. e study jo)tce. 6 us to 

t'tain and exe'tci4 e at. 2 the ez4entiaZ aspects 

o6 inte. 2. CectuaQ activity". (J9) 
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History-then contributes to the main 

objective of general education mention- 

before; to develop the mind. 

"Hibtoxicat . study ib a. t o 6undamentaZ in 

deveZoping attitude-6 'os 
. mind that 

diatinguiah the educated man -the habits 

o6 6keptici, 6m; oS thinkin'g with penapective 

and objectivity; of judging the good and 

the bad and the in-between in human"a6Jaina 

o6 we' hing the pros and cony and diacenning 

the dii6enent 4hades o6 gndty that tie 

between the white and the black. Hi4tonicaQ 

study £eada toward, though it does not 

guarantee, the attainment o6 the gneateat 

vatue that the phiZo4ophena have held up 

Lon u. a - wisdom". (20) 

Even though not necessarily in full agreement 

with the conditions put forward for an 

educated man, there is no.. doubt that wisdom 

and education are two conditions that the 

architect needs to be able, as he must, in 

his professional life, to deal successfully 

with different problems in. each new work. 

"Hd. 4tOhaf as a di4cipt. ine it was juzt. t, sied 

when: the punpoae o6 pnactict waa to pnoduce 

p 
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anti. jact. d; the punpo. 6e o6, teaching wad to 

phoduce peopte to pnoduce a. ht. i, jcactd; and 

the pu: n. poa e -o j neaa each wab to pnoduce 

. injonmatd, on to condition the pAoduction 

ol antisactd, and 6eed teach. ing... th. iz 

I 

. ins - ftoý do any mote and at any rate h. id. oty 

had no. -f. tetation to that objective o6 

education ... Schoot5 now ate producing 

peop! e" Jot mote, genetaL ob jectLve. & and 

consequen. tZy h. i, 6toty ha4 even cea. aed to be 

a cu. Ztutat bacFzgtound..... (21). 

2 r 

Professor Macleod, a historian himself, is 

questioning history of architecture as a 

discipline in itself in Schools of Architecture 

and making important statements about the 

changes taking place in architectural 

education, that certainly will influence 

objectives. bf history of architecture courses. 

And later on in the same lecturer, he defined 

what to teach the students through history: 

".... Teach the . atudents the deveZopment os 

the p nö Uezd. ia 
Jnetat. 

ia na with othen 

prco6eaa. iona. 2a thnough the. in h. idton. y.... aee 

thnough hi-6tony what had been the object. ived 

and the end-pnoducta.... " (22) 
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His proposal at first sight seems to be 

the elimination os history of architecture, 

but is, in fact, a new more integrated 

approach which. Looks at the history of 

architecture not in isolation but in 

relation to the different social and 

technological aspects that influence 

architecture. 

2.5. Objectives in history of architecture courses in 

the Faculties of Architecture in Venezuela. 

In Chapter 2 of the Appendix volume of Part II of 

this work, the research done about the history of 

architecture courses in the Faculties of Architecture' 

in Venezuela, form their founding up to 1974 is 

presented. Here we will enumerate the objectives 

stated for those Faculties. 

-To understadproblems, past and present in 

architecture. 

-To develop critical thinking and apply it to 

design. 

-To develop social sensibility in students. 

-To increase humanistic knowledges. 

-To create basis for design, relating the socio= 

political with the technological functional. 
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-To-. create a basis for urban design. 

-To specialixe in the discipline. 

-To create a method to analyze reality. 

-To understand cultural background. 

-To give the basic knowledge necessary to 

understand the cultural, environmental influences 

in architecture. 

-To promote a methodological analysis of 

architectural facts. 

-To critical analysis and self-criticism of 

architecture. 

-To learn to work in team. 

-To create awareness of architecture's social 

responsibility. 

-To learn to do research. 

-To create on awareness of historical continuity 

in architecture. 

-To develop a basis for the theory of architecture. 

-To develop an ideological position. 

-To establish a method for assessing architectural 

problems. 

-To teach how to think. 
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-To undettand the ideas behind architecture. 

-To form a consciousness of real problems in 

present reality. 

-To develop a theory for Venezuela architecture. 

-To contribute to the formation of architects of 

a higher scientific quality. 

-To develop an instrument to promote methodic and 

intensive work. 

Most of these objectives are coincident with those 

seen so far, and most of them consider history of 

architecture more as a means than as an end,, the 

only exception being to specialize in the discipline. 

This very ambituous list of objectives V is not 

backed up by clear performance requierements, for 

the students, This is partly explained in that in 

Venezuelan's. Faculties of Architecture, theory of 

architecture is given within history programmes, 

and methodical analysis is taught mainly through 

those courses. 

The main emphasis of the objectives: stated, seems 

to be towards the awareness of social responsability. 

This-is in practice directed towards a certain 

political ideology, and towards analysis and 

criticism of past and present architecture, self- 
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criticism included. There is, even outside tithe 

history courses; a deep socio-political concern 

in all Faculties of Architecture, but there does 

not seem to be a transfer of methodological 

analysis to design situations. At least it is not 

seen in the end product of project work. 

2.6. Objectives for history of architecture courses in- 

architectural education. 

Considering all the objectives discussed in Part I 

and in this chapter of Part II, it is appropriate 

now to present an opinion of what the objectives 

should be for history of architecture courses in 

a School of Architecture, for the time being, we 

won't consider their application to the proposal 

for a course that we are going to present in the 

last. chapter of Part II. 

We are perfectly aware that any objective must 

include consideration as to the continent, 

country, place, and time where it will be applied, 

and what we are proposing are objectives considering 

the nature of the subject and of architecture as 

we have seen it through Part I of this work and in 

Chapter I of Part II. 

At the same time it is good to note that objectives 
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are not the only factors contributing to the 
A 

development t history of architecture course' 

Their application and success will depend as well 

on: the place and importance within the curriculum, 

the contents, the methods used, the transfer of 

knowledge and attitudes, and the evaluation of 

performance by students and lecturers. 

We do not intend to enter here, into managerial 

or economic considerations, but only to discuss 

academic aspects of the problem, even though we 

recognize that these aspects are equally important 

and some times a priority. 

Objectives will be presented as general and 

specific. The general ones cover those related 

to general and higher education. The specific ones 

correspond to architectural education and the 

history of architecture itself. 

2.6.1. General Objectives: 

Although we are considering the general 

objectives in the broadest possible sense, 

we are perfectly aware that history of 

architecture is only one subject, and, 

therefore, we are not pretending that it 

will in and of itself take care of education 



as a whole, What we want to say is that 

these objectives, must be kept in mind, and 

not curtailed when we talk'of specific 

objectives, contents, methods, and 

evaluation. 

The general objectives we consider important 

are: 

-Integral education for the development of 

man towards total living. 

-Furtherance of the individual through 

education with reasoned freedom, creativity, 

and a clear consciousness of social 

responsibilities. 

-General broad education with a sound 

scientific basis and with due concern for 

physical and cultural environment and the 

development of an open, critical mind. 

Education for continuous change, providing 

for consciousness of physiological and 

psychological learning procedures, the 

adquisition of basic knowledge, the 

learning process and the use of knowledge 

to modify behavioural attitudes. 

Education through team or group work, 
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using a pluridisciplinary approach on 

problem solving experiences for the 

development of educational and training 

skills. 

-Education for advancement of knowledge, 

trasmision of culture and enhancement of 

citizenship. 

2.6.2. Specific Objectives: 

All stated general objectives are important, 

but we must insist that some of them are 

more directly applicable to architectural 

education, and, although, to avoid repetition, 

we will metion them again. The second third, 

and fifth objectives are especially valid, 

and in some respects may be considered as 

specifics. 

Within the specific objectives, we believe 

it is necessary, to differentiate those that 

are consider history of architecture courses 

as means, and those that consider then-as 

ends. 

Those specific objectives that take history 

of architecture as ends are: 

-Cultural background 
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-Specialization. 

Certain people feel that learning something 

only, for culture's sake, seems to be a waste 

of time. Some architectural students argue 

that to study mathematics or memorize 

historical dates is equally useless. However, 

I sincerely believe that an architect must 

have a well rounded education, and a sense 

of culture, to become a good architect, and 

to understand his world and solve problems 

at the same time. The nature of architecture 

itself demands both an educational and 

cultural approach. 

'Concerning specialization, although there are 

some reservations about the convenience or 

possibility of specialization at the under- 

graduate level, as I have stated on Appendix 

1 of Part II, it is quite probable that more 

specialists are needed, and therefore I 

consider it a valid objective. 

The objectives with which the history of 

architecture courses as a means, may be 

considered are: 

-To provide students with the right under- 

standing and awareness of what architecture 
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i is. It must enhance existing between 

society and hixman being, physically and 

I 

psychologically and must also contribute 

to the enhancement, the total environment 

physical and cultural, as its presence is 

comulsory. 

-To help is understanding past and present. 

architecture, the, interactions existing 

between them, the real value of objectivity 

and interpretation considering the surface 

and underlying facts of history. 

-To consider history and architecture 

through philosophical analysis and not 

merely as facts or events. 

-To contribute to'solving problem through 

prior experience: to recognize and 

identify problems: to analyse, synthesize, 

evaluate and solve them with a pluridisci- 

plinary approach; and to provide the 

necessary feedback from reality considering 

all its variables. 

-To provide scientific and aesthetic education 

of the highest intellectual quality, with 

adequate methods and techniques. 

-To'contibute to architectural and urban 
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design, providing basic knowledge and 

methods for analysis of past and present 

reality, and considering all physical and 

human variables, included the need for 

their participation. 

-To give students a sound skill for 

nyethodological analysis, for criticism, 

for self-criticism, and for assessemnt for 

-architectural designs, providing for the 

due transfer of those skills, to project 

work. 

-To establish, at different levels, 

performance goals to be attained by students 

in doing research; methodological analysis, 

project criticism, and self-criticism; 

with an open mind to the ideas of others, 

balanced criteria, and historical culture. 

This last point clearly needs more 

development in order details to become useful 

as a course objectives, but this can not be 

done here as we are talking in a general 

way. History of architecture courses will 

always be spread over several years, and it 

is necessary to set different requirements 

for different years, for different schools, 



and different course contents. 

The important thing to establish here is 

that objectives must lead to performance 

goals and requirements which are desired 

or expected from students as we said during 

the chapter more than once. 

2.7. Summary. 

In=. this chapter about objectives we have summarised 

the objectives found in Part I of this work which 

contained in Chapter 3 general objectives for 

Schools of Architecture, in Chapter 7 objectives 

of history of architecture courses in those Schools, 

and in Chapter 10, a broad analysis of objectives 

in general education, higher education, and 

architectural education. We found many different 

objectives but the more important ones are coincident, 

with those of the Schools of Architecture. 

Later we examined possible objectives, considering 

the nature of history, architecture, and history 

of architecture, :: Stating that history and 

architecture 'are both, by nature, art and science 

Thus they have many useful characteristic 

in common, particularly in then methods for research, 
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which are systematic work, and analysis. 

The research presented in Appendix 1 of Part II 

about history of architecture courses in faculties 

of architecture in Venezuela, produced another 

set of objectives, on which the emphasis was on 

social awareness, methodological analysis, and 

relation to design. 

Using all these sources we have proposed objectives 

for history of architecture courses applicable in 

a general way to architectural students, including 

the mention of what we feel are some other, 

important variables to consider when establishing 

objectives. 

2.8. Conclusion. 

it is very important to define, clearly and precisely 

objectives for a course and the objectives must be 

considered on the one harjin relation to the placement 

of the courses within the curriculum, its contents, 

its credit units, or importance and, methods of 

teaching and assessment on the other hand, they will 

depend in part on general education objectives, 

higher education objectives, the institutional 

objectives, and of arthkectural education objectives, 
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Objectives will depend on the nature of the 

subject itself; in this case history and 

architecture in their direct relation, and art and 

science in their indirect relation. 

Objectives must be defined as general and 

specific, considering whether the subject is taken 

as an end or as a means in contributing to 

architectural education. We found two of the 

former and several of the latter kind. of objectives. 

The definition of objectives must include-.: the kind 

of performance goals that are to be expected from 

students and which will be useeed to evaluate 

them. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3. COURSES CONTENTS. 

Objective: Study the contents of history of architecture 

courses found in Schools of Architecture in 

Great Britain and in Venezuela, in order to 

propose contents for a course for architectural 

students. 

3.1. Introduction. 

There are several factors influencing the selection 

of the contents of a history of architecture courses. 

We have already discussed objectives and their 

importance. Others factors are: the place, 

geographically and historically, where the School 

of architecture is located (antecedents will be 

different from occident to orient and even from 

one country to another within the same continent 

and culture); the level, within the studies, at 

which the course will be given, which weighs the 

students maturity and the need, or not, for other 
\ 

related studies: general purpose of the co^urse 

an (entor means); teaching and assessment methods 

to be used; and the performance goal required 

form the students, ' 
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I 

As we did in Chapter 2, we wish to present the 

comments made in Part I of this work in summary 

form, without lenythy commentary so as not to 

repeat has already been said. Then we will look 

at some new contents coming out of the 

discussion in Chapter 1, where we considered the 

nature of the subject followed by a look at those 

course contents studied in Appendix 1 of Part II 

form the study of faculties of architecture in 

Venezuela. 

Towards the end of the chapter, we shall present 

what we believe to be the general content guidelines 

for history of architecture courses in architectural 

education, leaving the more specific considerations 

for chapters Sand 6, where we shall present actual 

proposals for courses. 

3.2. Contents Studied in Part I. 

In Chapter 2, about the Schools of Architecture, 

and in Chapter 7, about history of architecture 

teaching, we studied the course contents of the 

seven Schools considered in that study, They are: 

- History of architecture must be considered from 

inside -from an architects point-of-view- and 

good as well as bad architecture must be studied. 
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- Holistic approach with full environmental 

considerations. 

- Periods or civilizations must be considered as 

socio economic realities and not only aesthetic 

ones. 

- History of architecture must consider hump life 

in all its totality and multiplicity, with all its 

social components, and of recent importance, will 

man's attitude toward technology. 

- Selection of periods or civilizations must include 

other than occidental civilizations. 

Stress on the XIX and XX centuries, beginning with 

general history. 

Studies. 

The classic period. 

The renaissance. 

- The XIX and XX centuries in England. 

- Emphasis on the last decades. 

David Anstis, believes that the study of civilizations 

other than the occidental one are important, and he 

proposes the inclusion of Aztec and Japanese 

architecture. He asks as well for parallel courses 

on fine arts, social history, aesthetics, and 
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philosophy, as a necessary complement. What is 

consequent with his idea that students must be 

able to interpret history for themselves. 

3.3. Contents and the Nature of History of Architecture. 

Although most of the concepts handled when we 

studied the nature of history of architecture were 

more applicable to objectives, some of them relate 

to contents. 

-The influence of art and science on different 

periods must be considered in its right values. 

-History of architecture must consider the importance 

of relations between the individual ad, society,, 

and. -of artist -architect- and community, when 

analysing, interpreting, or judging architecture. 

3.4. Other Opinions. 

As we did in the previous chapter we will present 

some further references that have been found while 

studying Part II, and which we consider useful to 

clarify what the course content should be. 

Starting with the more general considerations: 

"The Sinat pnobtem o6 anchitectunat education 

is to show anehitectune to atudents. Thtia can 
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be done in many ways, but in some *schooZ. ß 

no attempt . is made. (even his. to'ry . eectunes 

do not come within a thousand yea'rs oj ou'r 

time unt. i. e the second yea'r) Many students 

do not statt to nea. e. i. ze what a'rchitectu're 

. i. s unt. i. Z the end oj the. i'r cau'rse. I&wau. ed 

be much bettet . ij they we're encou'raged to 

comp'rehend a'rchitectu're in the. i'r 6. i'rst yea-VI 

(1) 

The content must have an emphasis on modern 

architecture, which could be placed at the beginning 

of the studies, according to Allsopp. This does not 

mean necessarily that earlier periods should not be 

studied, in fact in his books he usually stresses 

the values of classic and renaissance architecture. 

"The neaden now knows what to expect, and 

what not to expect. Ih estnict mys e. 2j to 

post-medieva. 2 anchitecturce in this wonfz 

because it is pnovisiona. 2. I- am 

investigating o. edet epochs using the same 

method and hope eventua. 2. ey to achieve 
.. 

i+ 

insight into the o 
gän, 

ism (a j sty. e. istic 

devetopment by companting at. C epocha and 

the. in. deve. Copment. I have no doubt that 

my dubdequent ßtud. ie, s w. i. CZ be made eaa. ien 
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because oj this one and that thin one w. iZZ 

need co)rJ ection' once I have comp. Zeted them". 

(2) 

Frankl likewis believes, in the importance of 

studying older epochs (older than post medieval) 

and in the importance of comparative studies 

which aim at establishing some general values, 

using a 
, 

given method. 

"Ii anchitectune is the mo. ded". hea. ten os 

human activity, oS the joys and 6onnows 

of a society, and anchLtec. tunae stye can 

begin onty when a cuUUune has peached a 

state oS matuni. ty, phi2oaophy, ne. ZgLon, 

pot tLcs, and science, the whoee os 

Renaissance cuUUune, had to be heady 

9 4 

z bejoxe the jine ax# could, the expxe4ALon 

Renaisaance man', pxeceded the Renaizzance 

axt. i., 3 t" ..... 3) 

Without considering the influenCQ of 'style' on 

that quotation, it is important to include in 

course contents that architecture must be 

considered as a mirror of all kinds of human 

activities. 

"Howeven, it is tnue that histony as a 

subject 6on study is expanding . i. n "tehms 
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os chnono. tog y, geogn. aphy and anaZyz ia, and 

it is centainZy becoming mane d. ij j icuUU. 

I have tn.. ied to suggest that this expansion 

is not something that 'tnaditLonat' 

hiztoiz. Lan4 need £ can on attack". .... (4) 

This remark is equally true for history of 

architecture, which is also expanding and 

becoming more difficult as a subject, even when 

periods or civilizations selected for the courses 

are restricted because of the holistic approach. 

"Some hi. 6tokica. 2 e. 2ement ahou. 2d thekejoke 

be pkeaent in a. 2.2 science teaching in okdek 

to give pekapective. Theke ake, howeven, 

athe'k potent keazona jok its inc. 2udion, 

not the . 2eaat o6 which is the deaikabiZity 

oj pkeaenting science as an aspect o6 human 

endeavouk".,. (5) 

This opinion coincides with Macleod's proposal to 

place history within the context of all subjects. 

The reference here is to science. 

.,,. "To be tnuty h. ietotc-i, ca. Z, an exptanat. Lon 

must set a d. ituat'. ion otc event in its 

pant. icutatc h. i4tonica. 2 context os We and 

ptace, and necognize that even the most 
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atn.. ih. ing. Ey d. i. m. itat event. a -two nevoZut. iona 

jot . inbtance- may 6e w. ide. Ey d. iijenent in 

the. in motivation, the. ix ejjecta and the. i, n 

. a. ignij. icance". (6) 

Historical explanation must have due consideration 

for the context of time and place, and history of 

architecture course contents need to give that 

context to architecture. 

Normally it has been difficult, if not impossible, 

for history courses in Schools of architecture to 

cover all the history of architecture, and with 

the increasing difficulties just mentioned, this 

is becoming more and more difficult. Therefore, 

a selection of some periods or civilizations is 

indispensable, and there are many differing 

criteria for selection. 

.... "The c. 2aad. ij. ication4 may be o6 thnee 

zonts, conteapond. ing to the thtee dimensions 

6o h. idtot. ica. Z study -chtonotogicaZ, 

geogtaph. icat . 2. im. itd oj the subject ate 

teatn. icted, as in studying one count)Ly in 

a bn. ies pet. iod".... (S) 

of the three possible classifications, the 

chronological and geograhical are presently given 

IJ 
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preference over the topical, which is considered 

more limited. 

"Now no chnon. ic. Zen on h. iston. ian can attempt 

to necohd a. Z. Z events; jnom the supeni. Zu. c ty 

o6 happenings he must s e. Zect what he negands 

as memonab. Ze. His se. Zect. c: on is detenm. ined 

to a veny sma. Z. Z extent by his pensona. Z 

. id. ios ynctcas. ies, but on the who. Ze by tnad. it. ion 

and soc. ia. Z . intenests".... (9) 

In history of architecture courses, the criteria 

for selection should depend mainly on courses 

objectives. 

.,,, "The come oj ztud. iez undentafien dun. ing 

the F. in. at Wee yeana dhoutd fp'ovde the 

ztudent with ajoundat. ion oj finowtedge oj 

the who. Ee 6. i. etd oj 6u. itd. ing ... unt. i. 2 the 

atudent had a .ao und fznow. 2edg e o6 6aa. ic 

pn. inc. ipteb it . id not appnapn. iated to cond. Lden 

apec. ia. Z. izat. ion in h. iz atud. ieb".... ( l0 ) 

Ritter is not speaking of history of architecture 

courses, but his ideas are equally valid as they 

pertain to general content for them. 

... "Study that i6 to any degnee detaited 

must thenejone be dtivtded tnto pentiod4 oj 
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time. These dLvLdionz do not have to be 

arr. b. it, %any ones, such as centuti. ez. Ac. tua. e 

. tunnLng pdints can be Found, where the 

system o6 £Lje on the pa. ei. cat onganizatLon 

has %apidt y changed" .... (11) V 

Time is the criterixm proposed, which seems to 

oppose the topical or problems-criteria suggested 

by others authors. 

"So tong aa . ita t. im. itat. i. onb ate undet. axood,, 

the d. iv. id. ion o6 h. idtoty in pet. iod. a mudt be 

empto yed a. d -a jtamewotk jot de#aited 

.inqu. it y" ..... (l2) 

Periods must be considered only as a framework for 

inquiry, being aware of their limitations. This 

seems a very sensible statement, that again focuses 
2 

on the time criterium. 

9.0 "CLvLUUZationö have been teganded by the 

mote apecu. 2at. ive and ph. i. 2oaoph. ica. 2 iiistotica. 2 

th. infzens as the pt. imaty unit o6 hiWaicat 

study. Numetouz . in#t. igu. Cng theot. ied have 

been dev. ized to exp. 2a. in the cyc. 2. ica. 2 t. ib e 

and Ja. 2.2 ojc. iv. i. 2. izat. iona...... 113) 

"The hibtony os a Jonegoing ctivtiQization 

mudt be appnoached 4inat by tahi'ng the 
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en. t. itce c. iv. LUza ion as a unit, comptex 

though it may be...... (14) 

Civilization or national history is another criterL 

that can be used, and it has been frequently 

considered as appropriate for history of architecture 

courses, especially when they correspond with a 

style. 

.... "The hL4 ony in technoZogZcad unLven4Z. tLed 

iz empha.. i. caUUy modern and even 'contemponany' 

and is atmodt £nvaxLab. ee in a apecLa2Lzed 

loam.... "(15) 

This trend towards modern history is not only common 

in technological universities but as well in Schools 

of Architecture in Great Britain as we have already 

seen. 

"The cn. iat. icat system e4tab. Z. ishe4 joun 

categon. ie4 oj the ana. eys. i4 oj anch. itectuna. e 

monuments: 

1. spat. iat compoz. it. ion 

2. Weatment oj mass and . bunJace 

3. Watment oj tight, coton, and othen opt. icaQ 

ejjects 

4. netat. i, on o4 design to zociat junctions". 

(16) 
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Frankl, proposes a 'critical system' for analysis 

of history of architecture, that in fact corresponds 

to a very specific objective and content. 

"Thene . id much mane chance aJ atudentb o6 

W ageb enjoying h. idtony Q they Kudy 

pnabtems, not pen. iodz., Pethaps, it might 

be Jci.. i. n to aubat. itute pno1ect Jan pnabZem 

in ne. 2at. ion to younget pup. itd.... " (17) 

The study of problems instead of periods, one 

of Lord Acton's precepts for education, seems 

a good way to motivate students, to recognise 

the value of history. This is especially true 

if they are architectural students whose main 

task is to solve problems. It is interesting 

criterium that will influence course content and 

will require alleli prepared and open minded 

lecturer. 

3.5. Contents of History of Architecture Courses in 

Faculties of Architecture in Venezuela. 

History of architecture course contents in Venezuelan 

schools do not differ greatly form those in Great 

Britain, excepting for the logic and natural . 

differences emerging from the study of national 

architecture. 
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The contents we have found are; 

- Theory of architecture 

- Modern architecture 

- Universal architecture 

- Pre-Columbus architecture 

- American architecture 

- Scientific knowledge 

- Aspects of society 

Conservation 

- American Baroque 

Art-and architecture 

Ancient to Baroque architecture 

1750 to 1930 architecture 

Renaissance architecture 

Colonial architecture in Latin America 

Urban evolution 

- Landscape architecture 

- Architecture and engineering in Venezuela 

- North American architecture 

There are'two distinct tendencies among the 

Faculties we have studied in Venezuela; one, 
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represented by two schools, does not follow a 

chronological order, and courses are normally 

one lecture a week with parallel practical work; 

the other, follows a chronological order, and 

courses are 5 hours a week, with some lectures 

spread through out the year, and most of the 

time devoted to practical, supervised work. This 

. 
latter is the case of our Faculty in Maracaibo, 

Venezuela. The latter system has the draw back 

(see Appendix 1) that students have no choice at 

all. 

History of architecture, as 'we *can sek *by the 

contents listed in Venezuelan Faculties, covers 

theory, Art, and Scientific knowledge, as those 

subjects do not exist as such in the Schools. 

History is, as well, the subject where the use of 

methodological analysis is presented to students, 

with the purpose of transfering it to other 

disciplines within the studies this transfer is 

not always achieved. 

Considering the time devoted to the various courses, 

the order of emphasis is; architecture from 1750 on, 

modern architecture (XX century), architecture in 

" Latin American countries, Renaissance and Barroque, 

periods theory of architecture, and to a lesser 
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degree classic (Greece and Rome) architecture, 

graphics..., belonging to Appendix 1, show the 

courses and their position within the studies. 

3.6. Contents in History of Architecture Courses in 

Architectural Education. 

Starting with the objectives we have defined in 

2.6 of Chapter 2, we are rendy to propose the 

contents, but not without some previous, and, 

we think, necessary comments. 

Concerning the old, continuing dispute as to 

whether to teaching history chronologically or 

not, we consider that this question may not have 

one unique answer. It will depend on-the students 

previous historical background and maturity. If 

the main facts of history are not fresh in their 

minds or if they are not aware of periods, and are 

not able to place civilizations in order and in 

relation with one another, it may be confusing 

to star with modern architecture. This is our 

experience in Venezuela. After beginning with 

modern architecture, it is difficult to motivate 

student to go back to ancient times, which in 

our case have a very remote relation to the _ 
Venezuelan reality. 
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CENTRAL UNIVERSITY OF VENEZUELA 

FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE 

CONTENTS 

1 2. 3 4 5 

1960 

1 961 

1962 

1 96 3 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1 96 9 

19 70 

1971, 

1972 
Crit. Arch. I 
Mod. Arch.. I 
Des. Probb 
Hist. Thou ht 

1973 Grit. Arch. st. I 
1760 - 1920 

'st. II 

Crit 
Cant 
Barr 

Arch II 
Soc/Pers. 

xrue Inf. 

19 74 Theo. Arch- 
World Arch. 
Amer. Arch. 

e-columbus 

Mod. Arc I 
Cont 

Con 
ch. II 
Ven. Arch. 

ervation Arch. 
R--irr in Tr 



UNIVERSITY' OF ZULIA 

ý 'FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE 

CONTENTS 

1 2.. 
, 

3 4 5 

1960 

1961. , 

i 962 

1 96 3 

. ReV. XX C 
1964 Dgy 

(Art 
. N'sesop. 

1965 
M. Ages 

M. Ages 
1966 Barroque 

M. Ages (XII -XVIII 

ý- XVII - XX C 
19 6" 7 Renaiss. Anal. Arch. 

Dgypt XVII - XXC 
1 96 8 

Renaiss. Anal. Arch. 

1 96 9 
t 
/Rbnaiss. 

XVII - XXC 

cient T. Barroque 
1,9 70 

:. " Rennaiss XX C 

cient T. XVIII-XX c 
1971 Barroq. Ind XX C. 

' ld/'Ttio, an 1945 

cient T. XVIII-XX C 

1,9 72 Bar ý. 
Rev ýý 

IbNm ' ld/` 1945 
Greece - XIX XX c 

19 73 Town Cult. Env. 
A l 

Greece - XIX 
na - 

XX C 
1_9 74 Town Cult. Env. 

Space Crit. Anal. 



UNIVERSITY OF LOS ANDES 

FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE 

- CONTENTS 

1 2. 3 4 5 

1,960 

1 961 

1962 

1 96 3 

19'64 

1965 

1966 

al. Arch I` 
1967 Plan-fstArch'. ' 

reh. Greec 

68 . Arch. I Anal Arch. II Anal Arch. Il 
19 eO. Arch. (1750-1930) (Preh. Barr. ) 

ce Perc. 

1 96 9 Anal. Arch 
(Awer. 1500-XX p 

970 Anal Arch. I Anal. Arch 
(1750 -1930 (Amer. 1500- 

eo. Cont. ch. 
Mod Arch. Renaiss. Theo: rch. I 

1971 (175 0- XX) Col. Arch Theo. Arch. II 
Ins. Hat. Arch Urb. Evol. Archt&Eng. Ven z. 

Lan sc. IV. Amer. Arch. 
1972 Conservation 

Renaiss. Theo. Arch. I 
1973 Colonial 'Iheo. Arch. II 

Urb. Evol. Ar ch 
Landsc. -- 

. Amer. Arch. 
19 74 nervation 



Like rofessor)Allsopp we consider a course more 

as an exploration than a definite and fixed program, 

and with this understanding in mind we can propose 

the contents. 

We believe with Anstis that an architectural student 

should study other complementary subjects, such as 

those he mentioned, within or, preferable, out of 

the course itself, to avoid confusion about 

disciplinary borders. 

The contents we believe necessary for history of 

architecture courses in architectural education are: 

- General historial training, providing and asking 

for education, to place architecture in its 

correct context,, early in architectural education. 

- Civilizations that are antecedents to our country's 

history and architecture, discerning main influence 

and possible relations to other civilizations. 

- Use of other civilizations -Orient- only as comparative 

studies, and for cultural background. 

Emphasis on architecture from 1750 onwards and 

paricularly the XXth century, selecting the 

periods or the problems criteria, whichever is more 

appropriate, and using in practical. 

- work, existing buildings, and the methodological 
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analysis. - 

- Vernacular and national Current architecture, 

showing relations with international architecture 

and its own physical and cultural environment, 

and assessing it through critical analysis. 

To horizontally relate history of architecture to 

other subjects studied concurrently, and to 

integrate it vertically, as a necessary background 

for the following years work, particularly 

project work, when possible. 

Considering, that history of architecture courses, 

as we have seen on Chapter 2, are mainly considered 

and developed as a means in contributing to 

architectural education, they must be offered 

throughout a students education, from first to last 

year. 

Accepting, in some measure, 
Macleod 

proposal, we 

consider that one responsability of history of 

architecture lecturers is to promote the introduction 

of the use of historical precedents in other subjects, 

and to relate them in one way or another, in time, 

or through problems, to history of architecture 

courses. This would make history more meaningful. 

In Chapkers 5 and 6 we shall get into more details 

about be. more precise al==he contents. 
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3.7. Summary. 

Contents on history of architecture courses in 
I 

Schools of architecture of Great Britain deal 

mainly with occidental civilization, with emphases 

on the last two centuries in Europe and specially 

in Great Britain, classic and Renaissance 

architecture in-Europe, and Medieval architecture 

both in Europe and Great Britain also receive 

emphasis. 

Contents cannot cover the complete history of 

architecture, and a selection is necessary. 

Criteria for selection are many, the most commonly 

considered being: chronological, civilizations, 

periods, problems or topical. 

The chronological criterioil, seems to be recommended 

as a 
. 

general framework within which one of the 

others can be applied, leaving the topical or problem 

criteria for short periods of more specific aspects 

of architecture. 

In Venezuelan Faculties of architecture contents a=s- 

deal as well with occidental civilization, with 

emphasis form XVI th to XXth century, and with 

architecture in America and Venezuela, and its 

relation to european precedents. There does not 
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seem to be enough Venezuelan and XXth century 

architecture available, probably for lack of 

research. Classic Renaissance and Barroque 

architecture are given importance as well in 

zuelal%/ 

more 

Vene 

The proposed contents, at the end of the chapter 

are contained in the following conclusions. 

3.8. Conclusion. 

Contents for history of architecture courses depend 

on several factors, among, the most important being: 

the civilization, the country and the place where 

the institution is located; the course objectives; 

the methods, used for teaching and assessment; and 

Lne perzurmance 9Qais requires zrom szuaenrs. 

History of architecture courses should, provide 

general historical knowledge, and promote an 

awareness of architecture within history and its 

relation with -individuals and communities. 

op 

The courses should also trace the line of historical 

precedents in the civilization to which the 

architecture belongs, isolating and stressing the 

communities contribution. 

Further goals are to give emphasis to XXth century 
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architectural, to use existing buildings as a basis 

for methodological and critical analysis, and to 

transfer the experience to present. architectural 

design. 

The contents of history of architecture courses, 

should be, as much as possible, related to other 

subjects within architectural studies, to make them 

meaningful to students. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4. TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT METHODS. 

Objective: Study the teaching and assessment methods 

used in history of architecture courses in 

Schools of architecture in Great Britain 

and in: Venezuela, to propose methods for a 

course for architectural students. 

4.1. Introduction. 

Teaching and assessment methods, as we have seen 

in Part I of this work is one of the aspects of 

higher education that has changed profundly in 

the last few years, therefore although we already 

devoted considerable time to them in that Part we 

feel obliged to include some further arguments at 

this point. 

'Changes . in teaching methods have come &norn 

two 4o. unce6, The 6. ih4t most obvLou. 6ty is 

the changing pd ychotogtca. e knowt edg eoj the 

child., and the teaching pnoceat teachena 

and otheu come to have. The second has 

been en6onced by the cumutat. ive and by:. the 

incneade in the content o6 existing . 6ubject. 6". 

C1) 
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This kind of pressure is increasing in architectural 

education requiring more scientific knowledge, social 

responsability and environmental awareness, three 

important factors, capable of placing a heavy demand 

on course contents and teaching methods. 

"Penhccp, s d cien. t. i. ata whoze ýs, u61 ect have a 

aound theonet. i. cat joundat. i. on do not ieet at 

home with a subject which tacks, a theoty. 

Fot, not onty is thete no theory 

of teaching to turn to when the ptobtemj 

antae, but theottea os'teatning ate too 

numenoua and too titZte conce&ned with 

human teannting to pnovide a jnamewonk jot 

action. Teachena cannot design counaea 

taking into. aecount the numenoua van. iab. eea 

in teann. ing and penaona. e . intenaet. iond, but 

must . intnoduee innovations . eange. ey on t he 

basis oinduction 6nom thein oba envations. 

Neventhe. eeas, we shou. ed expect that 

. scientists, . i6 not othen unzVexz. ity teachen. a, 

would appnee. iate the need to expen. imen# to 

detenm. ine the e66ectivenezz o6 innovations 

. intnoduced inteach. ing". (2) 

..... ''Ulhat is needed is a concented e66oht 

in dtudyting each method, eo. e. eat. i, ng . inson. mat. ion 

a. eneady ava. i. eab. ee, and expen. iment. ing with 
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vatLation4 of the methoda to gee which one. s 

ate mozt e66ective and under what ctitcum3. tancea. 

Since, jot'vat. iou, 6 xeadon4, amaZZ group 

d. i. 6cud4Lonö ate ubed £ncteas ing! y thL4 is one 

axea in which we. U-dez igned expet. imen. Cd in a 

ctoaa section ojb shoot would be patti, cuZat. 2y 

tewatding. Other £nveAti. gation4 which axe 

. C. ike. Zy to ptove most tewatd. i. ng ate those into 

h, ighet mentat abitities and students' methods 

oj studying. Such knowtedg e w. iQt enabte 

teacheta to gain mote insight into students' 

d. ibj. icut#. i. ea and to devise mote 6tex. ibte 

methods o6 teaching which take account o6 

the. it d. L6jetence, 61'. (3) 

Beard and Bligh, emphasize the need for more, 

research and experiments in teaching methods, and 

point out the non existence of a theory of 

teaching, proposing some areas for research they 

consider potentially rewarding. We must say that 

in our case the field is completely wide open and 

there does not seem to be an interest on the part 

of Universities in Venezuela to close the gap. 

Considering, as we do that teaching and assessment 

methods are very important, for the success or 

failure of a course, we wish to reemphasize some 
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points we have already made, by saying that 

methods must be related to objectives, to contents, 

to student maturity, and to the intellectual level, 

lecturer capabilities, and special knowledges of 

new methods, among other factors. Methods by 

themselves cannot decide or form an educational 

experience. 

The point of lecturer preparation is an important 

one, and many methods are never used because 

teachers are simply not familiar with them. 

In this chapter we shall follow the same general 

layout of preceding chapters, summarising what 

we have seen in Part I of this work, and then 

bringing in more considerations before we conclude 

with our proposal about the teaching and assessment 

methods relevant to a history of architecture 

course. 

4.2. Methods studied on Part I. 

In Part T, we discussed teaching and assessment 

methods in Chapter 2 about the Schools of Architecture, 

in Chapter 5 about teaching and assessment methods: 

and in Chapter 10, conclusions. 
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4.2.1, Methods in Schools of Architecture: 

In Chapter 2 we found out that in Schools 

of Architecture the teaching methods most 

used were; 

-Lectures 

-Projects 

-Seminars 

-Exercises 

-Block-courses 

-Hand-outs 

-Set-books 

-Visits 

--Discussions 

-Tutorials 

-Essays 

Of these methods lectures is still the most 

common in about 80 per cent of courses; 

followed in second term by: project, seminars, 

exercises, block-courses, hand-outs, set- 

books, and visits. Other methods are 

introduced in the third term. 

Exercise include in this case all kinds of 

laboratory, practical and theoretical 
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exercises. 

Although by definition some of the above 

mentioned ; methods' are not really methods 

in themselves, they have been considered 

as such in the listing because they are 

used consistently and with some follow up, 

which makes them appear as such. 

Concerning assessment methods used, they 

were: 

-examination 

-projects 

-essays 

Examinations specifically written examination 

continue to be the main assessment methods, 

followed by projects second and essays third. 

On page 79, figure 21, of Appendix 5, in 

Part I, we find all teaching and assessment 

methods used in Schools. 

4.2.2. Methods studied in Chapter 5 of Part I: 

Teaching methods may have general or special 

objectives, and assessment methods must be 

adjusted accordingly. 
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According to Bligh they may: Provide 

information, promote thought or change 

attitudes; 'and according to Morris they 

may duplicate or discover knowledge. These 

concepts do not differ greatly, the first 

being a category of the same nature. 

Besides the methods listed on 4.2.1., above 

in Chapter 5, the teaching methods most 

used, in the opinion of the lecturers of 

the Schools of Architecture, were: 

-Group and individual tutorial 

-Lectures 

-Small group discussions. 

-Seminars 

-Educational models 

-Block-courses 

-Team design 

-Team work 

-Project work 

-Laboratory 

-Hand-outs 

-Exercise 

-Field studies 

-Games and simulation 

-Programmed learning 
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As we said in that chapter, some of these 

methods were used only in certain courses, 

the most frequently being those listed 

above in 4.2.1. 

On pages 179 we. presented a list containing 

the methods used in higher education according 

to-three authors, and on page 206, figure 32 

reproduced on the next page is a list showing 

the teaching methods studied and grouped 

by their nature, and showing the kind of 

group size most suited `to each one of them. 

In; general there are many methods useful 

for work in small groups, and individual 

study, including visual-aids-or machines, 

for stimulating ideas, games, and 

simulation. 

Concerning assessment methods, the main 

tendency was towards the use of'a working 

jury instead of final critics with a jury 

that can not appreciate the. -"full development 

of a project work. 

4.2.3. Methods studied on Chapter 10 of Part I: 

In Chapter 10 on page 387, number 10.3.2.3.1 
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"How to learns', some considerations are 

presented that although they are not properly 

teaching methods may have an influence in 

deciding about methods, they are as follows: 

-Teach how to learn 

-Make conscious the processes of learning 

-Not to teach knowledge but a method of attack 

-Teach to solve problems 

-Provide an educational environment 

-Learn to learn. 

-Develop an analytical mind, sensitiveness, 

, and a dedication to quality. 

Stretch the mind 

Most of these ideas, in fact, point towards 

the kind of teaching -learning process that 

Morris recognises as discovery and ask for 

methods that are more su`ted to stimulate 

thought instead of provided information. 

This is exactly the purpose of the so called 

new methods. 

4.3. Other opinions. 

Although we have examined many teaching and 

assessment methods, and arguments have been 

presented about their usefulness, we consider 
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the subject so broad and so important that we want 

to put forward some further opinions, even at the 

risk of making this chapter unnecessarily long, 

4.3.1. About teaching methods: 

The usefulness of one or another method 

will depend on perception possibilities, so 

let us start with perception.... 

..... "ýnom Thunsione's investigation, 

s ugg e. a. ta that ihene is no auch thing as an 

att-nound penceptua. C e6jiciency on 

ineiiiciency, but naihen that peop. 2e tend 

to be"netaiivety mone e6jicieni in aome 

typed o6 penception and in dome penceptuat 

4ituationd than othend". (14) 

.... "NevettheZeaa, out capacity 6ox 

continuous petcep Lon . is. t invited. We 

cannot maintain pto. 2onged awateneaa of 

te. 2at. ive. 2y un. intetea.. ing and jea. uteLeaa 

env. itonmen. t, and aoonet of tatet awatenaz 

taps es and we ate d. ia. ttacted by . ittevetan-t 

events of by out own thoughts". (5) 

Our capacity for perception is limited and 

varied. This should be taken into 

consideration when methods are chosen for 
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a certain purpose or for a certain group. 

Individual learning could best be adapted 
l 

to each one$capacity of perception, and 

that is precisely why several new methods 

have been developed for individual learning. 

..... "The who. Ce mend is moving away fitom 

ctaaatoom . in. b. ttuct. ion . owatda a teatn. ing 

envtitonment in which pupit ate £e6t to 

lootfz on thei& own, e. ithet . ind. ividuatty of 

in gnoupa".... (6) 

Individual or group work in the appropriate 

environment is the new trend according to 

Richmond,. and that trend is being followd 

by Schools of Architecture. 

Let us now examine some references to 

lecturers..... 

.... "The dLa. eogue Zec. tune mentis widen use 

since d. i6jenences o6 opinion can be expressed 

and contAasU. ing voices maintain students 

attention. At the same time one may question 

the widespread practice o6 o btLg. ing such 

. earge audiences to Zisten to the dame 

content despite a very wide. range in a6. iZi ty 

and prior knowledge{'. (7) 
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The dialogue lecture, not contained in our 

list, is a new variation to make lectures 

more effective and to keep them lively. 

What will happen, apparently no matter how 

many efforts are made to bury them is that 

they will assume a different level of 

importance than what they used to have. 

Beard and Bligh have presented some important 

considerations about lectures..... 

"Obsenvat. ion suggests that a teetune given 

a su. itabQe speed in mathematics on eenia. in 

science topics, in which a . 2og. icat 

pnesentat. ion is wn. itaten on the btaefzboand, 

pnov. ide. 4 constant oppontun. ity to the 

student to obtain 4eedback on his 

undenstand. ing o4 the topie...... " (8) 

"Mo. at o4 them ( un. iv ets. ity teachetd in 

$t. ita. in) be. e. ieve that atuden#d ate too 

. immatute to atudy . independent. e. y and that 

. Cectute. d ate the mo. bt econom. ica. 2 way os 

communicating . in4otmat. ion to them".. .(9) 

.... "The pnincipat desidenata ane jewen 

and bettet' . 2ectu'teo, dozen 6ta66-, 6tudent 

netationa, and mane teaching by . uCo/tLaP 

and d emZnan" ...... (10 ) 
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Fewer lectures to communicate. information, 

closer relations and careful prepartion 

and delivery of lectures, are very sensible 

points that sometimes are neglected, 

specially the latter case. 

Now, some students opinions about lectures. 

"When caked to tate teaching methoda Jot 

eiiect. iveneaa, 58 pen cent of the dtudenta 

Hated . tectutea as ejjective, but others 

type. a oj teaching wete mote t iket y to be 

toted 'very e6ject. iveº, ind. icat. in a 

pneietence' Got 4mattet gtoupa and petsonat 

teachingºº...... (1 1) 

"In the N. U. S. nepont Q 1969 (Saundend et 

at. ) dtudentb thought the ma jon junction 

o6 tectunea wene to impan in6onmation 

(16 pet cent), to pnovide a 6namewontz jot 

the co un. a e (15 pen cent), to indicate 

method4 oj appnoaehing the zu6jeet (64 

pen cent), to indicate bounces os nejenenee 

(41 pen cent) and to 4timutate-independent 

wontz (41 pen een0"...... (12) 

Lectures can have several purposes and are 

considered effective even for students who 

prefers small group work. This corresponds 
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with our experience in Great Britain and in 

Venezuela with architectural students. 

John McLeish (13) in a very interesting 

study, found that students and lecturers 

rated lectures, very low giving twice as 

much preference to seminars and tutorials, 

the latter being some what higher in 

ranking. 

Speaking about seminars, a method that is 

taking more and more importance in higher 

education, we wish to mention the aspects 

that are important according to Denis Rice 

(14), make it a good teaching method: 

mechanics and dynamics, whether they are 

compulsory or voluntary, methods of 

assessment, authority, and environment. 

All these aspects differ in the case of 

seminars as opposed to lectures, and 

likewise in small group discussions. These 

aspects must be clearly defined and 

controlled. 

Broady proposes certain conditions as 

necessary for conducting a seminar.... 

.... "Some conditions Jon doing this seem 

to 'me to be: a) eveny student must do 
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some wonk Jon the sem. inan: he must not on. 2y 

have head 40 rrie. ýh. ing 
. 
6ut atso wn. itten 

something which can, 6e nead on. nequest. 

b) the students may be nequ. ined to nead 

something in common; on va. n.. ious an. t. ictes 

oh. books pnov. ideCýthat the authon knows 

how he w. (shes to use this mate&iat in 

d. iacuss. ion. 

c) the wn. it. ing (in my view) . dhoutd be. o5 

two kinds; a pnecia oj what is nead, and 

a cn. it. ique oj the same. 

d) students who have not done the nequ. ined 

woak shou. Cd no Lnonma. 2ty be admitted to 

the a em. inan" .(l5) 

All these points, seem to me, to be very 

sensible and would contribute to make the 

seminar a fruitful experience, although 

in our case -Venezuela- I do no know if we 

could actually enforce the last one. 

.... "Student4 con4utted lot the N. U. S. 

nepont neganded 4eminau: a4 impontant Son ý 

tintenchan9e oS idea4,4timutu4 oS cneative 

thinking and imphovement os 4 ets-expne44ion 
but te44 4utitabte Son conWidation os 

£eanning and study Zn depth"..... (16) 
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One would think that the kind of seminar that 

could foster all those qualities mentioned 

here it is'not the same method about which 

Rice and Broady are speaking, but in spite 

of that, it is important to admit that the 

seminar of the right size can be a very 

valuable educational experience for both 

lecturer and students. 

Similar to seminars in method, are 

discussions group..... 

"The vatue oj discussion between students 

in the, aba ence o6 atectunen does not 

appenan to be necogn. ized genenatty in 

un. iv enz. ity co un. a ea . Students conzuZted 

by Mann. id (1965). sa. id that Key Qequentty 

discussed the. Ln wonFz Nth each othen and 

couZd be Zeab inhibited with M66 abdent. " 

Teaches who have organised worth so that 

, students discussed question, & . together in 

pa tz, on ama Z groups, bebore raiding 

6urther questions with them have Found the 

method very successju. 2 (Beard, 1967 b)" (17) 

That brings up an important point: the 

problems of student inhibition in open 

discussion with members of the staff. 
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We believe it is a problem that must be 

solved, and discussion in the absence of 

staff could be a way to do it. 

"The discussion section -the gnoup o6 

penhaps ten to th. it. ty students into which 

a. Cectune c. eads may be divided once a week 

o& so - has an o Sten unnea. Z. iz ed potent. ia. E". . 

The discussion, in a h. i. 6tony counae dhoutd 

be a neat convenaat. ion among the dtudenta 

and the . inAtnucton, nota nec. itat. ion by one 

dtudent at at. ime in a. aont oj d. iatogue 

with the -c: nztnucton.. .. ." (18) 

It does not seem easy, in our experience, 

to organise a live discussion with as many 

as thirty students. In our courses in 

Venezuela we are confronted with problems 

of 200 students in one group, which would 

make the organization and operation of a 

discussion a complex task, even though we 

recognize the value of the method. 

Speaking of objectives and contents we 

touched, more than once, the point of 

methodological analysis in the history 

of architecture, that is in fact one of 
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the methods most used in our courses in 

Venezuela, and has been basic forýsome 

scholars such as Frankl. 

"My most impontant toots wehe the ana. 2ysiz 

os buitdinga acconding to Sou, % basic 

e. 2ements: apace, coApoteatity, tight, and 

punpo. ae, and the conception os the 

Renaissance and Ba, %, %oque as po. Cax opposites'. ' 

(19) 

"O the many . innovati. ond in anchitecxu&a. 2 ' 

c, tit. ic. i. dm put Sonth in . h. iß book, two of 

spee. ia. C . impoxtanee may be mentioned hexe. 

The j. ixst is the new empahses FxankZ gives 

to the s oe. ia. C pun. pod es o6 ahch. itectuhe and 

the changing eu. 2tuxa. 2 context oj . ind. iv. iduaZ 

bui. bd. ings, and bu. i. bd. ing types, down 

thn. oug h the yeaxs. The second is the 

new jee. b. ing 6o4 Apace and mobiZity the 

6ee. 2. ing 4o& the Aequence and combination 

06 spaces expex. ienced by the obsexved as 

he moves anound and within the buitding. 

A dingte tota. 2 . impnebd. ion . ijf devetoped 

thnough the . integnat. ion o6 a sen. iez a6 

thnee d. imen. s. iana. 2 impae4sionz. In this 

connection, it is wanth noting that 
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Ge. atatt Psychotogy was being devetoped in 

Gehmany duning the yeans that Pnanfzt was 

wt. it. ing th: is many sided wo&Ft".. . (20 ) 

Obviously Franki's position in regards to 

analysing a building is quite different 

from that of any student, particularly a 

Venezuelan because Frankl's deep knowledge 

of the time and the place where the 

building was constructed. Our frame work 

for analysis is completely different, and 

we must first understand the cultural 

circumstances of'place and time, before 

going to the building itself. 

"A theotet. t. ca, Z ana. Zys, i. ¢ oJ this kind is 

open -to. many ptact. ica. Z ob ject. ionj Pethaps 

the most detious might be that this appnoach 

could eas. i. ey degenetate into mete ant. iquat. ian. ism 

that the means might become the end. One can 

on. Zy tep. Zy by azsett. ing that this must 

depend on the ak. i. Z. Z. and judgement oJ the 

, ind. iv, idua. e teache, % in adapting the 

. i. ntetptetat. i, ve -questions which ate the stuS6 

oJ h. istoty to the age gtoup which he is - 

teaching. At . Zeazt the questions w, i. Z. Z -not 

be dictated by the Sa. es e ct. itet. ia endemic 
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in the ut. it. itan. ian appnoach" (21) 

Any method may become an end in itself, as 

happened temporarily with design method, 

and is happening in some places with the 

use of audio visual media. The observation 

i5 correct although in our experience in 

Schools of Architecture the danger of 

antiquarianism through analysis -usually 

critical- is not great. 

Individual study, with all its draw backs 

form an economic point of view is being 

employed more and more at all educational 

levels. 

.... "Ad a nea utt o6 th. id p. iZot atud y atone, 

the authotc. d conb. idett that ztaS4 time spent 

eattZy in a cove on ind. iv. iduaZ tutotc. ing, 

encoutcag. ing htudenta to examine theit 

Zeann. ing ptcocebßed, cou. Cd . aave time taten 

and . inctceaae the ýstudent. 6' h. ange". (22) 

111 6 machines ate w, ide. 2y used, the dtudent 

may . Qeatn to ztudy by h. im4eZ6 and . to p. Eay 

and wotk with othen. d; thud an , impottant 

aepatat. ion w. it. Z be achieved. Aitet a. b. C, 

what zymphony waa wt. itten by a gtoup? What 
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. 6cienti. 6ic atheony was the pnoduct o6 a 

gnoup?... Might it not be bettet 6o, % the 

students to study atone and use what he 

has teanned in a group setting? " (23) 

With or without machines, individual study 

permits free advance for good students, 

and more individual help for those with 

problems. 

Programmed learning is worth some attention 

being a new method and individually oriented. 

. 
"A numben oj studies show that pnogtcammed 

. 2tann. ing is at tea. at as ejject. i. ve as 

tnad, it. iona. 2 teaching". ..... (24) 

... "Th. i. s is not to deny that pnognammed 

can he. Cp in the 6o&mation o6 concepts, in 

changing attitudes, in jodten. ing cn. it. icat 

thinking, and even . in cýenin aesthetic 

awaneneAs but zimp4y to make the point 

that the vast majon. ity o6 pnogn. ammea do 

none o6 these th. ing. a ". .... (25 ) 

.... "He canctuded that pnagnammed teann. ing 

mudt be pant oj ad dtem o6 -in. btnuct. ion 

which a. C. eawb 6on human . intenact. ion".... (26 ) 

7 

Programmed learning is effective and provides 
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for all learning objectives, the only 'but' 

seems to be the lack of human interaction, 

which makes the method, only a complement 

or part of a system. 

We shall not get into the complex question 

of whether programmed learning must be a 

branching, linear, sequencial, or intrinsic 

programme, or fully mechanical or not, 

because we consider that the degree of 

sophistication shall also depend on 

factors outside of the realm of methods, 

such as students maturity and intelbctual 

level, lecturers, economics, etc. 

Richmond in his boook 'The concept of 

Educational Technology' discusses several 

kinds of programmed learning situations and 

when there they may be automated or not, 

insisting in their potential as an aid for 

individual study. 

Beard and Bligh also stress the possibilities 

of these methods, though they note the 

relative lack of experience as in the case 

of computers use...... 

"The u. 6e oj computens in Bnitish highen 



ý 

education . ia 4t-i. tt in . itd eat. Ey . inbancy. 

Hood Page (1470 b) tepotta that 15 to 20 

. inbttitut. io nd oj Highe, % Education ate 

con, s. idet. ing ot tty. ing out, the ma eoj 

computetd jot teaching putpoz ea ": ..: (2 7) 

Concerning.. the use of educational media, 

there are different opinions about its 

usefulness, and some of these opinions are 

based on the differences of perception 

existing from one persona to another, 

specially visual and aural perception. 

"In ßumman, iz. ing a varc. iety oj dtud. iez oven 
I 

a pekLod o6 thLnty yeau, as to when 

matet. iat is Leanned mone e66ect. ivety and 

nap. idty when pees ented v. is watty on otatt y, 

Canpente/L conc uded: "The d. i66etences in 

amounts £eanned thnough the di event sense 

moda it. ies have.. been smatt and . innegutah 

. in' d. itection. No one sense modality an 
4ý 

mode oj pudentation can be said to be 

genena. 2. Cy most advantageous"..... (28) 

'Such an appnoach to the pnepanat. ion o6 

inatnuc. t. iona. Z mateh. ia. Z qu. ick. Zy nevea. Za 

how meagtce . i. d outc know. Zedge oj how and 

what to phesent to az et oj . Zeannena. In 
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the caae oj v. iaua. 2 a. id. ß, jon examp. Ce, thene 

i, 6 viatuatty nothing but intuition and the 

nute os thumb to guide the . inAtnucton". (29) 

In some cases visual aids are only a sort 

of motivation that replaces important 

experiences that can not be presented to 

students in another way, but without the 

real impact of the experience, such as 

visits to actual buildings for history of 

architecture courses. 

The use of television is a new trend in 

teaching methods. Its value has been 

exagerated some what in our country.... 

"Comparr.. iaona os teaching by tetevision with 

tnad. it. i. ona. 2 tectunea on othen convent. ionaQ 

methoda do not, at the pnezen. t time, give 

a compZete p. ictune oj the. in ne. bat. ive 

advan#age, s"..... (30) 

It is doubtful that television provides a 

better communicational quality. The relative 

advantages that we believe are more within 

the realm of possibility are lessons being 

repeated by video tape for students in 

small groups, or individually when studying. 
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"podb. c; b. Ee the gneateat contn. ibut. f. on to the 

ess. iciency in teaching tia that os itm and 

S. itm -. stn. i, p;. Son 
. 
they can be .a ent to gnoups 

who tack teachena on be uaed to pn. ivate 

. axudy" . .... (31) * 

This is the kind of use-we were thinking 

of for T. V. video-tape reproduction. 

For architectural students it is particularly 

important that methods to improve creativity 

and stimulate ideas be considered, for there 

seems to be a deficit in-this area. 

"9"" "The LncnedLb. Pe waste o6 abititZe4 and 

capacities that ne4u. 2t, jot one and at. C, 

as a nedu. Ct oj out ttadttionat education 

dhou. ed be out ch. ie6 concenn. A nad. icat 

timpnovement thnough educneat. ion, oý the 

deductive, inventive and emotionat aspects, 

o6 tue. , id oj pn. iman y. impontance" (32) 

.... "A. ethaugh ab. i. e. ity to think cteativety 

. iz . incneaa. ing. ey nequ. ined, no Bh,. it, idh 

. invat. igat. ian into teaching methodz to 

encounage it had been tnaced; neventhe. eeaa 

thene ane many innovation. 6 in teaching. In 

both pune and app. e. ied dc. ienced nezeanch 

pno1ects and open-ended expen. imenta 6an 
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undetgtaduateA ate becoming jaitty common' 

(33) 

.... "The hachex who bet. ieves that a 

student cxeates a woxk oj axt by exexc. is. ing 

some . innex, capx. ic. ious jacutty w. itt not took 

jox the conditions undex which he does in 

jact do cxeax. i. ve woxk, he w. itt atso be tess 

We to expta. in such woxk, when it occuxs 

and tess t. ikety to induce students to 

behave cxeat. ivety". (34) 

This last quotation although refering 

specifically to Art, nWkarchitectural 

students, makes, in fact, a very important 

point of what actually happens in schools 

of architecture with some lecturers that 

do not understand what creativity is. 

Games and simulation when well presented, 

contribute to the stimulation of creative 

ideas, 

"A tech. inque . incneaa. ing. ey uaed in Ameh.. ica 

and beginning to be uded in Sn. ita. in . i4 the 

'z. imu. eat. ion technique! Te. at. a on 'gamed' ane 

used to . 6t-imu. eate 6ituation. 6 in which it 

wouZd be unaa4e on . impnacticab. ee Son 

atudentd to take change in nea. City, buch 
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/ 
Vvwi(flý ON- 

, a4 d. iagn: aa. ing and tnea. ing dizeazez, deciding 

. eand u. e. a, nep. eann. ing a town and . do on 

(Tay. eolt and Canten, Tay. eoft and ti{ad. i. aon, 1967)" 

(35) 

"Fnom neponta by tindtividua. e teachena it tib 

evident that 'games' invoZvting note ptaying 

inituence attitudez by tincneazing tinaight 

into othen peopZe'a pnobZems".... (36) 

Finally a look at Ritter's thinking which 

places methods in their relative context.... 

"We w. itt d. i is en e nt. iate between diijetent 

kinds oj teann. ing, but j. inst we must 

nememben that the ne. Cevance oj a subject. 

and the des. ine to study . it, can anise nom 

a student . intene. ax on Jnom staJs . insp. inat. ion. 

And this . is, o6 counse, the ta. Cent. oi a good 

teachen; to . inap. ine . intenest. The pnesent 

cunn. icutum and syttabuzbond, examination 

on-ientated kind os teaching does not give 

the teachen a chance. Let us 6unthen bean in 

mind that unteza . eeann. ing a ph. ingb jnam 

. intene, 6t . it., w-itt be . inýeh. i0h" (37) 

We must agree with Ritter, but insist that 

well chosen and correctly applied teaching 

methods might be one of the right ways to 
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develop interest, 

4.3.2. About assessment methods: 

Assessment methods, like teaching methods, 

depend on several facto(. We have mentioned 

the relation that must exist between objectives 

and assessments, specially now that the 

trend on education is towards promotion of 

thought and changing of attitude, rather 

than acquisition of knowledge. Teaching 

methods and assessment methods must be 

considered at the same time, and the course 

will be content partially influenced by how 

the course is to be assessed. 

The need for better assessment methods is 

obvious in the eyes of the students, and 

we believe that the need for lecturers to 

prepare themselves for using better 

teaching methods isI}ess of a problems that 

their lack of preparation in assessment 

methodology. 

"The ua uat nea ponb e o6 teaehena to 6a. itune 

by . Eange numbend o6 Atudentd in exam. inat. iond 

. ih to cn. ittic. ize the examination . it. beZ6 on 

to demand that aeteetion oj dtudenta 4hou. 2d 
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be Lmpnoved, It . ia nane that modi6ication 

o6 teaching method. £4 advocated, on even 

con. 6 idened; although evidence exZatd that 

these, and the cunn£cu. eum, may equatZy be 

cau4e4 o6 6aLeune".... (38) 

"Since one os the ch. ie6* objectives os .. 
students in enten. ing univeuity is to obtain 

a quat. i6icat. ion, the Sorcm os assessment 

emp. 2oyed has a considenabte . in6.2uence in 

content and methods o6 study. The 

e66ectivenezz o6 teaching and o6 teaching 

methods is thene6ofce . instuenced by the ways 

in which students ane assessed". (39) 

Traditional examinations are now being,, 

questioned as to their ineffectiveness, but 

even so we still. found in Part I that the 

written examination is the most common 

assessment method in use presently. 

"In the past the on. 2y un. ivetcdat eva. euatt. on 

tec6u2. igue was the tenmtinat,. otc 6ina. 2, 

examination which was used to tank student, 6 

and to detenºn. ine whethetc they had attained 

an 'agneed atandand', numenaud inquinied 

dunting the tazt thinty yeand on ao have 

zhown hog tine64ectivety t&adtitionat exama, 
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emp. 2oying ezaay quebt. c: ons, oha. e and pnacticat 

tuts, achieved the. ae o61ect. i. vea (8eah. d, 1970 

Cox, 1967)-., Then. e -C. b a demand today 6on mone 

vatc. l. ed typed oj adaeadment to meet the 

vat. iety oja. imA in teaching aa wett aa 6ot 

mote eva. Cuaat. io noj teatn. ing and *teack. ing 

dut. ing coutaea''.... (40) 

This cry for more variety seems to be getting 

some response, if we can judge by this example: 

"A devetoprnent towatd4 gneatet d. ivex4. ity in 

examining in the at: ts . i4 desct. ibed by 

8tockbanfz (1969). StaJb o6 the Engt. i& 

depantment at yoxFz have teta. ined the Wee 

houn papex to test a. Cact. ity, xap. id command 

ox matetia. 2 and good xeca. 2t, but they have 

. inttoduced a vat. iety o4 othex joxms oj 

assesament. These . inc. 2ude a 14 day papen 

. 2. im. ited to 1200 watd4, to encouxage 

nei. inemen. t oj thinking and expezzion and 

a keen sense o6 Wevance. Five tutotiat 

essays ate atso submitted at the end oj 

tetm 4ot jotma. 2 assessment, jot. bow, ing 

tewt. it. ing aiten discussion with the tutoA. 

Students may choose to be as4e44ed, in 

mat woxfz in de. C. iven. ing, desend. ing and 
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discussing a paper, In addition, tong 

essays of seven . to ten thousand words ate 

assessed, ' horn ubsequenv . tutar. iaL guidance 

and othe&SwLthou., and an anc. i. Uary viva may 

be used in conjunction with any written 

botm oS assessment. It is oS . interest that 

about two th. itds oL the students achieve 

compatabte grades by any method, one sixth 

each do bettet in papers wti ten at Le. isute 

or in atrad. itionaL papers, white one tenth 

oL these do either better of worse than by 

continuous assessment". (41) 

This experience looks interesting and maybe 

applicable to the teaching of history of 

architecture, except for the importance of 

using illustrations, which would be difficult 

to apply to large groups in the absence of, 

a very well compenetrated teaching team. 

Continuous assessment would probably solve 

the problems of late evaluation and the 

consequent lack of feedback, that are some 

of the important concerns in assessment. 

"ks4e44ment o6 counae wonfi has not yet been 

a. tudLed in any det it. Commonty uaed me. thadd 

such as exehcL4ea, ezzayd, phobtems, etc., 
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which ate matfzed some time astea the student 

compZeates the wotfz ate being incteazing! y 

ct. it. ic. izedbecause they o6ten 6a. it to 

detect causes o6 students' d. i66icuttiez, 

tend to be marked unLn6otme4tBruZy and 

provide cottectLons, i6 any, too Late to 

4 n6Luence 2ea4ning at the ct. iticaL time". 

(42) 

..,. "the evidence is that, in any . 2eann. ing, 

pnompz jeedbacFz teada to gnea. ten e66iciency. 

This is o6 coutze, one o6 the advantages 

o6 pnognammed tean. ning" (43) 

As we saw in Part I, one of the problems 

is the--lack of rationalization or 

systematization in assessment procedures, 

and although some efforts have been made, 

such as those we mentioned for project 

work, most of the real work still reamins 

to be done. 

Hidle Himmelweit (44), in a study about 

assessment methods, found the following 

being used: Terminal assessment by tutors; 

continuous assessment; seminar papers; more 

traditional three hour examinations; 

objective type tests; tests ranking from 
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ten scripts; term long questions; and 

fortnight long questions. The study presents 

the methods, and discusses advantages and 

disadvantages, but does not present final 
i 

conclusion, because as we said before, 

assessment methods must be judged according 

to their defined goals. 

"A common conctu4. ion oj any ne4eanch wohfZ 

. c". 4 the need Jon mone ne4 eanch and th. i4 

4utcvey o4 exam. inat. ion4 iz no exception. it 

. i4, howeven, oj 4pec. ia. Z 4d, gn. i6. icance hene, 

4. ince a. 2though examining i4 an -i. mpontant 

and time con4um. ing ocupat. ion, ve&y Jew oj 

tho4 e who ane activety engaged in it 

negand it a4 a 6. ietd gon expen. iment and 

ne4 eanch. ... P. ba. inty thene i4 4t. it. C a gneat 

dea. 2 to be . Eeatcnt about the ne. bat. ion4h. ip 

between exarn, ination4 and educat; i. ona. e a. im4 

what , i4 'theili e6ject and motivation in 

tealCning"e (45) 

4.4. Teaching and assessment methods in history of 

architecture courses in Faculties of Architecture 

in Venezuela. 

One of the clear conclusions of the research done 

on his history of architecture courses in Faculties 
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of Architecture in Venezuela, is that teaching 

methods, like assessment methods, are rather 

traditional, and very little change is observed. 

On graphics 8,9,10 and 11 of Chapter 4, of 

Appendix 1 of Part II, of this work we can see 

all, the methods used. 

4.4.1. Teaching methods: 

The teaching methods used are: 

-Lectures 

-Practical work 

-Seminars 

-Discussion 

-Students presentation 

-Methodological and critical analysis 

-Group work 

-Visits 

Lectures, which are the main method used, 

are, almost without exception, accompanied 

by slides, 

Practical work is of several kinds: 

bibliographic research; field studies, 

building analysis. 

Seminars and discussions are seldom used 
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because of student# population problems. 

Visits to historical sites are not very 

common, largely because there are 

in the country. These that exist 

back two or three centuries. 

4.4.2. Assessment methods: 

Assessment methods used are: 

-Examinations 

-Practical work 

-Essays 

not many 

only date 

Examinations is the main assessment method; 

practical works are considered secondary 

to examination although in the last 3 years 

there is a tendency to replace examinations 

by work assessment. 

ý,, ýi . ýýk w 
Essays are not very common as teaching or 

assessment methods, byt occsionally they 

have been used in history of architecture 

courses. 

4.5. Teaching and assessment methods for history of 

architecture course in architectural education: 

Considering the objectives and the course contents 
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proposed in previous chapters, as well as the 

methods mentioned here, we wish to now select those 

methods which could be incorporated into history 

of-architecture courses. 

4.5.1. Teaching methods: 

2 

The teaching methods proposed are: 

-Lectures with use of audio visual aids, 

complemented with hand-outs and set-books, 

to provide information and guidance. 

-Practical work based on bibliographical 

or field research, using methodological 

analysis for critical assessment of 

architectural facts studied, in groups 

and individually. 

-Seminars and discussion, specially case 

discussion, using lectures, set-books and 

work themes as subjects. 

-Fields trip and visits, carefully planned 

and whenerver possible related to work 

subjects, 

-Game and simulation with history subjects 

or other disciplines with a historical 

background. 

-Individual study, as a complement, to 
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previously mentioned methods, with use of 

films, radio, tape, slides, T. V. and 

programmed learning, automated and otherwise. 

-Essays short and long, with free or imposed 

subjects. 

-Block course. 

In-reference to the last method mentioned, 

history could be part of block courses 

specially when there is the possibility of 

contributing to the integration of a 

subject with other disciplines (specially 

with project work), by the study of 

historical precedents. 

The proportion of time devoted to lectures, 

seminars and practical work would depend 

on'other factors already mentioned. But in 

a general way, lectures could be used as 

an introduction to subjects (at most once 

a week). Seminars and discussions would 

take place when necessary; probably 

fortnightly. 

Othe(methods would be used depending on 

the course development and the individual 

interest of students and tutors. 
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4.5.2. Assessment methods; 

The assessment methods proposed are: 

-Examinations 

-Practical work 

-Seminars 

-Essays 

Examinations should not be final, but step 

by step, to avoid the pressure of such an 

examination. They should be devised to 

measure the students own judgement in using 

his knowledge, rather than in recalling the 

knowledge itself. 

Practical work assessment must be continuos, 

provide feedback, and. evaluate students 

capacities to do research, analysis, and 

methodological criticism. 

Seminars must be assessed as a whole by 

term, or academic period, without any stress 

during the seminars themselves, but through 

outside meetings between students and 

lecturers. The criteria for assessment 

must be based on the adeptness in changin 

attitudes during discussion, in promoting 

ideas, and in expressing himself, using 
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his acquired knowledge. 

Essays would be assessed by evaluating, 

the methodology, presentation, imagination 

in illustrating, expression, data organization, 

analysis, and synthesis, Subject selection 

should also receive some consideration. 

4.6. Summary. 

in Part I of this work teaching and assessment 

methods were considered in three different chapters, 

and a summary of those consideration was put forward, 

in order to come up with a proposal for methods 

adequate for history of architecture courses. 

On Chapter 2 of Part I, Schools of Architecture, 

we found that lectures were the main method used, 

followed by projects, seminars, exercises, hand- 

outs, set-books; block courses and visits. 

Discussions, tutorials and essays were used to a 

much lesser degree. Assessment was based mainly 

on examinations and essays. 

On Chapter 5 of Part I, teaching methods, used in 

the Schools considered in the work were presented, 

and about 40 methos were examined and presented 

in a list, grouping them as to their nature: 
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educational media; lectures; small group seminars 

or discussions; project or problem solving with 

tutorials or; individual study; team or group 

work; and teaching. They were considered as to 

whether they served for large groups -30 to 60, 

small groups -4 to 12, or individual study. The 

majority of methods was adaptable to small groups 

in seminars and discussions. 

In Chapter 10 of Part I, "Conclusions", in 

discussing 'how to learn', the advantages of 

methods necessitating an awareness of the learning 

process, were stressed. 

In analysing additional opinions about teaching 

methods, most of the methods were re-examined, 

resulting in a wide variety of methods being 

considered as useful. The question is how to 

combine them and provide for the best facilities 

for individual study and group work. Perceptual 

awareness and environmental conditions should be 

carefully considered when selecting and using any 

method. 

The research presented on Appendix 1 of Part II 

of this work, concerning Faculties of Architecture 

in Venezuela, shows that the teaching and assessment 

methods use are the more traditional ones, with no 
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research done, so: far, into the use of new methods 

in history of architecture courses, The methods 

used are mainly lectures, 
-practical work, and 

seminars. Examinations and practical work are 

used in student assessment. 

The proposal about methods adequate for history 

of architecture courses, in general, suggests a 

combination of several of them, supplying 

information in large groups; working experience 

and discussing in small groups; and studying and 

researching at the individual level. 

4.7. Conclusion. 

There exists a great variety of teaching methods 

none of which is unique in ists comprehensiveness, 

thus suggestivy, the need to use a combination of 

them to get the best possible results. 

Lectures adequately prepared and well delivered 

can provide basic information about the subject, 

good bibliographic and other reference sources, 

methods of work, and learning motivation with 

appropriate use of educational aids. 

Seminars and discussion in small groups are 

useful to deepen the study and stimulate new 
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ideas about methods, and group work. Decisions or 

conclusions based on individual study can also 

be presented. 

Individual study, using several other methods, is 

the best way to advance ones knowledge, better 

define the concepts and prepare students for active 

participation in small groups work. It gives them 

the opportunity to use their knowledge, to test 

opinions and adapt. or change attitudes, as well 

as express themselves. 

As we have seen in previous chapters the history 

of architecture course is more a means than an 

end in architectural education. Methods must be 

selected having in mind that historical knowledge 

is only a basis to develop intelligence, and to 

use methodological analysis to understand and 

criticize with authority, architecture. Assessment, 

consequently, must measure this kind of ability 

and understanding. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5. ' IDEAS FOR A HISTORY OFARCHITECTURE COURSE IN 

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, 

Objective: Presentt ideas for a history of architecture 

course in architectural education. 

5,1. Introduction. 

i 

We have repeatedly said that in order to design 

a course in any subject, many factors must be 

considered, depending, the majority of them, on 

the particular national educational policy. it is 

helpful to remember Warren Piper's diagram on 

page 113, and ours in figure 30, on page 115, of 

Chapter 3 on Part I of this work. Both are valid 

and relevant, and establish the general setting 

for our ideas which follow. 

Let us think in terms of a School of Architecture 

in Great Britain, first in which there is nova 

professor or mastiwho hast too much personal 

influence, and consequently there is some freedom 

for experimentation. 

Previous chapters in Part II have in fact 

presented the basic proposals for these ideas 

about a course, and we shall try no to repeat 
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unnecessarily. 

We consider the ideas presented as minimum to 

define a course, but allowing considerable freedom 

as to particular details. 

5.2. Objectives. 

Again we refer to page 114 of chapter 3 in Part I, 

to insist that the objectives as established in 

Warren Piper's triangle, must consider students, 

subject and society, to be correctly defined. 

. 5.2.1. General Objectives: 

All general objectives presented in Chapter 

2 of Part II, in 2.6.1., are valid and can 

be well complied with in a history of 

architecture course, if they are kept is 

mind. 

5.2.2. Specific Objectives: 

When we proposed specific objectives in 

Chapter 2, we separated them in to those 

that could be considered as means, and those 

that are ends. Here we want to further 

our consideration of that separation. 
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5.2.2.1. Objectives as ends; 

We said that objectives as ends 

could be used to lqive a cultural 

background, and as a material 

for specialization. 

To develop a cultural background 

is an important objective for 

history of architecture as a subject 

and for architects. In Britain, 

conservation is practiced, and 

old buildings and monuments are 

permanently presen within the 

built environment, so no architect 

can walk outkto the street without 

receiving, through observation, an 

excellent historical background. 

Concerning specialization we must 

say that we agree entirely with 
'_`. ' ý 

professol) Allsopp, when he says 
I 

that more architect historians 

are needed, instead of historians 

of architecture or art-historian 

in order to re-write the history 

of architecture. 
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Specialization to become an 

architect-historian would require 

piec ded by undergraduates 

architectural studies, postgraduate 

studies. 

Undergraduate studies in a'School 

of Architecture should manifest a 

concern for social sciences, 

aesthetic studies and environmental 

studes, in order form a broad 

base for further study. 

During the first three years of 

study there is not really, much 

need for'specialization, because 

what we are presenting is primarity 

an over all architectural orientation. 

During the years devoted to outside 

practice/ the fourth and seventh 

years, following the normal pattern, 

practice should be obtained in 

offices dedicated to the conservation 

of architectural. structures, and the 

work duly supervised, in order for 

the student to get a glance at the 

practice of the profession and at 
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the importance of historic 

buildings and sites. 

Year fifth and sixth year, spent 

at-the School, should be in a 

discipline with a stronýhistory 

option. The historic option should 

be the principal option, 

complemented occasionally by other 

allied subjects. 

'Finally post-graduated studies 

and research should complete the 

historical education, probably in 

a certain area of specialization. 

It is impossible for one single 

person cover the whole field of 
..... ----"-"-r- 
history of architecture. 

c'- ... -- 

5.2.2.2. Objectives as means: 

Concerning the other specific 

objectives proposed, we insist 

that although the attempt to 

stress them is ambitious in a one 

or two hour a week course, they 

are fully valid and should 'L-o 

be attempted. Therefore, we want 
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to maintain them in the model 

asserting that a 
. 

good hardworking 

School of Architecture in Britain 

can make them a reality. 

5.3. Contents. 

Although we ventured to express some ideas for 

other, levels of education, when we spoke of 

specialization in 5.2.2.1., we will propose here 

only the contents for the undergraduate level. 

Even so it is possible that in the fifth and 

sixth years some kind of diversification or even 

specialization could be included. 

if we are to follow strictly the ideas behind the 

objectives propose we should conclude that all 

history of architecture should be considered as 

the necessary background study for the development 

of a cultural understanding also, on the other 

hand, that any historical study could be used as 

a means to stretch the mind or to exercise 

methodological analysis. But that is not so, 

because the whole history can not be --, covered 

with sufficient depth, and that obliges us to 

select material and when selection occurs, 

there are some periods, civilizations or problems 
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that must be determined as more relevant than 

others. 

The content of history of architecture courses 

the( must cover all history of architecture at a 

general level so as to allow the students to order 

periods, and civilizations properly according to 

their'time, place, and circumstances, and to 

identify the main cultural characteristics which 

influenced buildings and building programmes. 

Good reference sources must be provided to allow 

for further reading. 

The criterion for selection must be oriented toward 

the study of the civilization, which directly 

influenced that of the country where the School 

is located in-. this case the occidental civilization. 

"BeJone beginning the book p&ope, % with 

No&man anch. itectune it . i4 nece44any to 

con4. iden the a&chitectuae o6 the ancient 

c, iv. i. C. izax. i. onb os Gneece and Rome. Th. i4 had, 

and 4t. i,. Ct ha4, a gn. eat in6tuence on that o6 

Bng. Zand"....... (1) 

This authorized opinion of Sir; lrederick Gibberd 

indicates the necessity to include in the curriculum 

(for British School) Greek - and Roman civilization 
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7 _i 
the IRbmanesque, the Norman, the TISýnis and the 

French influence, the Gothic, the Transitional, 

the1Rbnaissance,, the Barroque and the Classic, 

and of course the Georgian, the1Rbgency, the 

Edwardian, the George V, ant the Revials. The 

IndustrialTRbvolution-being British born- had 

its decisive influences, although retarded, on 

British Architecture, and must be studied as the 

final step which brings us up to Modern Architecture. 

We find useful the study, on comparative basis, 

of one or more ancient civilization. In our 

experience Egypt, with its stylistic consequence 

and absolutist characteristic, is a very useful 

example. The use of other civilizations, like 

primitve American or Oriental, may also be 

considered, although they are more difficult to 

relate to occidental styles. 

. The above mentioned content, starting with Greece, 

does not say how the time should be devidey or 

to wfh' depth, the study must: go but we consider 

that most of the tim e must be devoted to post 

industrial revolution architecture, with emphasis 

on the XXth century in Europe and particularly in 

Great Britain. 

There is the problem of giving to students too 
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early a contact with moder/movements and current 

architecture, which would make a later chronological 

approach uninteresting, therefore we suggest that 

in the first year, after a term or two of a kind 

of introductory general course of the history of 

architecture from ancient times to the industrial 

revolution or modern movements, XXth century 

architecture should be studied in some depth. 

p 

In the second year, through lectures, seminars, 

practical work, analysis, and discussions, post 

revival architecture should be carefully examined, 

Essays on any period or subject from anglo-saxon 

to modern architecture, with themes aflroved by 

lecturers and with free elected tutors, should be 
.. -7 

presented towards the end of the second term, and 

discussed during third term. 

IDUring third year, subjects should be. discussed 

between lecturers and students using the last 30 

years or so of actual architectural experience 

to be submmited to a thorough methodological 

analysis and a final critical assessment by 

students, using as much as possible primary sources. 

General important considerations for all three 

.. years should include: to take as frame work for 
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architecture the whole environment, (physical and 

cultural) with duc importance for human phisiological 

and psychological welbeing; to consider good and 

bad architecture alike, that is, not only considering 

well known and preserved buildings, but the whole 

range of existing structures at a given time and 

place; to use the building, places or towns as 

primary sources instead of published opinions. 

Concerning 'bad' architecture, we know that 

information is scarce, but the real fact is that 

jrsl any time in history, all kinds of architecture 

existed, and all must be considered and studied. 

This may be a 'new area for research which will 

have rising results. For example, we know for 

sure that in our case, Maracaibo, what has been 

0q', , 

what has been preserved because of its size, 

religious, political or even dubious 'aristocratic' 

destroyed for urban renewal was in fact 'good' 

architecture, considering our environment, and 

ýý ...., 
importance, is not worth the ground it stands on. S 

A last essay in third year of a subject should be 

submitted/a controversial nature, within the period 

described. 

5.4. Teaching and assessment methods. 

Teaching and assesment methods are many and varied 
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as we have seen and some of them require of lecturers 

some special skills or knowledge. For the benefit 

of study, we shall suppose that lecturers are well 

prepared and familiar with all methods, and that 

students are mature enough, in spite of some 

reserves we have quoted previously. 

5.4.1. Teaching methods: 

In spite of all the criticism, we still 

believe that the best start for any course 

is with lectures (one or more if necessary 

with use of all necessary aids). Lectures 

should have not only the purpose of providing 

knowledge, but also of giving an introduction 

and the pertinent information about sources, 

methods of work, assessmet methods, and the 
---tiý--ý--ýý... _.... _. y.... 

student performance expected. 

As a complement, immediately after hand- 

outs and mt-books are distributed, a list 

should be provided, with the exception of 

2 

r 
the first one for each term, indicating 

supplementary reading which could be 

advantageous for students. 

Following the lecture, two different 

possiblities should be available, depending 
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on the subject and circumstances one being 

siminars of discuss in some depth, as a 
F 

7 

follow up, what has been proposed throuth 

the lectures the other individual study 

projects. 

Individual study with tutorial assistance, 

and outside reading, the use of instructional 

aids such as films, slides, tapes, video 

tapes, and programmed learning, etc., should 

provide material for seminars and small 

group discussions, or for visits or trips, 

and for any kind of practical work. 

Seminars and discussions in combination with 

lectures and individual study, should take 

different forms, using when possible methods 

for stimulatin%ideas such as games and 

simulation. The purposes should be to 

motivate and promote thought, to study and 

discuss in some dep and to feed the working 

hypotheses. Staff participation may or may 

not be convenient in every ocassion. 

Practical work of any kind, mainly architectural 
I. 

factor analysis, syould be done in small 

groups first, and then individually, so as 
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to allow student to gain some insight in 

to methods and group work, before they do 

it individually. 

Study trips and visits must be an important 

part of the learning experience, they must 

be carefully planned. The preparation should 

include some readings, discussions, viewing 

of graphic material, and clear definitions 

of objectives and aims. They must not 

necessarily be exclusive for history of 

architecture students, but rather with a 

more comprehensive purpose which would allow 

for the. htegration of students from other 

disciplines. 

To provide for the best possibilities of 

individual study, the School should gather 

as much information as possible on all kinds 

of instructional aids and media, ideally 

covering the full history of known architecture 

although we are not abel to suggest all the 

posibilities we propose the following kind 

of media: slides, slide-tapes, tapes, films, 

film-strips, vedo-tapes, programmed lessons, 

handouts, charts, maps, game and simulation 

kits, computer aided programmes, essays, and 
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practical work. 

'2 
0 

Practical, work in methodological analysis 

should be based, depending of the period, 

civilization or problems, on building 

analysis, building types, towns, settlements, 

or architects works. The best methodology 

for each situation should be determined. 

Individual study, besides the purposes 

and uses already proposed, should have the 

objective of serving as research for the 

essays we mentioned when defining contents 

with tutorial help. As a general rule it 

is preferable to do the essay on a 

different theme, so the student gets used 

to handling more than one subject with 

different methods, at different levels, 

and under different working conditions. 

The wide variety of methods proposed would 

mean, permanent motivation and the best 

use of the perceptual abilities of every 

student, with, of course, considerable 

' pressure from staff. 
I- 

Whenever possible the, courses should be 

given on a pluripersonal basis, to allow 
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different opinions to influence the 

student and to provoke an interest allowing 

the students form his own opinions. 

5.4.2. Assessment methods: 

Assessment methods will depend not only on 

the teaching methods used, but also on the 

performance expected from students in 

relation with objectives and contents. 

In accordance with the teaching proposed 

assessment should take different forms 

in different stages. It'should be as a 

learning, more than a 'measuring' experience. 

Seminars as a whole, should be assessed, 

in order to determine the students ability 

to express himself, his understanding of 

the reading. material or knowledge acquired 

his adaptability to the ideas of others, 

his disposition to group and team work, 

his individuality, his. analysis, and his 

synthesis ability. As we stated before in 

chapter 4, the assessment should be discussed 

between the student and the lecturer, and 

not be a one-sided decision. 
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Practical work should be assessed as a 

group or individual performance, considering 

the subject, sources, methods, data 

retrieval, analysis, synthesis, feedback, and 

the presentation, as well as the actual 

knowledge about the subject. Comparison with 

other similar architectural experiences 

should be made to test conceptual understanding 

and generalization. 

Individual study should be assessed through 

tutorials and essays, to test the progress, 

inteibctual dispostion to research and study, 

architectural understanding and historical 

awareness of the student. 

Study trips and visits should be assessed 

through reports presented, responding to 

carefully selected aspects of the visit. 

All these aspects of assessment should be 

considered in the final evaluation of 

students. 

When possible, and depending on staff 

resources, assessments, excepting for 

tutorials, should be made by a working jury 

or teaching team. Assessment can be 
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continuous through out the academic year. 
ý.. ý. _.... ý...... _ _ý. ý.. ý. _ ___.,..... 

JF. inally, student assessment and performance 

should be taken as indicators to assess the 

course itself, and lecturers abilities to 

transmit information, guide students, promote 

knowledge and thought, 'and use new teaching 

and assessment methods, all of which is 

more easily done working as a team, instead 

of trying. to teach individually. 

Lecturers need to be'open to self-criticism 

and tean assessment, to better themselves 
11 

as teachers, if nc as scholars, which would 

probably result as well. 

5.5: - Other aspects. 

We do not care to go back over what has been said 

about the definition of courses. within national or 

institutional policies. That has been mentioned 

at the beginning of this chapter. We do, however, 

want to mention some other aspects we consider 

important in giving some more precision to our 

ideas. 

5.5.1. Time and place: 

In 5.3., we suggested some ideas about the 
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time to be devoted to different parts of 

the course, mentioning the general introductory 

courses in particular. 

Taking into consideration the fixed 

timetable that is the normal situation in 

Schools of Architecture (10 to 14 hours a 

weeks) of which one hour a week seems to be the 

traditional ammount of time allocated to 

history of architecture courses, we belive 

that this pattern will continue, but we 

consider one and a half hours the appropriate 

time for one session, so as to allow for a 

lecture plus a discussion, or a 
. 

good seminar 

to take place. 

Of this time, one lecture every two or 

three weeks would provide the'information 

needed for seminars or individual study 

for the following one or two weeks. The 

rest of the time would be devoted'to 

organized seminars or groups discussions. 

Concerning the inclusion of History of ' 

Architecture Courses in the curriculum, we 

consider that they must be included in all 

three years at the first level, and at -- 

least one of the two years after the first 
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year out, probably the fifth. 

5.5.2. Coordination; 

One of the biggest problems in architectural 

education, as we have seen in Part I, is the 

difficulty in coordinating what are normally. 

called theoretical subjects with project 

work, and between subjects, themselves. 

Normally subjects run parallel to project 

work, with very little contact or no contact 

at all, excepting for block-course periods. 

We consider that coordination between-history 

and other subjects, and with project work, 

is possible in several different. ways, 

such as in more use of block-courses, projects, 

study trips, visits, problem analyciss and 

community action. 

Block-courses represent a good opportunity 

to introduce history in two ways: one, 

through the subjects that are contributing 
, 

to the courses; two, as historical backgroun 

to the project itself. 

In projects, some historical backgroung 

can be given as we said through block-courser 

but this would be only a motivation to study 
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all historical antecedents to the site, 

problem, or people involved, so as to 

. consider them when proposing a design. 

Study trips, or visits, in England or 

anywhere in Europe, may be utilised to 

introduce an historical component. The 

component should be presented in advance, 

as preparation, and then developed during 

and after the experience, making it, more 

interesting and alive. 

Problems of any kind, presented to the 

students, may be approched and place/in 

a better perspective, starting with a well 

planned historical study, thus helping to 

indicate the best solution through a 

better understanding of the nature or the 

problem cause, and the circumstances that 

provoked the problem. 

Community action is sometimes undertaken 

by Schools of Architecture as the preparation 

or the consequence of a project with 

profound social implications, and provides 

an excellent example in which the use of 

a historical approach, as mentioned in- 

the previous case, can contribute to a 
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ý 

better understanding of a situation and its 

solution. 

The operational way to provide the right 

integration and coordination of the above,,. 

is not only through directing the students 

and modifying the work or the courses 

themselves, but in the active participation 

of history lecturers in helping to remodel 

the various activities. This would have the 

advantage that other lecturers would see 

this participation on the part of history. 

lecturers, as a kind of cooperation, and 

not as a new weight on their shoulders, 

due to the need to reform their courses. 

Obviously . this requires an especially 

cooperative attitude from lecturers and a 

good group spirit, but we believe that the' 

results would prove the experience worthwhile 

for students and lecturers alike. 
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CHAPTER 

6. COURSE OF HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE FOR THE FACULTY OF 

ARCHITECTURE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ZULIA, MARACAIBO, 

VENEZUELA. 

Objective: Propose a course of history of architecture 

applicable to the Faculty of Architecture of 

the University of Zulia, Maracaibo, Venezuela, 

based on the experience of this work. 

6.1. Introduction. 

The possibilities that the course proposed in this 

chapter be actually considered in the Faculty of 

architecture in the University of Zulia of Maracai 

bo, Venezuela, would' be under normal conditions 

very slim, because of the traditional'conservativism 

of the Universities all over the world,, to which 

Latin American universities are no exception. 

Fortunately enough, at this very moment, the 

Faculty is engaged in a curricular r cual ation 

which it has been undergoing for about a year, 

and which must be finished before July 1975. 

This rather exceptional opportunity may turn this 

work, which otherwise would have been merely an 

intellectual exercise, in to a valuable and useful 
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experience. 

. No-doubt this kirkd of 
responsability 

condi iýiý ons, 

in some ways, the proposal, which must accom/date 

some compromises or sacrifices, in order, to 

make it more acceptable an/plausible. 

Anyway the reality of Venezuela is so extremely 

different from that of Great Britain that some 

special considerations must be made prior to the 

proposal. They are contained in points 6.2. 

historical background, and 6.3. conditioning 

environment. 

These special considerations affect, no doubt, 

the proposal the same sway whether the course 

could be applied or not, but now in light of the 

possible application of the proposal, they become 

more important. 

We hope to be able to define what kind of 

sacrifices or compromises we are accepting to make 

the course more 

,, 
applicable, and what ideas are 

proposed inlhntN-stead, which we consider to be 

the best for the course in its reality. 

6.2. Historical background. 

We are taking a very direct approach to, historical 
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background, referring only to history of architecture 

courses in Faculties of Architecture in Venezuela 

using. For that purpose research was specially 

done for this work and is contained in Appendix 1 

of Part II as we mentioned in Chapter 1, and the 

introduction. 

That is not to say that we consider that only other 

historical background is not important, but that 

we consider that a proper historical study would 

lengthen this work considerably and unneccessarity. 

My personal experience of more than 12 years as 

lecturer and architect, allow me to say that the 

main facts that could be of interest shall spring 

from this study -6.2. historical background- or 

from point 6.3. conditioning environment or are 

already described on the very short Notes that from 

Appendix 2 of Part I. 

6.2.1. Faculties of Architecture. 

Until 1972 there existed in Venezuela only 

three Faculties of Architecture. In 1973 

a fourth one started and during 1975 and 

1976 four new ones brought the total number 

to 8, for a country whose population is 

12.000.000, and which has not made any a 
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previous study as to the manpower needed. 

The first Faculty of Architecture belonging 

to The Central University of. Venezuela (*), 

started as a department within the Faculty 

of Physical Sciences and Mathematics in 

1944, becoming a School-in'1946 and being 

recognised as Faculty in 1953. It is to 

day the largest one in the country, with 

over 2.400`students. 

In 1961, as a department of. the Faculty of 

Engineering of the University of Zulia, (*1) 

architectural studies commenced in Maracaibo. 

The School of Architecture was formed in 

1962,. and in 1963 was recognised. as Faculty 

and became independent. It is now the second 

largest Faculty in the country, with a 

pupulation of.... ý 
During the same year, 1961, architectural 

studies were'started in the University of 

The Andes (*2) within the Faculty of 

Engineering. The School was formed in 1962, 

but remained within the Faculty of Engineering 

(*) La Universidad Central de Venezuela 

(*ý) La Universidad del Zulia 

(*2) La Universidad de los Andes 
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ý 

until 1970, when it was given independence 

and recognised as a Faculty, it is at 

present the third in size with about.... 

students. 

The process of accepting the curriculum, 

and recognition as a School and later a 

Faculty, depends on the National Council 

of Universities (*3). 

6.2.2. History of architecture courses. 

History of architecture courses have been 

a permanent part of the curriculum since 

the beginning of all Faculties of architecture 

in Venezuela, and although they have changed 

in objectives,, contents, and importance, 

their existence has neve, been discussed 

more than that of any other subject. 

The deep european controversy of the fifties, 

and sixties never had any echo or influence 

on the courses in Venezuela. 

Changes have been introduced everywhere 

except Maracaibo, as a consequence of the 

(*3) ConsejoNacional de Universidades 
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interpretative trend, and by the personal 

influence of certain lecturers that have 

been doing post-graduate studies, abroad, 

mainly in Italy. 

is 

In Maracaibo the courses have changed from 

an informative -1964 to 1967- to a more 

analytical pattern with greater emphasis 
vý. 

consider/atchitecture within the broadest 

possible context - physical and cultural. 

6.2.3. Objectives. 

All the course objectives, found through 

the research, were enumerated, briefly, 

in 2.5. of Chapter 2. 

These objectives cover most of the educational 

possibilities, and seem to place too much 

hope or respons bility on history of 

architecture courses. They are expected' 

to have some kind of effect that will 

produce certain types of student behaviour 

that could as well be developed through 

other disciplines such as theory of 

architecture or design. The reason for 

that being that history of architecture 

courses have been, by tradition, the only 
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ones to provide for a wide variety of 

educational aspects, within the Faculties. 

f 

Most of the objectives use history of 

architecture as a means not to acquire 

historical knowledge, but to-again ` 

architectural awareness,, to establish 

methods of study, and to develop a 

critical mind. 

Objectives in Maracaibo, have been mainly, 

to understand. modern architecture, to 

relate. between architecture and all the 

forces shaping society, to develop the- 

students' capacity for methodological 

analysis, and in general to transfer 

historical knowledge-and awareness. 

6.2.4. Contents: 

Course contents are listed on 3.5. of 

Chapter 3, and they reflect what we just said 

about covering some areas that apparently 

do not belong to history of architecture. 

For example, we have for some course 

contents material such as: theory of 

architecture, scientific knowledge, and 
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aspects of society, which have no other 

corexion with the subject of history than 

the orientation they are given to justify 

their place within it, and architecture. 

Of the other course contents, there is one 

group that is not different from that of 

any other School in any country. It follows 

the line of western civilization, such as: 

universal architecture, ancient to barroque 

architecture, renaissance architecture, 

1750 to 1930 architecture, modern architecture 

art and architecture, urban evolution, and 

landscape architecture. 

Other contents have a more direct relation 

with architecture in America and they are: 

pre-Columbus architecture, American 

architecture, colonial architecture in Latin 

America, American Barroque, North-American 

architecture, architecture and engineering 

in Venezuela, and conservation. 

Accepting the time (number of hours) devoted 

to different contents as a indicator, the 

emphasis is on architecture from 1750 on, 

and specially modern movements. A certain 

importance is given to classic architecture 
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(Greece and Rome). and Reanissance and 

Barroqüe. 

0 
Contents in Maracaibo have been following 

a chronological order since 1965, and they 

pretend to cover all history of architecture, 

selecting different civilizations, and giving 

emphasis to modern movements and the ideas 

behind them although in a rather inadequate 

way. 

6.2.5. Place and time: 

History of architecture courses have been 

placed with the exception of Maracaibo from 

first year to fourth year (*). The time 

devoted to them is one or two hours per 

week, plus the time needed to do practical 

works. 

In Maracaibo, courses have'always been 

placed in the third and fourth years, with 

a time-table of four or five hours per week, 

in which students are supposed to do all 

necessary work, for history, including, 

lecturers, seminars, and practical work. 

(ý) Fon an exp. Canat. i. on about anchitec. twca. C atudiea geneAa. Z 

paattenn in UenezueZa, zee 6.3.2. on zh. ia Chapten. 
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In reality, students work very little 

in these five hours, and devote considerable 

time to do-their practical work, mainly 

due to a lack of organization and the 

difficulties encountered in working in 

groups. 

6.2.6. Compulsory and electives courses: 

Some of the courses are considered basic, 

and must be taken by students. Others are 

considered as complementary, on two grounds, 

diversification or deeper knowledge, and 

they are electives within a certain number 

of units or credits to be taken. 

l" 
ei 

Compulsory courses are modern architecture, 

and theory, plus at least one course on Latin 

American architecture. 

In Maracaibo there are no elective courses.. 

6.2.7. Teaching and assessment methods:, 

As said in 4.4. of Chapter 4, teaching and 

assesment methods are the traditional ones, 

and there have not been any great changes. 

The only remarkable thing is the big emphasis 

on critical and methodological analysis. 
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In Maracaibo, lectures are reduced to a 

few a year, 
_just 

to introduce a new period 

or problem, and most of the time is spent 

in practical work in groups, using 

methodological analysis of buildings or 

towns.. Assessment is done through the works 

that are presented by students to the class, 

and by examination. Seminars are organized, 

with difficult because of the number of 

student, three or four times per academic 

year, but results have not been fully 

satisfactory. 

6.3. Conditioning environment. 

In Appendix 2 of Part I of this work, we established- 

the factors that we think differentiate Great 

Britain from Venezuela and deeply influence 

architectural education. Those factors are: 

historical reasons, cultural environment, physical 

environment, stage of development, and political 

influences. 

We again insist On the importance we attach to 

those factors and in order to set the right 

framework to make our proposal understandable, we 

want to make some further remarks which are, fully 
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valid and basic to the ideas which follow. 

Let us first define what we are talking about 

when we say 'cultural' and 'physical environment' 

Cultural environment is defined as the combination 

of all social, psychological, political, religious, 

economic, technological, educational, artistic and 

of course architectural segment of a society, or 

in this case a country, with all its historical 

precedents. 

Physical environment is defined as the combination 

all geomorphic, hldro graphic, climatic, and 

biological aspects of the territory or region 

where the cultural environment has developed. 

The historical precedents -from Great Britain and 

Venezuela- the physical environments, the cultural 

environments, the peoples, the degree of development 

and even the expectations are so tremendously 

different between Venezuela and Great Britain'that 

we have considered it necessary to stress the point. 

Probably some of the following consideration shall 

contain value judgement. In an effort to make 

these points as brief as possible, we can only 

ascertain that these value judgement are not 

intentional. 
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6.3.1. Previous education: 

Education prior to the university. in Vene 

zuela consists of 6 years of primary 

schools, (from the ages of 7 to 12), and 

5 years of secondary school, (from 13 to 

17). It is not an open education, but 

rather obligatory in the sense that 

students must take all subjects given and 

all the examinations years after year. 

Only primary education is compulsory, 

however about 20 per cent of boys in that 

group age don't comply with the law. 

Secondary education is studied by about 
55 per cent of youngsters in the respective 

age group, and there are two branches within 

it; humanities and sciences, Architectural 

students must study sciences. 

All students finishing secondary education, 

no matter what grade level, but with, all 

the subjects approved, have the right to 

go to the university, without examination 

or other entrance requirement. 

6.3.2. University education: 

Universitary education is free in Venezuela 
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excepting, for three private universities. 

It is actually, for most of the students, 

more than a way to learn a profession or 

improve the intellect, in that it is the 

surest way to gain status, both socially 

and economicäly. 

In the last two years, a system for national 

registration has been enforced, with no 

clear results so far. Considering that there 

is no system of grants, (Like Great Britain 

or Sweden has for example), students must 

be given a place in the University in the 

town where they live or the closest 

possible. 

There are at present, about 200.000 

universitary students in Venezuela, the student 

population ratio 1 to 60. 

The ratio of student of staff used to be 

about 1 to 12 during the early sixties, has 

deteriored considerably, being now more 

like 1 to 25 or 30. 

Academic organization is still by Faculties 

in the old Napoleonic way, with feudalistic 

approach towards independence, but it is 
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moving towards the department system on 

the american model. In some cases it is 

being cöpied, but without the same kind 

of resources, and with variation so as to 

respect in some ways the faculties and 

present school structures and so as not 

to hurt anyone. 

Universitary education has no formal links 

with the professions, but as Universities 

. 
give'-titles,, professional bodies accept 

the gradual and register them in their 

association without any check on their 

ý,, ý ý ýfu (( (1 abilities. 14 

Architectural education is completed 

within the' universities in five years, by 

semesters. There is no such thing as 

years-out, and practical experience is 

scarce if any. It depends on the students 

interest to work part-time during studies, 

which is only possible in Caracas because 

opportunities exist there and the timetable 

is fixed so as to allow some day time for 

working. In Maracaibo there are few oppor 

tunities, the timetable -36 hours per week- 

does not allow time for work, and very few 

students get any experience before they 

{ 
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actually start to work with full professional 

respons\bilities. 

6.3.3. Environment: 

Physical and cultural environment were 

briefly defined in the above mentioned 

Appendix. What we now want to stress are 

the environmental conditions for architectural 

education itself. 

... "In a. Zmost any Fng. Z. ish town oj any 

antiquity one moves eas. i. Zy 6rom the M. Cdd, Ze 

Ages in the pc r. ish 'church, e. Zevated high 

above the houses around . it, to the present 

day with . its contna. dt between the pub. Z. ic 

bui. Zd. ings put up by goverment depan. tment"a 

-post-ojj. ices or emp. Zoyment exchanges- 

with their good standards o6 design, 

tnad. it. i. ona. Z or modern, and the apa. Z. Z. ing 

con6ud. ion o6 modern commerc. ia. Z bu. i. Zd. ings : 

the mu. Zt. ip. Ze concerns, the shops and petro. Z- 

Ji. Zt. ing stations, the meanness o 4, the hou. d es- 

a. Zt without conscience or ne. ighbour. Z. iness, 

vu, Zgar, gar. is h, unc. iv. it. is ed. flow much o6 

contemporary . Z. ise that re6. Zects". (1) 

**, "The young architect does not grow up 
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in a ptace whene thene is no anchitectutce. 

He gnow6 up e unnounded by anchitectune. 

Let ua a, 6.6ume Son the moment that he gnowa 

up in . bome p. Zace whene a. Z. Z the bu. i. Zd. ings 

alte wonfza o ant, . b. incene expneaa. iond o6 

the emot. iond os the dea. igne)t. 6. TheJte ane 

. buch p. Zaceß. The . Zoca. Z tftad. it. ion had gnown 

gnadua. Z. Zy Snom the time the' S. inat bu. i. Zd. ing 

waz enected thene and it haa been 6 ubt. Zy 
.. 

Sonmed by toca. Z maten. ia. Z. a and c. Z. imate, by 

"Zoca. Z hab. itd os . Z. ise and thought, and by 

the S ee. Z. inga o6 g enenat. io nd o s. Zo ca. Z 

ant. ia ts 11 
... (2) 

These two quotations note very clearly the 

influence of the environment,. even by mere 

presence of architecture over people and 

architects. In Maracaibo, and most places 

in Venezuela, we have not the kind of 

environment that. Rowse and Allsopp are 

describing, excepting for the "vulgar, 

garish, uncivilised..... contemporary life" 

mentioned by the former. 

We have not the slighest possibility of 

using an ancient building as a source for 

our studies, we are strictly limited to 
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XXth century 'international style' 

architecture, because the very nice 

vernacular' housing from the XIXth century, 

that existed in Maracaibo, has been brutally 

destroyed for the sake of 'modern' 

developments -by those who were our students 

a few years ago-. 

Of course that is our failure, of histoty 

. of architecture courses and of the Faculty 

of architecture in general. 

The problem is not only lack of old 

buildings, good or bad,, but as well, of 

mental conditioning. Only new and shiny 

things seem to interest authorities, ' 

intellectuals and common people. 

There is no historical awareness, except 

for the celebration the history of the 

war of independence. All other historical 

things are considered as just old, 

architecture included. vO, 4L 

6.3.4. Student population: 

ýý'. `, r, yý, L ý �' 9 

(CGýý'"`i'w ý 

The student population increases in 

Universities at a rate of about 25 to 30 
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per cent per year due to: the population 

growth of the country (3.5 per cent per 

year), the age distribution of the 

population (over 52. per cent are less than 

18), education is free, and there are no 

entrance requirement to the universities. 

This very high growth percentage reflect 

directly on: resources needed, study group 

size, teaching and assessment methods, and 

the dropo t problem. 

"Few countaied, £i any, have padzed through 

the ptoceaa os economic development without 

aoc. iat- and poZLtica. 2 ten6Lon and d4.4tutbance. 

Few countt. iea have been through the ptoce44 

06 attaining natLonat 4e. 2i-government without 

e. im. itat ptea. autea being bu. i. 2tup. It . i4, 

thetesote, Lnev. itab! e that education w. iZZ 

be £nvo. 2ved in the tenß. ion4 of the developing 

.aoc. iet. ied , and b ecaub e, the educated ate one 

oj the ' 6tite4' o6 the 4oc. iety (and 

6n. equentty 6onm the ' U. c. te' which wt4he4 to 

take powex jn. om the pnopenty ownen. 4 on. the 

a. kmy oý6iceýýd j who n. uZe at pn. e4ent. It t4 

. i. nev. c: ta6.2e that the 4chooZ4 and untiven4. cý'. Ce4 

w. i. tZ be cente4 o6 nevotutionany enthu4. i, a4m 
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Thia ia the caze vintua. Cty whateven the 

a cho oZa teach" ,.... (3) 

I 
Some of the considerations of this quotations 

do not applied to Venezuela, in the last 

15 years or so, such as who rules the country 

and who wishes to take power. Others do not 

apply at all, such the problem of attaining 

self government. Vaizey describes very well 

the kind of unrest provoked mainly due to 

student population growth, that cannot be 

matched by university organization, building 

facilities and even budgeting. Above all 

political parties find universities to be 

the most fertile of grounds for their 

propaganda 

... "Thu4 the ba4. ic 6act oj education in an 

emengent cauntny . i4 nate oj gnowth, in the 

ennotment oj pup. i. 24 and the conb equent 

cata4tnoph. ic dec. 2. ine in 4tandand4 oja. 2.2 

but the mo4t cane6u. 2.2y nuntuned pn. ivate 

4chaoZ4. Since education "i4 in many 

. in4ta. nce4 a ma1on item in the budget o6 

govenment at nat. iona. 2 and . 2ocaZ . 2eve. 24 

the cane6u. 2 pnov. i4. ion os 4ac, i. 2tit. i, e4 and 

the . impnovement oj qua. 2. ity . i4 a matteh oý 
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the h. igheat concenn, teat atatea be dn. iven 

into 6anfinupcy by the'weigh# oj . ine6s. ic. i, ent 

inatnuctc: on". (4) 

In fact, these are the real problems in the 

Venezuelan universitary education, and 

although I have not had-an objective way 

to prove it, my own experience durign this 

last 12 years (studying not only, 

architectural education, but universitary 

education in Latin American countries and 

all disciplines in-the University of Zulia), 

leads me to believe that educational 

standards have been declining since 1964 (5) 

It 1A " the tgxeat deve. Copmentb in educat. i, änci. Z 

xechnotogy the mend towanda maaa . inatnuct. (. on. 

. i. d countened by a. #nend towandA . ind. iv. idua. 2 

. inatnuct. i. on"...... (6) 

This is an actual problem in universities 

in Venezuela, because there is a pressing 

need to cater to larger groups of students 

each year, while all good educational reason 

is asking for more individual education. 

The problem is, neither problem is being, 

so far, rightly tackled. Only timid 

attempts are being initiated such as 
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educational T. V., short courses for 

lecturers, and general studies fof first 

year students at the university. These 

attempts are still too young to be 

evaluated, but the response seems to be 

negative to all of them. 

DropQUt at Venezuelan universities is 

tremendous. Let us take the University of 

Zulia as an example, where the latest 

figures show, the rate at about 84 per cent=:. 

Only 16 of each 100 students finish their 

studies, and most of them in a longer period 

than the studies themselves by one or two 

years. 

Let us say that architecture, fortunately, 

in Maracaibo, has grown, at a rate below 

the average population growth rate. Even 

so the growth has been considerable as the 

figures on the next page clearly show. 

6.3.5. Lecturers; 

Lecturers in our universities, and architecture 

is no exception, are professionals, interested 

in universitary education, who become 

lecturers without any previous pedagogical 
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Available 



STUDENTS POPULATION 

[Date 
Y ' Y. 2 Y. 3 Y. 4 Y. 5 Total 

60-61 46 - 46 

62 66. 17 83 

63 43 26 11 80 

64 57 28 22 1 _ 108 

65 52 37 25 9 123 

66 57 35 23 21 10 151 

67 69 46 21 22 18 176 

68 79 46 19 " 21 22 187 

69 82 59 24 21 21 207 

70 11 53 40 22 20 214 

71 120 67 41 27 23 278 

72 164 66 60 32 23 345 

73 

74 

75 
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preparation, They do not know about 

perception, communication, teaching and 

assessment'methods, methods of study, or 

even about universitary education, more 

than any non-academic professional. 

The fact is that even with an interest to 

overcome this limitations,. because of the 

acute shortage of lecturers, and 'the 

growing number of students, they become 

involved in direct teaching immediately, 

and most of them never find or have the 

energy and interest to specialize themselves. 

6.3.6. Research: 

Research within the universities has developed 

considerably compared with what it used to 

be until the mid-sixties. Even so, it is 

still scarce and not well formulated, the 

money destined to it is around 2 per cent 

of the budget varying from one university 

to another and from one discipline to other. 

Medicine or better still health, is the 

leader in this aspect. 

Research is more the product of the individual 

interest within each Faculty, than the result 
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of a programmed effort, and most of it, it 

is not related to teaching. 

Architecture in Maracaibo is no exception, 

and research is practically non existent. 

The only research centre of the; FAculty 

has been too busy doing contract work, 

until now. 

6.3.7. History of Architecture: 

History of architecture as a discipline is 

quite a new field in Venezuela. Most of 

what has been done has been the personal 

effort and enterprise of some of the 

history of architecture lecturers in the 

Faculty of Architecture in Caracas (The 

Central University of Venezuela). 

Although compared with other Latin American 

countries, like: Mexico, Guatemala, Peru, 

Bolivia, Ecuador, Colombia, Argentina and 

Brasil, old architecture in Venezuela is 

not very rich, there is a considerable 

amount of work to be done, first is research, 

and then in preservation and conservation 

work. 
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Modern architecture, since the oil boom, 

is a good and interesting--area for 

research as well. 

History of architecture courses in the 

universities should be the best and, so 

far, are the sole vehicle for developing 

interest in the subject. But not much is 

being done to promote the interest, and 

nothing to prepare the manpower needed. 

There is a proposal for a Masters degree 

on history of architecture starting in 

1975 or 1976 in Caracas, but we consider 

this effort as too mild for the real needs. 

It is fair to say the same time, that if 

manpower existed at this moment, it would 

probably be unemployed. 

We need to stress the point which we made 

about the lecturers lack of special 

preparation. This. is true as well, from a 

historical point of view, for most of us 

who are trying to teach history of architecture 

and design, and building, at the same time. 

The need for specialized people, perhaps 

architect historians as we proposed in the 
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last chapter, is clear for history of 

architecture courses. 

6.3.8. Study sources: 

In 6.3.4. above, we mentioned the acute 

shortage of ancient buildings and the 

inadequacy of our built environment to 

serve as a source for study. 

There are other sources that we lack as 

well. Compared with other languages - 

English, French or German - the amount 

of good bibliography we can find in 

Spanish is very poor. Our students are 

very seldom able to read other languages, 

which barrs their access to good books 

and magasines. Primary sources such as 

archives, notes and original texts are 

rare and there is almost no organized 

collection of them. We do not even know 

if they exist or not. The only notable 

exception is that of newspaperrwhich are 

class fred)for the last fifty years or so. 

Again, this inadequacy calls for more 

research to be done, It could be an 

excellent task for history of architecture 
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courses undertake research in some of these 

almost virgin fields, but with two or three 

exceptions., it is not being done. 

6.4. -Course Proposal. 

At last we seem to be ready for our proposal, 

bearing in mind that what we have expressed about 

the conditioning environment, the historical 

background and the 'Notes' of Appendix 2 of Part 

i, is merely a1l effort to syntethize factors 

we consider influence the course, and give the 

necessary weight to all findings contained in our 

research about history of architecture courses in 

Venezuela, Appendix 1 of Part II. 

6.4.1. New curriculum: 

To place our proposal within the reality 

of the new curriculum, let us state the 

main points of it. 

Studies shall be organized around four areas 

of knowledge, and one application field 

which is project work. The four areas of 

knowledge have been defined as: human 

sciences, building sciencies, environmental 

sciences (new in the studies), and form and 
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communication. Within each of these areas, 

an effort should be made to coordinate, as 

much as possible, the many subjects existing 

trying to develop a more holistic approach. 

-The studies are divided in three stages, 

called cycles. The basic cycle corresponds 

to second, third and fourth years; and the 

professional cycle corresponds to the fifth 

year. Because the university has established 

general studies for all first year students, 

the basic cycle has been lost, and a one 

semester cycle called first cycle has been 

introduced to cope with some subjects and 

study contents lost in general studies. All 

studies are organized in semesters. 

-Project work shall be done with team 

teaching instead of studio tutors exclusively, 

as in the past. Each team is formed by one 

or two studio tutors, depending on the year 
I 

and one lecturer from each of the four 

areas, the teams will deal with groups of 

about 36 to 48 students. 

-In an effort to relate and coordinate 

theoretical subjects with project work, all 

lecturers shall form a permanent seminar 
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ý to feed information and to counsel project 

work in all areas external assessors will 

be brought. in when necessary. 

History of architecture belongs to the 

human science area, and within that area 

there will be a comprehnsive seminar 

related to project work, its objectives, 

.ý 
ýýý 

uýýý 
a 

ýý 

content and timetable. The emphasis-on 

this will change according to the project. 

Besides its participation in this seminar, 

history of architecture shall. provide some 

compulsory and elective courses, whose 

content is not contained in the seminar, 

and is considered important. This means 

that this courses content shall change 

each time that project work changes, surely 

every year. 

Natural criticism to the new curriculum 

are: first, with the university general 

studies we have lost contact with first 

year students and we have no control over 

their education (one advantage we have 

within the faculty about two hundred fewer 

students); second, even without first year 

students our population shall this year 
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reach more than 500 students, making 

seminar organization, and the desired 

coordination of it difficult. 

6.4.2. Objectives: 

Course objectives shall be defined, 

starting with faculty objectives, because 

there are no fixed university objectives, 

except those established in the university 

law for national universities. 

6.4.2.1. Faculty-objectives: 

In summary, the faculty objectives 

are to prepare, to the highest 

possible level, architects for 

development". 
_ 

At this point it is important-to 

clarify that in Venezuela there 

are no planning schools or 

faculties, nor quantity surveyors, 

no construction studies. Architects 

serve usually as planners and 

architects, and the task of 

construction and quantity 

surveyors is commonly performed 
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by engineers. 

'Architects for development' 

leaves the field wide open as to 

what kind of architect we must 

prepare. 

6.4.2.2. Course Objectives: 

As we have done before we shall 

present general and specific 

0 

objectives. 

6.4.2.21. General objectives: 

General objectives should 

be to: 

-Contribute to general education 

for the development of man towards 

total living. 

-Contribute to the furtherance of 

the individual through education, 

with reasoned freedom, creativity, 

and clear social responsibility as 

an architect. 

-Provide general broad education 

with sound scientific and aesthetic 

bases and with due concern for 
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physical and cultural environment, 

and development of an open critical 

mind. 

-Educate for continuous change, 

providing a consciousness of 

physiological and psychological 

learning procedures, a basic 

knowledge, and understanding of 

how to learn, and a concept of 

how to use knowledge to irodigy 

behavioural attitudes. 

-Prepare for team and group work 

in a'pluridisciplinary approach 

to problem solving. This 

experience provides for the 

development of educational and 

training skills. 

-Educate for advancement of 

knowledge, transmission of culture 

and enhancement of citizenship. 

Comments: These are almost the 

same objectives we stated in chapter 

2, that we consider to be basic 

for architectural students in Mara- 

caibo. 
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We do not believe that these 

objectives must be a matter of 

detailed consideration during the 

history of architecture courses, 

being so general, but they must 

be communicated to students and 

permanently kept in mind by 

lecturers. 

6.4.2.22. Specific objectives. 

Specific objectives as 

both ends and means shall be 

presented together. 

Of those objectives we considered 

as ends: specialization and the 

development of a cultural background 

in our case in Maracaibo, we do not 

believe that there is any. 

possibility in thinking of specializing 

within the Faculty of Architecture, 

and, therefore, we propose to keep 

only cultural background as a 

suitable objective. 

The objectives we propose are: 

-To provide a good general historical. 

knowledge about the development of 
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civilizations fAm the first 

settlements to the present, with 

a"clear understanding of periods, 

civilizations, and their respective 

architectures as a consequence of 

their total environment. 

-To give the students full 

understanding and awareness of what 

architecture is, what the forces 

are shaping it, and-their interactions. 

-To understand how the relations 

existing between society and'the 

individual (community and artist) 

influence architecture which, as a 

compulsory presence, must contribute 

to the enhancement of life, 

physically and psychologically, 

with due consideration for the 

cultural and natural environment. 

To understand past and present 

architecture, their interaction and 

the real values of objectivity and 

inter pretation, considering the 

surface and underlying facts of 

history. 

-To contribute to the scientific 

and aesthetic education of the 
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highest intellectual quality, with 

adequate methods and techniques, 

considering the nature of architecture 

to be art and science. 

-To provide problem solving experience 

(recognition, identification, analysis 

synthesis and evaluation), in a 

pluridisiplinary approach, with the 

necessary feedback from reality 

considering, if possible, all its 

variables. 

-To provide the necessary knowledge 

of preceding civilizations in direct 

line with our own historical reality 

and our historical background in 

architecture. 

-To give students a sound skill in 

methodological analysis, criticism, 

self-criticism, and assessment of 

architectural designs, providings 

for the due transfer of the skill 

to project work in architectural 

and urban design. 

-To establish in different years, 

performance goals to be attained 

by students, concerning knowledge, 
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research skills, methodological 

analysis, self-criticism, 

balanced criterio, and group and 

team work disposition. For details 

see 6.4.4. time and place. 

Comments: Specific objectives as 
4 

defined shall necessarily influence 

methods (teaching and assessment) 

and the lecturers prepartion and 

attitude toward the teaching of 

history of architecture, We believe 

that in our Faculty, there is now 

a: good disposition to accept this 

kind of orientation. 

6.4.3. Contents: 

At this point we shall define contents, and 

in the next section 6.4.4. time and place, 

we shall distribute them year by year. 

First we shall explain our criteria in 

selecting contents, and then get into more 

details. We are generally in agreement 

with Allsopp when he says that contents 

should be exploratory. We believe that, 

like education itself, they must change to 
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provide for motivation and excitement on 

the part of lecturers and learnes, and to 

provide for some study options for 

students. 

.... "The modt common mtiatahe id to give 

4xuden. 4 too much concep. tuaZ ma. tenia. P too 

. 6oon,.... and then not enough . 2atet on.... 

(7) 

This is one of the dangers of objectives 

of the kind we have proposed, and a balance 

must be found between too much conceptual 

learning too early, and the necessary 

awareness of architecture too late to be 

useful, as has happened in our Faculty in 

Maracaibo. 

Our following proposal for contents is a 

combination of natural chronology and 

careful selection of certain periods. 

6.4.3.1. Chronological. 

We propose first a course of 

general history of architecture 

from first the human settlements 

to the present, in strict 

chronological order, for one 
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semester, 

Comments: This is necessary due 

to the complete lack of historical 

knowledge of students coming into 

the Faculty. 

This course should be placed in the 

first year during the second semester 

of general studies, but this has. 

not been possible. 

6.4.3.2. Selection: 

Most of the courses should be 

decided on through a selection 

criterion, considering the direct 

civilizations preceding and 

influencing ours, and the main 

civilizations that could provide 

useful examples for comparison: 

.... "Even tho4e who have detenm. ined to t eann 

nothing room pno6e44o/. Anno. ed toynbee mu4t 

have acqu. ined unden hL4 in6£uenee a ceata. in 

negaad Jon the . impontanee and the 

potent-iat it. ie4 oj the eompahative 6tud jo 6" 

civLUzatio i4 . Such a £. ietd oj4 chotax4 h. ip 

may have . it4 dangex4 when it . i4 too 
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encycQopaedyc in its nange; but it may 

pnove a mone pnacti, ea6Ze entenpn. iee to 

ttcy to compate, in the van. ioud eu. Etunea 

oj the wontd, just the diijeting types o6 

h. iaton. ieat menta. 2. ity, the vatying attitudes 

to the paat, and the ejject o6 these things 

on the chanaexen o6 a euQtune as a who. 2e": 

(8) 

Civilizations provide for a certain 

continuity of studies. For example, 

the western civilization is for 

Latin American countries a necessary 

precedent. On the other hand, 

periods, for instance colonial 

architecture, offers us a broad 

horizontal panorama with many 

comparative aspects. We can study 

what happened at the same time, 

in different countries, under 

similar european influence, ' 

that even to day characterizes 

our architecture in many respects. 

Using various criteria we propose 

the following contents: 

, -. World architecture from 1750 onwards. 
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-XXth century architecture. 

-Venezuelan architecture 

-Architecture in Maracaibo 

'-World history of planning 

-Greece to Middle Ages 

-Renaissance and Barroque 

-Industrial Revolution to the 

XXth century 

-Modern Architecture in Latin 

American 

-Planning in Latin America 

-Pre-Columbus architecture 

-Colonial architecture in Latin 

America 

-Colonial architecture in Venezuela 

-Architecture in Venezuela from 

1940 onwards. 

-Planning in Venezuela.. 

Comments: Some of these courses are 

electives. Students must take all 

compulsory courses and some of the 

electives. See 6.4.4. Time and place. 

6.4.3.3. Analysis: 

All the contents determined above, 

with the exception of the general 
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chronological ones, shall be 

presented as a study leading to 

methodological and critical 

analysis. 

Concerning the quality of the 

analysis, we have already mentioned 

some of the limiting factors of 

the environment and study sources. 

Even so, the analysis must be as 

comprehensive as possible, starting 

with the natural and cultural 

environment as defined before, and 

ending with a critical synthesis of 

the facts (building, town, architect 

work) studied. For that purpose we 

have developed two basic methodologies, 

one for buildings and one for towns 

that we have been using with fair 

results for the last six years. It 

was thought to be comprehensive 

enough, but now it must complemented 

with the environmental aspects 

which were lacking. 

The kind of basic help in 

methodological analysis, is important 
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for students to have, even if it is 

not thoroughly applied, because it 

provides a very useful tool to use 

- J. AL. -I ý. ý. N1 
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as a reference frame to the practical 

taork. We are convinced that the 

methodological form, 
4 

itself may, 

and must be changed following the 

expirience obtained and its 

application must not become and 

end in itself. Its use has proved, 

beyond any doubt, that our-students 

need that kind of methodological 

aid. 

6.4.3.4. Compulsory and elective course 

contents. 

As said before, some of the contents 

proposed correspond to a one 

semester, elective course and others, 

to compulsory course. 

We consider as compulsory the 

following contents: 

-General history of architecture 

course 

-World architecture from 1750 onwards 

-XXth century architecture 
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-Venezuelan architectural 

, Architecture in Maracaibo 

-orld history of planning 

The reason for including the last 

course disted is that during 

the fifth year, all the emphasis 

in our Faculty (wrongly in my 

opinion) is placed on planning, 

, and some background is needed. 

As elective courses, we propose 

two lines, first: 

--Greece to the Middle Ages 

-Renaissance and Barroque 

-Industrial revolution to XXth 

century 

-Modern architecture in Latin 

America 

-Planning in Latin America. 

We consider this line the 'european' 

one, taking some contents from what 

may be considered important as a 

precedent to Latin American 

architecture. Of the five contents, 

only the first three are really 

european and the last two latin- 
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american, because we consider the 

emphasis must be on our architecture. 

We have selected in this line Greece 

to the Middle Ages because we 

believe it is important, but other 

examples could be chosen. This 

applies as-well for Renaissance and 

Barroque. 

The second line, the latin-american 

line is constituted by: 

-Pre-columbus architecture 

-Colonial architecture in Latin 

America 

-Colonial architecture in! Vbnezuela 

-Architecture in Venezuela from 1940 

onwards. 

-Planning in Venezuela 

Students should be free to chose 

from one or the other line, one or 

even two electives per semester. 

6.4.4. Time and Place: 

One important consideration which we have 

made before, concerning the time and place 

where the history courses should be 
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included within the studies, was that 

history of architecture course should start 

in the first year and be offered thou\hout 

the remaining years. Unfortunately this is 

not possible for, the-time being, and it will 

probably never be, with the general studies 

system. 

We must, therefore, place our courses where 

. we are allowed to. During the first cycle 

of one semester, within the Faculty, there 

is no time to introduce a history course as 

such, but some historical content is being 

introduced through a few (2 or 3) lectures. 

For our purpose, we consider that our real 

start is in fourth semester with our general 

chronological course, that must take all 

the time allowable for history, without any 

elective at this level. 

In the fifth semester, the compulsory course 

should be the one on world architecture from 

1750 onwards; and the electives courses 

offered could be: Greece Middle Ages, or 

Pre-Columbus architecture. 

In the sixth semester the compulsory course 

should be: XXth century architecture; and 
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the electives Renaissance and Barroque, or 

Colonial architecture in Latin America. 

In the seventh semester the compulsory 

course should be Venezuelan architecture, 

and the electives, Industrial revolution 

to XXth century, or Colonial architecture 

in Venezuela. 

In the eighth semester as the compulsory 

course, Architecture in Maracaibo and as 

electives, Modern Architecture in Latin 

America, or Architecture in Venezuela from 

1940 onwards. 

In the ninth semester, is a compulsory 

course, World history of planning, and as 

electives, Planning in Latin America, or 

Planning in Venezuela. 

During the last two semesters, the 

professional cycle, there is no possibility 

to introduce any history course, because 

the main task is a comprehensive planning 

project, and all considered theoretical 

subjects must be finished during the 

formative cycle. 

Regarding the time devoted to the courses, 
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if they keep the existing timetable, which 

seems possible? the compulsory course should 

be two hours per week, and each one of the 

electives one hour per week. Students 

taking only one elective should be given 

an additional task in the compulsory course 

so as to have four hours per week. 

On the next page we have a chart with the 

proposed contents and the timing we suggest 

as appropriate, although we insist that 

students should be free to chose their 

electives as they like. 

Before we leave the timing question, we 

consider it necessary to insist that 

ideally, the general chronological course 

should be placed durign the first year, 

and all the other contents should start 

in third semester, allowing for historical 

awareness and actual knowledge about modern 

architecture to be received as early as 

possible by students. 

6.4.5. Teaching methods: 

Our proposal for teaching methods considers 

those we believe more appropriate, even 
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COURSE PROPOSAL 

Compulsory EIec ives 

General 
Sem. 1 

Studies 

Sem. 2 

First Sem. 3 
Cycle 

Sem. 4 Genera l Chronological Course 

1750 Greece-M. Age Prei blumbus Sem. 5 

Formative xx C Renaiss. Barroque Col. Lat. Amer. 
Sem. 6 

Cycle Venezuela Ind. Rev. Col. Venezuela 

Sem. 7 

Maracaibo Mod. Arch. Lat. Amc Venezuela 1940 
Sem. "8 

World Plan. Plan. Lat. Amer. Plan. Venezuela 

Sem. 9 

Prof. 
S em. 10 

Cycle 

Sem. 11 



though at present they are not applied 

because the lecturers and the material 

are not sufficiently prepared and, the 

instructional or special aids are not 

available. We are convin nt that our 

Faculty coudl overcome in rather short 

time both problems if it was willing. 

I 

"In Ain. ica, Aa. ia and Latin AmeAica, theme 

. id awacute dhontage o4 teachm, by 

wedtenn ztandatdd; and big cta4a ea need 

veny d. iijenent techn. iquea o6 teaching"... 

(9) 

Vaizey who has studied education in 

developing countries, points out very 

clearly, and correctly one of the main 

problems of our education and the difficulties 

in using certain methods. 

"An . impontant objective o6 the teachea is 

to . ineneas ethe . i. ntenest, on mot. ivation, o6 

the majon. ity o6 students. We have a. bneady 

mentioned some o6 the 4aeton4 which contn. ibute 

to pnomote them: e. 2ean de6. in. it. ion o6 goats 

with . Cntenmed. iate and inmed. iate objectives 

pnompt 6eedbaek as to success, active, 

nathe& than passive, methods os teann. tng 
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and vaxiety in teaching methods. In addition, 

open-ended pno6tem4, d. L44entat. %on4 on 

'neaeanch"pnofect4 can anou4e con4idena6te 
ý 

enthu4ta4m". (10) 

This very authoritative opinion about methods 

and the sort of teaching - learning qualities 

to be developed in'higher education points 

out, our main problems, a large student 

population and the lack of preparation for 

lecturers in the use of new methods. 

All theses considerations made, we propose 

the use of several methods that, combined 

in the right doses, may produce satisfactory 

results. 

6.4.5.1. Lectures. 

Lectures should be used in all 

courses proposed, but with different 

importance from one to another and 

in general diminishing emphasis from 

the fourth to the ninth semester. 

For the general introductory course, 

lectures should take most of the 

time, excepting, probably, for a 
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monthly seminar. The purpose in 

this course should be to provide 

'2 
0 

nöt only guidance about study 

sources, methods and practical 

work, but as well to give the 

necessary historical information 

and knowledge. 

During other courses, both 

compulsory and elective, lectures 

should be used sparingly, to 

provide information about methods, 

study sources, guidance to practical 

work, and as an introduction 

opening to new subjects for 

discussion. 

IDbring the lectures themselves, ' 

all possible teaching aids should 

be used, not only to maintain 

students interest, but to show 

students that there are 

instructional aids available, and 

to instruct them in the way they 

may be used. 

6.4.5.2. Individual study: 

Because of the nature of primary, 
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secondary and universitary education 

in Venezuela, our students are not 

used to-individual study, and it is, 

therefore, important to stress the 

advantages of it by using it as much 

as possible. 

As a complement to lectures, and 

using the information provided in 

them, individual study should be the 

way to get into more depth within 

a subject area. It provides the 

necessary knowledge to be used 

late seminars and discussions, 

in practical work, and in essays. 

It is important not only that 

individual study feed these three 

lines of work, but that the 

students become consciousness of 

the use of their knowledge as well. 

The purpose of individual study 

then are clear: to. get more knowledge 

about the subject, to prepare for 

seminar and discussions, to provide 

information for practical work, 

and to serve as a basis for essays. 
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We propose that within individual 

study, many different methods and 

educational media can be used. 

Tutorials, films, film-strips, tapes, 

slides, tape-slide packages, video- 

tapes, and programmed learnin s 

(linear and*sequencial) are among 

the possible ones. 

6.4.5.3. Seminar and discussion: 

As a follow up to lecturers, 

depending on the subject, seminars 

and discussions should be organized 

to probe the sutdents understanding. 

Depending on the numbers (fortunately 

groups after third semester are not 

too large because of dropout), 

seminars and discussions should be 

organized every three or four weeks. 

Group teaching, has been one of the 

characteristics of our approach to 

teaching history, as we have seen 

in Appendix 1 of Part II. This will 

allow us with the help of assistants 

to organize small groups, probably 
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of 15 students each, for seminars. 

Assistants are senior students 

who help lecturers research and 

prepare material for courses. 

Subjects for discussions should 

come from the lectures, the 

practical work, individual study, 

essays, study trip programmes, or 

from special problems introduced 

by students or lecturers. 

When considered convenient, and 

possible, games and simulation 

should be employed within seminars 

and discussions. 

6.4.5.4. Practical work: 

Practical work should provide for 

the application of the knowledge 

obtained in lectures, individual 

study, seminars and discussions. 

It also provides opportunity to 

develop research abilities and 

interest, and to put into practice 

all the methodological knowledge. 
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A further purpose of practical 

work should be to critically 

analyze the architecture facts 

and works studied. Even the 

selection of the subject studied 

muest be considered as a point 

for assessment in viewing, the 

students criterion and/or 

knowledge of the subject. 

Practical work should be developed 

first in groups, and later 

individually, in order to develop 

and test the students ability to 

work in a team situation and alone. 

It should be of various types 

including bibliographical research, 

methodological analysis, and field 

research. 

Students should expose their works 

to fellow students for criticism, 

criticize others work and answer 

questioning about their works. 

6.4.5.5. Study trips: 

Even with all the inconveniences 
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mentioned about the lack of examples 

of historical architecture in-Mara- 

cäibo, study trips should be 

organizaed to see the very few ones 

that do. exist, and to acquaint 

students with the kinds of modern 

architecture existing in Venezuela, 

and if prossible in some other 

Latin American countries. 

Trips and visits should be organized 

one per semester, in relation with 

course subjects. They should be 

carefully planned and defined as 

to purposes. Tasks to be accomplihs 

by each student, the performance 

expected, reports to be submitted 

and assessment criteria should also 
be carefully predetermined. 

Student participation should be 

encouraged through previous reading 

and discussions. 

6.4.5.6. Essays: 

Essays of different length and depth 

should be prepared by students, 

under tutorial supervision, with 

subjects discussed on the basis of 
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previously assigned reading. 

The purpose should not only be 

to study a different subject per 

semester, but to test the research 

interest, method of work, and the 

communication abilities of the 

student as well. 

Essays should start in the fifth 

semester, considering that in the 

fourth semester all efforts should 

be devoted to the general 

chronological course. 

Tutors for the essays could be 

selected from other areas within 

or outside the Faculty with the 

approval of lecturers. 

Essays, in some special cases, 

may be more than one semester 

long. 

Emphasis should be given in 

essays to good writing style as 

well as to graphication, and 

methodological approach. 
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6.4.6. Assesment methods; 

'Assessment methods should be carefully 

studied in advance, so as to make them a 

useful teaching learning experience, 

instead of just a measuring examination. 

Ideally, (and that shall probably always 

be possible in our Faculty), all assessments 

should'be made by groups of lecturers, and 

all the criteria transmitted to students 

at the beginning of the course. 

6.4.6.1. Individual study: 

In individual study, through 

tutorials, the purpose should be 

to appreciate acquired knowledge 

to use it in further reading or 

research, and to take advange of 

all the educational aids available. 

Tutors should be continually 

informed by students of their 

progress, and discuss with them 

the assessment in detail. 

All stages of individual study 

should be assessed partially 
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during the work, and later a final 

assessment should be discussed. 

6.4.6.2. Seminars and discussions: 

In seminars and discussions, 

assessment criteria should be: 

include use of knowledge, expression 

of ideas, attitude toward the ideas 

of others, disposition to group 

and team work, and degree of 

participation. 

All seminars Shoulcit be lassessment ,. 

1 in discussion with students in 

small groups, at the end of the 

course. 

Feedback should be generated as 

frequently as possible, probably 

once a month, or every two seminars, 

so as to allow students to 

strengthen their participation. 

Lecturers should inform students 

if their lack of success in seminars 

is due to attitude or to insuficient 

individual study. 

4 
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6.4.6.3. Practical work: 

The purpose of assessment of 

practical work is to judge one's 

knowledge about a subject, one's 

methodological analysis ability, 

one's presentation and communication 

skills, one's interpretation and 

one's objectivity towards a 

historical architectural fact. 

Each practical work should be 

assessed separately, and a final 

assessment made considering the.. 

progress and the maturity of the 

students. 

Partial assessment should be 

made with immediate feedback, 

and explained to the students. 

6.4.6,4 Study trip: 

The purpose of study trip 

assessment should be to test 

architectural awareness, critical 

attitude and analysis, observation 

abilities, synthesis, and 
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interpretation capabilities. 

With that purpose in mind each, 

student should be asked to draft 

trip proposals and a final report, 

including graphs and pictures as 

well as a critical analysis of 

the visit as an educational 

experience, with suggestions for 

improvement. 

All these drafts and reports should 

be discussed and then assessed. 

6.4.6.5. The purpose of essay assessment 

is to evaluate, criterion for 

subject selection, written and 

graphic expression, method of 

work, ability to classify and 

use information, analysis and 

synthesis capacities, interpretation, 

and conceptualization. 

Each essay should be assessed 

separated. When an essay in more 

than one semester long, tutors 

should produce a partial assessment 

per semester. 
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6.4.6.6. Through other subjects; 

Considering the interest for 

coordination and integration with 

other fields which exist.: in the 

Faculty, it should be possible to 

relate history to other subjects 

or study problems (i. e. project 

work) and in this case the same 

kind of assessment should be made, 

with the participation of the 

other subject lecturers. 

6.4.7. Other aspects; 

Besides the aspects already considered, 

there are some others that we wish to 

mention as important and influential in 

the courses. Some of them are apparently 

external, but deeply interrelated. 

6.4,7.1. Coordination: 

The search for coordination, 

within architectural studies, 

between project work and theoretical 

disciplines, i an important one. 

Although we do not believe that 

in our case, a thesis like the 
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one suggested by Macleod would 

function, we believe that 

history of architecture should 

in some way be related to all 

subjects. 

It is not possible to ask lecturers 

from other disciplines to become 

competent history lecturers, 

however they should prepare one 

or two introductory lectures for 

each course where they give an 

introduction with the double 

purpose of placing each discipline 

within a historical context and 

of giving more relevance to history 

by its conexion with practically 

any existing discipline. 

This would require the participation 

of history of architecture lecturers, 

and, it would be, a very valuable 

experience for everybody 

This applies perfectly well to 

project work, where no matter what 

theme you work on, there is some 

historical background that can 
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provide useful considerations. 

Even in'something as new as nuclear 

energy, or space flight, there are 

previous experiences connected, 

in the fields of research. 

6.4.7.2. Staff: 

/ 

I 

"Teacher: t&a. inZng Ls one o6 the 

nerve cent/. e. 6 of the education 

aystem. Mote can be done to ta. i4e 

d. tandatd4 oj education and at £e44 

coa. t. hAough . teacher . tta. inLng than 

any o. then activity. But in 

undetdeve. eo ped counttLe4 tetativety 

£t ; ee attention as been paid to 

th. ia utg end taa fz" . (11) 

In fact although mentioned before, 

. it 
is important to insist on this' 

point, although basked on my own 

observation most, 
* lecturers in 

architectural education in Great 

Britain, like ourselves, are 

professionals doing their best 

to become teachers. 

The point we want to make now is 
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V/ 

that we are conscious that the 

course we are proposing is demanding 

of the lecturers. They must be 

ready to study teaching and assessment 

methods, besides their own subject, 

but this must be done one way or 

another sooner or later, whether 

our proposal is accepted or. not. 

Staff must in fact be prepared to 

use methods providing for 

individualized education and mass 

education at the same. time,, 

because both these aims are our 

reality. Large groups are coming 

into the Faculty, and architecture, 

by its nature of being a problem 

solving discipline, asks for 

individual tutorial study. '- 

V/1 

Our proposal requires more staff 

than what history of architecture 

course normally would require. We 

are perfectly aware of what we have 

said before as to how scarce well 

prepared people are, but we insist 

on this need considering the 

student population growth. 
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The increase demanded by this 

proposal is not of major proportion 

considering�f1the increase in 
r 

instructors needed to combat the 

student population growth. 

In what concerns the kind of 

preparation the staff requires, 

there are two levels: one is the 

new methods, and the other is 

history specialization. The new 

methods courses for lecturers of 

all disciplines should be organized 

within the Faculty. For history 

specialization, the right thing 

to do is undertake postgraduate 

studies abroad. 

6.4.7.3. Research and study sources: 

The faculty must find the resources 

both economics and human, to 

und t ke a comprehensive programme 

of research to feed teaching and 

thejnd of information we are 

asking for on which to base 

individual study. 
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Again we are optimistic in this 

respect and we believe that this is 

possible. What is lacking is the 

setting up of a good programme, but 

this could be done in a short time 

making possible our proposal, and 

thus influencing not only history 

ofarchitecture courses within the 

Faculty, but the conservation and 

1,1 respect for the heritage that has 
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